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redemptio:a rights typically in the form of a par put, which allows the 
investment to be sold back to the issuer at par prior to the maturity date in the 
event of the death of an owner. (Tr. 65: 18-23). 

Division Response: Admitted that survivor's option instruments contain redemption rights, 
typically in the form of a par put, which allows the instrument to be sold back to the issuer at par 
prior to the maturity date. The triggering event, however, is the death of the beneficial owner of 
the instruments-not simply the owner-a fact that Lathen communicated to investors and 
potential investors in his marketing materials. (Div. Exs. 2042 - p. 22; 2064 - p. 20; 461 -p. 20; 
see also PFOF~420.) 1 

2. Generally, the governing documents of an SO investment would require the 
deceased owner to be a "beneficial owner." However, issuer testimony at 
trial showed that there is no consistent definition of the term "beneficial 
owner"- and the governing documents provided no definition whatsoever 
beyond standard "Book entry" language under which beneficial ownership is 
defined as the registered holder with the brokerage firm. See, e.g., (A) Tr. at 

-·-·- -·-- -· ·--· --- · - · - -- ·-- - ·· · -75-1 :7;:.25- (Citigroup);iBJ-ir. m t813·: 12~ l6 "(Fe"deratFamr-Credit);lmd-(C,-- --- --··· 
Tr. at 822:15-20-(Goldman Sachs); see infra if~193-200. 

Division Response: Denied. (See generally PFOFifl 13.) A number of offering materials 
contained a pertinent definition of beneficial ownership or beneficial interest. For example, the 
Note issued by National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation ("CFC"), which 
required a beneficial ownership interest to redeem pursuant to the survivor's option, contained 
the following definition: · 

For purposes of the Survivor's Option, a person shall 
be deemed to have had a 'beneficial ownership interest' in this Note if such 

------· ··--··person or·suclq>erson's estate had the right; i.minediately·priott<:>such ... · ·· · · · · 
person's death, to receive the proceeds from the disposition of this Note, as 
well as the right to receive payment of the principal of this Note. 
(PFOFifl 13(g) (citing Div. Ex. 972-Exhibit 4.5 -p. 176).) 

Similarly, the prospectus from Bank of America contained the following definition of beneficial 
owner: 

A beneficial owner of a note is a person who has the right, immediately prior to 
such person's death, to receive the proceeds from the disposition of that note, as 
well as the right to receive payment of the principal of the note. (PFOFif l 13(h) 
(citing Div. Ex. 975 - p. 44).) 

"PFOF" refers to the Division's Proposed Findings of Fact, submitted in The Division of 
Enforcement's Statement of Facts, dated April 7, 2017 as well as its Supplemental Statement of 
Facts, dated May 19, 2017, submitted herewith. 
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survivor's option bond issuers-testified that Bank of America's provision was fairly consistent 
across the industry, and that he had never seea a definition of beneficial ownership that was 
materially different from this.provision. (PFOFif,71(h);l 13(h).) 

The beneficial ownership language in the "Book Entry" provisions, which discusses the 
registered holders at DTC, clearly does not apply to the survivor's option provision. Registered 
holders-brokers such as JP Morgan and Morgan Stanley-cannot die and are not the beneficial 
owners for purposes of the survivor's option provision. See: 

1254:8 Q Mr. Hugel just asked you some questions 
1254:9 about the beneficial interest in a portion of the 
1254:10 process that you and I did not go over in direct, 
1254:11 and I'm going direct your attention to it again. 
1254:12 We're on page 20 of Division Exhibit 545, 
1254:13 which you will find at tab 2 of your binder. 
1254: 14 A Okay. 
1254:15 Q And that's the material that he read to 

----·-- ---·-· · · · · · · · ··-- · "1254~t6you from·...; is·under ·a title ailed··" registration-------··· ·- --·-
1254: 17 and settlement"; is that right? · 
1254:18 A Yes. 
1254:19.Q And the material that appears there under 
1254:20 all.r.elates to, as the title suggests, "registration 
1254:21 and settlement"? 
1254:22 A Correct. 
1254:23 Q Now, in your experience, can a broker die? 
1254:24 A Excuse me? 
1254:25 Q Can a broker die -
1255:1 A Yes. . 

~---· --·-----------125s-:2-q--- ab-ro1rer-Clealer'r 
1255:3 A Can a broker-dealer die? 
1255:4 Q Uh-huh. 
1255:5 A No. 
1255:6 Q So if we turn to the survivor's option 
1255:7 section, which begins two pages before that on page 
1255:8 18, and under the first paragraph where it describes 
1255:9 the survivor option -- the survivor's option, is the 
1255:10 beneficial owner referred to there the 
1255: 11 broker-dealer? 
1255: 12 A No. 
1255:13 Q So what is the relationship between the 
1255:14 term "beneficial interest" and "beneficial owner" 
1255:15 under registration and settlement and the term 
1255:16 "beneficial owner" under the survivor's option 
1255: 17 section of the prospectus supplement? 
1255:18 A I mean, this section relating to DTC 
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1255:20 interests can be transferred. 
1255:21 I don't think anyone would suggest --
.1255:22 although, DTC is the -- is the legal owner of the 
1255:23 notes strictly for the ease of transferring book 
1255 :24 .entry securities. 
1255:25 There's no substantive -- I don't think 
1256:1 anyone suggests that DTC has an ownership --
1256:2 beneficial ownership. interest itself in the notes. 

3. Nonetheless, Mr. Lathen's attorneys unanimously advised that the survivor's 
option could be exercised through the use of a "joint tenancy with right of 
survivorship" or "JTWROS." (Tr. 2444:1-25; 2650:5-18; 2233:9-2236:4; 
2872:7-17; 2885:16-22). 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. None of the 
testimony cited supports the proposition that Lathen's attorneys "advised that the survivor's 
option could be exercised through the use of a "joint tenancy with right of survivorship" or 
"JTWROS"-· ·and taken1ogether,·the·testimony-refutes th-atmysuch-advic~~rwas proviued or··- -- ·--· ----
"unanimous." 

4. A joint tenancy with right of survivorship is governed by New York Banking 
Law Section 152 and applies to the brokerage accounts used by Respondents. 
(Tr. 2863:22-2864:12). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is an argument and a legal conclusion and should 
be stricken pursuant to the Court's order. (See Post-Hearing Order, p. 3, dated Feb. 24, 2017 
"Any proposed finding of fact that contains argument will be stricken.") In any event, for the 
purposes of the federal securities laws, the relevant question is whether Lathen disclosed all 

----·-------·-·-~-----material-facts-about-·hisand-the-Participant.:S-beneficial.ownership of.the-notes-he was-seeking.to--··.. . -- ..... -- -·. 
redeem. 

5. Pursuant to issuers' offering documents, only a brokerage firm associated 
with the Depository Trust Corporation "DTC," which is the legal holder of 
the bonds, is authorized to make a redemption request of an issuer. 
(Tr.1229:2-22; 1582:10-15; 1583:20-22; 1638:7-14; 1240:16-1242:4; 
1639: 16-1640: 12). 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. The passages 
cited by Respondents appear to stand for the proposition that for certain issuances where DTC or 
its nominee is the registered holder of a Global Note, DTC or its nominee will be the only entity 
through which redemptions can be made. The passages do not discuss the brokerage firms 
associated with DTC, as Respondents represent. 

2 The Division assumes that the reference is meant to be to Banking Law § 675. 
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materials that must be submitted to exercise the survivor's option. Mr. 
Lathen would typically provide only a redemption request letter and a 
certified death certificate to the brokerage firm, which would make 
determinations about what additional information to send to the issuer. (Tr. 
1800:1-23; 1806:13-17). 

Division Response: Admitted that the governing documents of a survivor's option instrument 
generally identify materials that must be submitted to evidence eligibility to exe:rcise the 
survivor's option. Those documents are not always "specific"-for example, most offering 
documents called for "appropriate evidence" tQ demonstrate beneficial ownership, as well as 
"any additional evidence" that the issuer or trustee may require. (See PFOPJ108.) 

Further, the testimony cited is that of Michael Robinson discussing what materials he collected 
and provided to brokers-including Lathen's redemption letters, death certificates, and 
potentially also brokerage statements, certificates of domicile and proof of original ownership. 
(See Tr. 1800:25-1801:12.) The cited testimony reflects nothing about any independent broker 
determinations "of what additional information to send to the issuer." Indeed, Augie Cellitti
CEO of Secure Vest who;·uniike·Robinsun-; is in -a··positio-n-io· testify-as-tcrthe"determin-amms- ·· ··- --- -
made by brokers-testified that he considered Secure Vest's role to be that of a "pass through'' 
for Lathen' s documents and that they acted as Lathen' s "agent" in the redemption process. 
(PFOF1389.) 

7. Some issuers also had specific holding period requirements, and requested 
copies of current and past account statements demonstrating the holding 
period, as well as a letter from the brokerage firm attesting to the requestor' s 
authority to make the request. (Tr. 976:22-977:1; 1275:13-1278:5, Div. Ex. 
521 at 22 (detailing the information required by Duke Energy for redemption 
of their survivor's option bonds) and Div. Ex. 598 at 24 (detailing the 

___ ----------·· --· ------------------- -infonnation-required-by-P-I"ospect-Capital-for-redemption-0£-their-survivor__!s---·--------· -- -
option bonds)). 

Division Response: Admitted that some issuers had specific holding period requirements, and 
that issuef$ (or trustees, as the cited testimony supports) requested copies of current and past 
account statements demonstrating the holding period. Indeed, all of the redemption packets 
admitted into evidence included relevant account statements, as Respondents admit. (See 
RPFOF,163 ("Redemption packets submitted by brokers to trustees and issuers contained broker 
account statements and an election form, both of which attested to who the beneficial owner was 
at death.").) However, the cited testimony and exhibits do not support a finding that issuers 
requested a "letter from the brokerage firm attesting to the requestor' s authority to make the 
request." 

8. Issuers' governing documents did not specifically request information 
regarding sources of funding for the bonds, confirmation of access to 

"RPFOF" refers to Respondents.' Proposed Findings of Fact and "DRRPFOF" to the 
Division's Responses to Respondents' Proposed Findings of Fact. 
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the existence of any side agreements between joint account holders with 
respect to the bonds. (Tr. 832:12-833:1; 1806:21-1808:13). 

Roger Begelman, Goldman Sachs, Tr. 832:12-833:1 
Q. So if we can get the list of documents ... SEC Exhibit 569, page 2, I 

believe. Okay. 
Q. So is it fair to say, I guess, these were supplement documents; you were 

asking for things that hadn't been provided in connection with the initial -
with the redemption request? 

A. These were not provided with the initial redemption request, that's 
correct. 

Q. It's documents that Goldman didn't ask for in connection with its initial 
redemption request, and you're asking for them now; is that fair to say? 

A. That's -- that's fair to say. 

Division Response: Denied. The prospectuses and other offering documents called for 
evidence sufficient to prove beneficial ownership. (PFOF'lfl08.) Depending on the 

· .. · · · · -· · · circumstances-·· for example·, when ·agreements ·materiallyimpactbeneficial uwnership;-as ·· -·-· · 
here-then those agreements should have been included to present a complete and not 
misleading picture of beneficial ownership, as several issuers pointed out to Lathen once they 
were apprised of the true nature of his relationship to the Participants. (PFOF~~240;256-58.) 

9. On the other hand, some governing documents included broad provisions 
suggesting that issuers or trustees could request further information 
evidencing beneficial ownership and had undefined "sole discretion" to make 
a payment determination. (Tr. 772:8-773:9). 

Roger Begehnan, Goldman Sachs, Tr. 772:8-773 :9 
. . . . . .. Q.. . .... Okay .. So------thank-You.-So. if you.would ·read-to the bottom, again; -- -· · · -·- · · ·· · ·· · · · 

of Exhibit 562, page 8, beginning with "All questions." 
A. "All questions regarding the eligibility or validity of any exercise of the 

survivor's option will be determined by us, in our sole discretion, which 
determination will be finding -- will be final and binding on all parties." 

Q. Okay. Thank you. Now, if you just look at 2(A). 

JUDGE PATIL: Excuse me. Excuse me. On that last sentence, just looking at it 
for what it says, what stops Goldman SachS from saying, Oh, we're not 
going to let you exercise the survivor's option; you can't redeem the bond? 
I mean, what prevents that from taking place? 
Not that you would do it. I'm saying, obviously you would act in good 
faith and, you know, generally, but --

THE WITNESS: I would say otheF than bad faith, nothing. 

Division Response: Admitted that prospectuses and offering materials contained language 
requiring information sufficient to prove beneficial ownership (PFOFiJl 08), and that all provided 
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survivor's. option. 

10. None of the governing documents at issue required a specific relationship 
between the deceased beneficial owners of a survivor's option bond or CD 
and the surviving owners making a redemption request. (Tr. 2430:19-
2431 :6; 1999: 11-2000: 1 ). 

Division Response: Denied. CDs are not "at issue," and therefore what the offering 
documents for those instruments required are not at issue either. Further, the prospectuses all 
required that the deceased beneficial owner and the person submitting the redemption request 
have a relationship sufficient to give the person making the redemption request authority to do 
so. (See PFOPjf 108.) 

11. None of the governing documents at issue limited the sale of the instruments 
or the exercise of the survivor's option feature to "retail investors." They 
could be and were sold to third parties and institutions. (Tr. 760:6-13; 815: 
20-816:1). 

Division Response: Admitted that the cited testimony supports a Finding that for those issuers' 
survivor's option instruments, there was no prohibition against selling them to non-retail 
investors. However, each issuer who testified said that the survivor's option instruments were 
marketed to retail investors. (PFOF~,34;72-78;SFOF,9.) That is because the feature had no 
benefit to institutions since they cannot die. (PFOF,80.) Nor can they hold valid joint tenancies 
with persons who can die. Island Fed'l Credit Union v. Smith, 60 A.D.3d 730 (2d Dep't 2009). 
Further, the cited testimony indicates that the survivor's option securities were marketed and sold 
through broker dealers; not that they were purchased and- held by institutions. 

12. Mr. Lathen's redemption request letters to his brokerage firm were in his 
---·--·· ----- --·- --- . --- ------own-name,-and-were-either on-his-own-personal letterhead or on the · · - · 

letterhead of Eden Arc Capital Management. (SFOF,92; Lathen Ex. 2071; 
Tr. 827:24 - 828:7; 830.:22-831 :7; 1903:21-24; 1905:23-25). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

13. Mr. Lathen's redemption request letters contained only three representations: 
(1) the Participant was ajoint owner, or joint and beneficial owner, of the 
brokerage account at issue; (2) the Participant had died; and (3) Mr. Lathen 
was the surviving joint owner of the brokerage account at issue. (SFOPif92). 
As of December 2015, after the SEC instituted the instant proceedings taking 
issue with the sufficiency of Respondents' disclosures, additional disclosures 
were added to the redemption letters, as a precautionary measure. (Tr. 
623:16-624:11; Lathen Ex. 2071). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibit do not support this proposed 
Finding (-except to the extent it incorporares SFOF192). In addition, the SEC did not institute the 
instant proceeding as of December 2015. This proceeding was instituted in August of2016. 

1 
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the death of the Participmtts OF, if a holding period was required for a 
particular bond, promptly after the holding period was satisfied. (Tr.668:5-
14). 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding in that it does 
not refer to the timeliness of Lathen's submissions. 

15. Mr. Lathen submitted his requests only to his brokers, rather than directly to 
issuers, because that is what was required by the issuer's governing 
documents. (Tr. 918:2-19; 946: 17-947:2). 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. The cited 
testimony only provides that US Bank received presentments from brokers to put or sell back 
their bond positions: · 

946: 17 . Q So describe briefly the redemption 
946: 18 process, please, for survivor's options. 
_94(j:.19. . _A Sm-e. We r~~~i_y~ pr~s~ntmetits. or_p_~~}\~gys ___ --·--·-··-
946:20 from brokers who are electing to put or sell back 
946:21 their bond position under the terms of the survivor 
946:22 option contingency in the indenture. 
946:23 Q Okay. And is the broker doing that for 
946:24 the broker's own account? 
946:25 A No. They have their holders who would 
947:1 present to them. And the broker would coordinate 
94 7:2 the paperwork and then send it to us. 

16. The brokerage firms had responsibility for submitting whatever 
________________________ -~-- _______ 9.9.C.~~!!~~ti9;ri_tb_ey_b.~li~ye<;1._w~ A~c~ssacy tQ s.a:tisfythe.issu~r~_s.redemption __ . ····---- __ _ 

requirements. Issuers' instructions to brokers about how to submit 
redemption requests specifically informed them that they had no obligation to 
make the redemption request if they thought it was improper. (SEC Ex. 530, 
p. 66). Redemption packets submitted by brokers to trustees and issuers 
contained broker account statements and an election form, both of which 
attested to who the beneficial owner was at death. See, e.g., Lathen Ex. 
1941). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibits do not support this proposed 
Finding. Div. Ex. 530 is an excerpt from a Federal Farm Credit Offering Circular which does 
not say that the brokerage firms had responsibility for submitting the documentation they 
believed necessary to satisfy the issuer's redemption requirements. It does say that the financial 
institution is not required to submit the form if it finds the "records specified in the Instructions 
supporting the above representations unsatisfactory." The brokerage account statements in 
Lathen Ex. 1941 do not "attest who the beneficial owner was at death," but they do "attest" to the 
identity of the account holders. The redemption packets submitted by the brokers also included 
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(See, e.g., Lathen Ex. 1941 -p. Lathenl4691.) 

17. Sometimes brokerage firms used "clearing agents" to service their accounts. 
Among other things, the clearing agents would physically hold the accounts 
and provide statements and confirmations. (Tr. 2526: 10--2527: 1 ). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

18. Mr. Lathen made full disclosures to the brokerage firms cauying his accounts 
dwing the relevant time period. The brokers were aware that this was part of 
the fund's investment strategy, and they. either knew of or had fa their 
possession copies of the Participant Agreement. (Tr. 1787:7-1788:1; 
1789: 10-1790:7; Lathen Ex. 2028; Tr. 2522: 1-2523 :4; Lathen Ex. 2032; Tr. 
2636: 16-24). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken. (See Post
Hearing Order, p. 3, dated Feb. 24, 2017 "Any proposed finding of fact that contains argument 
will .be stricken.'')._. To the .. extent.the Court is inclined .to consider this proposed. Finding,_ihere. is ·- . __ _ 
no evidence Lathen made "full disclosures." In particular, there is no evidence that he shared the 
PSA with any broker, nor is there any evidence that he shared the IMA with GFG, CL King, 
FSW, or Wedbush, and there is no evidence that he shared the IMA with Secure Vest and JPMC 
before 2012, when JPMC asked for it. (Lathen Exs. 2040, 2042). In addition, Lathen sent at 
least two of the brokers an investor presentation that contained the following representation: 
"Prior to launching its business, Eden Arc received advice from counsel that the strategy is 
legal." (PFOF~~393;655.) Augie Cellitti testified that both Secure Vest and JPMC relied on such 
representation. (PFOF if394.) Finally, the phrase ''this was part of the fund's investment 
strategy ... "is unclear . 

. . . . . ··- ____ J~_._ Mr_.J~a.!P..~P.. 4ig_~9t~P~~~ .91:J:t .h~~-~e.4~~Pt~~n..r~q~~s~ ~~ -~ J~. ~Y.Q~~- ~~.~~~~y. .. . ... ___ . . .. . .. _. 
by issuers or trustees. To the contrary, he often submitted multiple 
redemption requests to the same issuer or trustee, with respect to multiple 
bonds, which Mr. Lathen held in multiple joint accounts with various 
individuals who did not share his last name. (Lathen Ex. 2021; Tr. 1808:14-
1809:17; 1903:4-1905:25; Tr. 1911:15-24) 

Goldman Sachs (Tr. 911:15-24) 

Q. All right. So recapping, so in a short period of time, Mr. Lathen had 
submitted $2.5 million in redemption requests for CDs; he had made these 
requests under three different joint accounts; none of the joint accountholders 
were named Lathen; the redemption requests were all on the letterhead of his 
hedge fund; and the documents that you got in connection with that indicated he 
had $26 million of these instruments, right? 

A. That seems correct, yes, sir. 

9 
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requests to the same issuer or trustee, with respect to multiple bonds, which Lathen held in 
multiple joint accoUBts with Participants. The cited testimony and Exhibit do not support the rest 
of this proposed Finding. 

20. Indeed, the issuers who testified for the Division stated that they immediately 
noticed the redemption packages submitted by Mr. Lathen' s brokerage firm 
because of either the high amount of money involved or the repetitive nature 
of requests in Mr. Lathen's name in connection with different people who did 
not share his last name. (Tr. 776:16-777:13; 1901:13-22; 1902:7-9). 

Roger Begelman, Goldman Sachs, Tr. 766:16-777:13 
Q. So have you ever heard of a man named Jay 

A. 
Q. 
A. 

Lathen, Donald Lathen? 
Yes. 
And how did you become familiar with that name? 
I became familiar with that name when people from the bank's treasury 
department came to me to inform me that there were a number of 

- ....... -·------ ---- - ..... - ... ----redemption-requests-whichincluded-an-indhiidual-and Mr.-Lathen... . ·-- ------· -- -·- ·. -
Q. And were those with respect to bonds or CDs? 
A. Both. 
Q. 

A. 

Okay. And what did this person who catne to you tell you about the 
redemptions? 
That there seemed to be a lot of them. More than one, more than two, as I 
recall. And that it seemed unusual that we would have one individual on 
so many redemption requests. As a consequence, we set up -- you call it a 
surveillance or review so that if anymore came in, we would be notified. 
And we did some research on who the requestor was and the nature of the 
requests, and then we asked for additional information. 

Roger Begelman, Goldman Sachs, Tr. 1913:9-23 
Q. This was not the run-of-the-mill redemption request? That was pretty 

obvious, right? 
A. We had not seen where an individual had sought a redemption more than 

once. So we, obviously, looked into it to see what was behind it. 
Q. We'll get to that. But my question is: Just from the nature of the 

redemption request itself, it stood out like a sore thumb? 
A. It was the first time we had ever seen it, clearly. 
Q. Okay. And as a result of this information you sought, you decided that you 

would conduct a further investigation, right? 
A. Yes. 

Ian Bell, U.S. Bank, Tr. 951:23-952:13 
Q. Are you familiar with a man named Donald Lathen? 
A. Yes. 

· Q. And how are you familiar with him? 
A. He had submitted several elections through his broker. 

10 



.Q. And what time frame are we talkin.g about? 
A. Mid to late 2013, early 2014. 
Q. And how did this come to your attention? 
A. A processor that reported to me had presented an issue that she had 

thought needed to be escalated specific to Mr. Lathea's elections. The 
dollar amounts were extremely high for the product, as well as he had 
come under several deceased holders that had seemingly no relationship to 
one another. 

Division Response: Denied, to the extent that this proposed Finding implies that the 
redemption requests that alerted Begelman and Bell (the two issuers referenced in the cited 
testimony) were the first redemptions that Lathen had made of either Goldman Sachs' or US 
Bank client's survivor's option instruments. In fact, as Robinson pointed out to Farrell when 
Goldman Sachs rejected Lathen's redemptions in the fall of2013, Lathen had made several 
successful redemptions of Goldman Sachs' survivor's option instruments prior to that date 
"without comment or delay." (PFO?if917 (Div. Ex. 751).). 

21. Issuers seeking more information about Mr. Lathen and Eden Arc were easily 
··· · ·· ·· -·-· ·-- -·· ·--· ---·· · ... -ableto.(and-did}-find it-through-publicly available-information,-including---- ... -- ·

information on Mr. Lathen's background, his relationship to Eden Arc, and 
the nature of the strategy. (Tr. 798:5-14; 799:14-22; Lathen Ex. 2020; Tr. 
1914:17-1915:21). . 

Division Response: Denied, as the.cited testimony and Exhibit do not support this proposed 
Finding, except with respect to Goldman Sachs' efforts to ferret out more information about 
Lathen through its own web searches. There is no evidence that other issuers were able to find 
more information about Lathen and Eden Arc through publicly available information, "easily" or 
not. In addition, this proposed Finding is irrelevant to this securities enforcement matter since 
there is no requirement that victims of securities fraud undertake any due diligence. 

----- 22:-.Addiffonrul:Y, issuers an:a tliefdrustees-were.eiitlile<:no~ and someilliies --- ·-·· · ~--· 
requested additional information from Respondents' brokers. (Tr. 778:10-18; 
781:13; 977:23-978:11). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

23. When the validity determination agent (issuer or trustee) requested more 
information from the brokers, Mr. Lathen would ensure that the brokers got 
the issuers the information they requested. (Tr. 783:1-12; Div. Ex. 569; Tr. 
791:5-8; Div. Ex. 570, Tr. 916:15-24; Tr.1201:8-12; Div. Ex. 557). 

Division Response: Denied. The evidence showed that Lathen delayed or resisted providing 
information to issuers or trustees when they asked for it. (PFOf1ifl57-58;218-19;226.) When 
Lathen did provide information, he provided as little as possible, and there is no evidence that he 
gave any issuer his IMA or PSA. (PFOF,1fl69;413-14;974-80;983.) 
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·· · ·~ ·lw"addition;.tfle phmse·~~mmity~t:m~P'·was-ereutedi7y·f.1rtben; ~·o}1Pusedw'~a 
term used in the governing documents of survivor's option instruments. See: 

3641 :23 Q Mr. Lathen, where does the term "validity 
3641 :24 determination agent" come from? 
3 641 :25 A It comes from the -- I don't know if the term 
3642:1 is exactly used in the prospectus. But that's a term 
3642:2 that's used in the industry overall. 
3642:3 Q But it doesn't say that term in any of the 
3642:4 prospectuses; is that right? 
3642:5 A It says any-- usually, the term that you see 
3642:6 in the prospectus language is all questions regarding the 
3642:7 eligibility for exercise or the validity of claims 
3642:8 associated with an exercise, shall be determined by Party 
3642:9 X in their sole discretion. So that's -- most 
3642:10 prospectuses have that language. And then that tells you 
3642: 11 who is the validity determination agent for that 
3642:12 instrument. 

3642:18 Q But it's not in any of the first bond 
3642:19 prospectuses; is that right? 
3642:20 A I don't know ifthe term "validity 
3642:21 determination agent" is used in the bond prospectus. 

24. Mr. Lathen retained Katten Muchin's legal services in 2009, two years prior 
to the launch of the fund. (Lathen Ex. 1052; Tr. 2427:3-5). 

Division Response: Admitted that Lathen retained Katten Muchin approximately two years 
prior to the launch of the Fund. 

25. Robert Grundstein, Esq., was the attorney who oversaw the client 
relationship and the primary contact at the firm. Beth Tractenberg, Esq. and 
Darren Domina, Esq. also rendered legal advice. (Tr. 3182: 11-20). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

· 26. Robert Grundstein, Esq. earned degrees from Rice University and New York 
University School of Law. (Tr. 2422: 23-2423 :9). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

27. Robert Grundstein's legal practice focused predominantly on the areas of 
corporate and securities law. He is currently the General Counsel, Chief 
Operating Officer, and Chief Compliance Officer of Sabby Capital 
Management, an SEC-registered investment adviser to a hedge fund. (Tr. 
2423: 16-2424: 16; 2426:305; SFOF iJ 68). 
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· ~Bi;risie&=Bespense:, ·--Admi~,·~~-tke cit~·~testimoay~oes .oot-stt~ft.tfte'PI"@posecl 
Finding that Grundstein's legal practice in 2009 focused predominantly on the meas of corporate 
and securities law. In fact, as he testified (and as Respondents note in RPFOF,28), in 2009, he 
was "was a hedge fund lawyer." (Tr. 2424:2-3.) 

28. During the time of his representation of Mr. Lathen, Mr. Grundstein was a 
hedge fund lawyer in financial services group of Katten Muchin Rosenman 
LLP, where he worked from 2004 through 2011. (Tr. 2423:16-2424:16; 
2426:305; SFOF,68). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

29. Mr. Grundstein described Mr. Lathen's investment strategy as "a brilliant 
idea" that allowed Lathen to take advantage of a "loophole" in survivor's 
option securities. (Tr. 2428:8-15). 

Q. What's your understanding of what type of legal support Jay was seeking 
from you? 

----- -- --- --·- .. ·· · .... ·-.. ----A.-- ---Jay-hadwhat----he-andldiscussedit,-what-Ithought-wasjust-abrilliant - ---· · ---- --
idea. He had found a -- found a security that had a loophole in it that 
allowed him -- particularly given the bond environment at the time, the 
ability to make very large returns very quickly. 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding because it 
makes no reference to Lathen' s investment strategy, and Katten' s retention was pre-Fund, and 
therefore pre-strategy. (PFOF~681.) As Grundstein testified, he believed that "Jay and Kathy 
were going to form a joint tenancy, open a securities account and then gift a portion of a 
securities account to the participant" (Tr. 2444:17-20), that the Participant would not be a 
relative, and they would purchase survivor's options bonds and redeem them upon death of the 

·-----------------Participant;-(RPFOF~34~)In-addition;--Grundsteintestified-that :&atten·gave Lathen no advice on ··-·· - ·--- · 
his disclosures to issuers, nor did he see any submission that Lathen was making to issuers. 
(PFOP!J,690;719-20.) 

30. Mr. Grundstein explained that Mr. Lathen was seeking counsel to ensure 
what he was doing was legal and it was being done in an appropriate manner. 
(Tr. 2428:19-21). 

Division Response: Admitted, again noting that Katten Muchin was retained pre-Fund. 
(PFOPjJ68 l.) 

31. Katten Muchin received "full disclosure" of Mr. Lathen' s strategy and facts. 
(Tr. 2429:4-14.) 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to 
the Court's order. To the extent the Court is inclined to consider it, Katten Muchin's advice to 
Lathen was pre-Fund, and thus, pre-strategy, and related to the purchasing of survivor's option 
bonds with a terminally-ill individual. (PFOFif~681;693.) Katten Muchin never saw the 
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··-·PowertGf~.·~eft~l:Htimatelr~eKeottted,~wiih-P..filiticipaRts .. (P-FQF~1f.1il·2--1'5~;··oor.·4lftj' 
submission Lathen was making to issuers. (PFOF~iJ720;737.) In addition, Grundstein did not 
recall seeing any documents other than one version of a Participant Agreement and a couple of 
prospectuses-and it is not clear whether these prospectuses were for securities in which 
Lathen traded. (See PFOF,690.) See also: 

2429:15 Q Okay. Do you recall if you reviewed any 
2429: 16 documents in connection with your representation of 
2429:17 Mr. Lathen? 
2429: 18 A I vaguely do remember that there was a 
2429: 19 participation agreement that we looked at. 
2429:20 Q Any other documents? 
2429:21 A Not that I recall. 

2450:1 Q Not only documents that Mr. Lathen 
2450:2 prepared but also publicly --
2450:3 A Yeah. I recall looking at--you know, at 
2450:4 leas.t two or three or more prospectuses just to --

. · ·2450:5justto see how the··survivor option·was· built into 
2450:6 it. 

2471:14 Q Okay. But you don't recall giving him 
2471:15 advice about his disclosure obligations with respect 
24 71 : 16 to issuers; isn't that correct? 
2471:17 A I don't recall, no. 
2471:18 Q And you don't recall Mr. Lathen asking for 
2471:19 that advice, right? 
24 71 :20 A I don't recall him asking or not asking. I 
2471 :21 purely don't recall. 

---- .. -- - ................ _____ ......... -----····-· ------------···-···--·--·--·--·-·· -------------- ----·· ----- ..................... ----·---·---· ............... ------·----·· 

2499:5 Q Okay. But you hadn't given him any advice 
2499:6 on his disclosures to issuers, right? 
2499:7 A Disclosures to issuers -- yeah, like, I 
2499:8 said, I don't think we -- I don't recall having 
2499:9 given any advice to Jay regarding disclosures to 
2499: 10 issuers. 

32. Attorneys at Katten Muchin received, reviewed and edited the Participant 
Agreement. (Tr. 2429: 15-19; 2439:2-4; Lathen Ex. 1036; Tr. 3184:9-13). 
They did so before the Trusts & Estates Department rendered any advice 
regarding the joint tenancies. (Tr. 3190:22 - 3192: 12). 

Division Response: Denied that "attorneys at Katten Muchin received, reviewed and edited the 
Participant Agreement." Domina testified that he did not edit the Participant Agreement. 
(PFOF~743.) Although Grundstein reviewed a pre-Fund Participant Agreement, he did not 
forward it to Tractenberg, who prepared an informal memo on joint tenancies, and there is no 
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evi<.ience~thaiTractenoerg saw·fb:e·t>artfoipartt'Agreement;'Gruri<istein teStmed·tha1"-"ne 'is~aiily 
confident that" Tractenberg did not review it. (PFOF11697-703.) 

33. Attorneys at Katten Muchin also reviewed several bond prospectuses to 
inform their counsel to Mr. Lathen. (Tr. 2429:22-2430:6; 3148:9-10). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding; 
there is no evidence attorneys at Katten Muchin other than Grundstein reviewed bond 
prospectuses. Indeed, Domina did not. (PFOF,73 7.) The second citation above is unrelated to 
this topic or the proposed Finding: 

3148 :9 I went to work for a small investment bank 
3148:10 in Houston called Weisser Johnson. Frank Weisser, 

34. Mr. Grundstein recalled that he reviewed bond prospectuses to see ifthere 
were any terms that required any specific relationship between joint tenants, 
or that would otherwise preclude Mr. Lathen's strategy, and he found that 
''there was no such restriction." (Tr. 2430: 19-2431 :6). 

........ Q~ 

A. 

Q. 
A. 

··· Whafwas that?· · ·· · · ·· ·· ······ · ·- ·· ·· ····· -·- -·-· - · ···· --·- · 

You know, we were looking-- I don't recall if there were some that did do 
this, but we were looking to see if there was anything in the -- in the terms 
of these securities that required the joint tenant to be, say, a father-son 
owner or cousin, and there wasn't. 
Did you--
At least in the ones that we looked at and were -- felt that Jay could 
certainly implement a strategy, there was no such restriction. I don't recall 
if there were others where the issuers did, in fact, have such limitations. 

. . . . .Division.Response: __ Admitted ______ .----·-- ___ .......................... ·----·- ...... __ .......... -------· ....... . 

35. Katten Muchin provided Mr. Lathen with a power of attorney foflll that Mr. 
Lathen used in his business. (Lathen Ex. 825; Tr.2439:12-2440:19; 3186:9-
12). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibit do not support this proposed 
Finding, except that Grundstein provided a sample power of attorney to Lathen. However, there 
is no evidence of how Lathen revised the sample, or how or whether he used this power of 
attorney in his business. (See PFOF,715.) 

36. Katten Muchin also received and reviewed a copy of a presentation Mr. 
Lathen had put together to use with hospices. {Tr. 3184:14-18). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

3 7. Katten Muchin advised Mr. Lathen to have non-disclosure agreements in 
place when he met with prime brokers to prevent them from engaging in the 
strategy themselves. (Lathen Ex. 1029; Tr. 2441:11-24). 
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Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibit do not support this proposed 
Finding. Grundstein testified that he was not certain who proposed that Lathen put non
disclosure agreements in place to prevent prime brokers from engaging in the strategy 
themselves. (Tr. 2411 :18-24.) Further, the Exhibit is dated January 19, 2010 (Lathen Ex. 1029), 
long after Katten Muchin' s representation of Lathen had ended, so Grundstein was offering 
Lathen no legal advice, but simply advice as a friend, ifhe offered any at all. (See PFOf1718.) 

38. The attorneys at Katten Muchin understood that a valid joint tenancy was "a 
necessary conduit for [Mr. Lathen] to implement the strategy." {Tr. 2444:1-
10.) Accordingly, Katten Muchin's Trust & Estates department evaluated the 
strategy and concluded that it "would form a perfectly good joint tenancy." 
(Tr. 2441:25-2442:10; 2443:7-18; 2444:22-25; Div. Ex. 735). 

Robert Grundstein, Esq., Tr. 2444: 1-24 
Q. Thank you. What was your understanding of the role that joint tenancies 
were to play in Mr. Lathen's investment strategy? 
A. It was a necessary conduit for him to implement the strategy. 
Q ...... In what regard?. ... ·-- - .. - - - - .. .. . . -
A. The survivor option required a death of one of the joint tenants in a joint 

Q. 
A. 
Q. 

A. 

tenancy with right of survivorship in order to trigger the put option. 
And did Katten conduct any research into joint tenancies? 
Yes. 
And did Katten reach any conclusions as to the joint tenancies that Mr. 
Lathen intended to form? 
As I recall that he was -- Jay and Kathy were going to form a joint 
tenancy, open a securities account and then gift a portion of a securities 
account to the participant. And I don't think -- the trustee department 
thought that there was a -- that that wowd form a perfectly -- perfectly 

----------·---·--- ·- -- ----·- ··- .. ---goodjoint·tenancy·: ·-- ···--··· · ·· ····· · ·····--···· ······-········-··---·-·-···········-····-··--······-· ··-· ····- ······ ·---·· ·· ·· ·· 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibit do not support this proposed 
Finding. As noted above, (DRRPFOF~29), Lathen consulted Katten Muchin pre-Fund, and so · 
pre-strategy; Grundstein understood that "Jay and Kathy were going to form a joint tenancy, 
open a securities account and then gift a portion of a securities account to the participant" (Tr. 
2444: 17-20), that the Participant would not be a relative, and they would purchase survivor's 
options bonds and redeem them upon death of the Participant. (RPFOFif34.) In addition, with 
respect to the joint tenancy advice, all Tractenberg knew was that "the client intends to purchase 
corporate bonds to be held in a brokerage account. He will pay the cost of the bonds, which he 
will hold as joint tenants with rights of survivorship with his wife and a third party." 
(PFOFiJ697.) There is no evidence that she saw the Participant Agreement or the Power of 
Attorney or considered either one in her "evaluation" of Lathen's joint tenancies. (PFOFifiJ696-
703;712;713.) 

39. Katten Muchin's Trust & Estates Department spent "a"large amount of time" 
and "an absurd amount of money" researching the joint tenancy issue. Mr. 
Grundstein admitted that T &E Department's work was excessive and a large 
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· ·· ·"~~·ief4he·biRingsc.were,ivtrritten "eff 1tS''3:"Cett~"Y·'to"°Mt'.•1'l;adren.·· ~fTT. 
2449:20-2451 :3). 

Division Response: Admitted that Grundstein testified to these facts, but Grundstein was not 
able to quantify the amount of time he asserted was written off by the Trust & Estates 
Department, and there was no documentary evidence of these alleged extra hours. Respondents 
did not call Tractenberg to testify. (PFOF1J716.) Division Exhibit 682 shows that Tractenberg 
billed 2.8 hours for the Lathen engagement. (PFOF1J749.) In addition, this proposed Finding is 
irrelevant to any issue in this matter. 

40. Beth Tractenberg, a partner in the Trusts & Estates Department, collaborated 
with Mr. Grundstein regarding the joint tenancy research. (Div. Ex. 735, Tr. 
3189:2- 3190:31; 2442:5-2443:24). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. 
Other than the fact that Tractenberg forwarded her informal memo to Grundstein, there is no 
evidence in the cited transcript and Exhibit that Tractenberg and Grundstein "collaborated" on 
the joint tenancy research. 

. .. . . ·- ·-· .. .. - ··- ....... ' . . .. --· ... ·- - . -·-- ····-- -·-
41. Though the Katten Muchin attorneys believed that there would be "headline 

risk" and the potential for regulatory scrutiny of the strategy due to the 
strange aspect of "profiting from the death of strangers," they told Mr. 
Lathen that his investment strategy was "smart" and "perfectly legal." Their 
advice to him was to "keep it small" to avoid scrutiny, but they believed his 
strategy was legal, regardless of its size or scale. (Tr. 2451: 10-2452: 1 O; 
2438:22 - 2437:7). 

Robert Grundstein, Esq. (Tr. 2451:10-2452:10) (Tr. 2438:22-2437:7). 
Q. Did you express any view as to the legality of Mr. Lathen's strategy? 

___________________ __A. _____ .Yeah .. We.tho:ught_that.the.-.- the.actual.strategy,Justbuying .. ~."'!.we.thought-------··· 
that there was nothing illegal that was -- it was perfectly. legal to buy these 
bonds in joint tenancies and right of survivorship with whoever in the joint 
tenancy-in a valid joint tenancy. And if one of the joint tenants were to --
were to become deceased, to profit from that. 

Q. Okay. Yes. I was about to ask you about that. You testified,. as I recall, 
that your advice to Mr. Lathen was to keep it small and not make it too 
big. Again, can you repeat the -- tell me why it was that that was your 
advice? 

A. Just to avoid regulatory scrutiny. The less eyes that are looking at this, the 
less chance that somebody would take offense to the way that you're 
making money and come after you. 

Q. Did you believe then or do you believe now that the size of Mr. Lathen's 
operations has any link to the legality of it? 

A. I personally don't. 

Q. I will repeat the question. IfMr. Lathen's operations were small, did you 
believe that they would be legal or illegal? 
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-·A. · ... .J:..-egttl. 
Q. Okay. If Mr. Lathen's operations were large, did you believe they would 

be legal or illegal? 
A. Legal. .. 

Jay Lathen (Tr. 3188:8-20) 
Q. In general, what advice did Katten give you about your proposed business 
model? 
A. You know, they advised that it was legal. That the joint tenancies were 

valid. And that, you know, needed to be -- needed to make sure that my 
disclosures with participants were robust. I mean, the thing that we've 
done from the very beginning is, we never wanted our participants to thirik 
that we're doing this out of the goodness of our heart. That I'm actually 
running a business and making a profit. So those were the kind of 
takeaways from their advice. 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. 
Domina testified that he would not have told Lathen that his strategy, even as it was presented to 

- ·him in 2009, was legal. (PFOF,748.)'Grundstein testified·thatlre"1houghttlre·fonowing ·- · · 
"strategy" was "perfectly legal": "buy[ing] these bonds in joint tenancies and right of 
survivorship with whoever in the joint tenancy-in a valid joint tenancy. -- we thought that there 
was nothing illegal that was -- it was perfectly legal to buy these bonds in joint tenancies and 
right of survivorship with whoever in the joint tenancy - in a valid joint tenancy. And if one of 
the joint tenants were to -- were to become deceased, to profit from that." (Tr. 2452: 11-20.) 
That was not the strategy that Lathen employed through the Fund. And in fact, Grundstein 
further testified that Katten told Lathen that he should not form a hedge fund for the purposes of 
deploying his strategy. (PFOF1693.) Domina further warned Lathen that he should not conduct 
his strategy as a business because he could be deemed an investment adviser or a broker-dealer. 
(PFOF~740.) 

--- -----------------·--·-·· ---------···-·---- ------·-- -------------- ...... ·-·-··- ------- -·----····---·······--··~·- ................ ···- -·········· ..... . 

42. Mr. Lathen two several articles in the Wall Street Journal about the 
investment strategy. The first article that referred to the strategy was 
published in February of 2010. (Tr. 3202:5-3203:7). 

Division Response: To the extent that Respondents mean to propose a Finding that Lathen saw 
two articles in the Wall Street Journal about Joseph Caramadre in 2010, the Division admits that 
two such articles appeared, with the first "focused around his - an investment strategy related to 
variable annuities with insurance companies that involved terminally ill individuals" and that 
''there was one paragraph ... that mentioned Mr. Caramadre also had another unrelated corporate 
strategy involving corporate bonds," and that Lathen testified that he read them at some point. 
(Tr. 3202:18-24.) 

43. About one month later, on March 10, 2010, the Wall Street Journal published 
a more substantial story about the strategy. The story was referenced on the 
front page. It opined that the investment strategy was legal and included 
quotes from lawyers and other securities industry professionals vouching for 
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· .. ~,~'the~tegy\s-'Tillidrey· and .. -legality: ·'(~mhen:Ex~~H·+6; -l'r ;'·6'56:-l.g...(;60:i·7; 
32-03:8.-3212: 12). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited Exhibit does not support this proposed Finding. The 
article referenced does not "opine that the investment strategy was legal" nor does it ·"include[] 
quotes from lawyefS and other securities industry professionals vouching for the strategy's 
validity and legality.'' The article does quote one lawyer as saying that the bond prospectus does 
not prevent people from buying bonds with terminally-ill individuals. Nor does the article 
purport to discuss Lathen 's strategy or the execution thereof; it makes no reference to any side 
agreements, or to any required disclosures of such strategy. (Lathen Ex. 1110.) 

44. Specifically, the article states "Legal and financial experts say there is 
nothing to prevent investors from buying the bonds with a dying relative or 
even a stranger who is terminatly ill." The article quotes an attorney at 
Mayer Brown, "who has worked on bond offerings with survivor's-option 
provisions,'' stating that the strategy is not prohibited by a typical prospectus. 
It also includes a quote from a spokesperson at survivor's option bond issuer 
AIG, stating that ''the bond's fine print doesn't prohibit such activity." 

. (Lathen-Ex . .U 10) .. -··. . .. .. .. . . . . . ... .. - . . .... - --- . ·-. . . - · ·-· -- - · 

Division Response: Admitted. 

45. The article highlighted the success of Joseph Caramadre, another investor, in 
executing the strategy. It mentioned Mr. Caramadre's success in defending 
the strategy in a civil suit in federal court. (Lathen Ex. 1028). 

Division Response: Denied. The Exhibit does discuss Joseph Caramadre, but there is no 
evidence that Caramadre and Lathen were engaged in the same "strategy." It also states that 
Caramadre' s wife reaped profits from his strategy. It mentions two lawsuits: one in which 

---······-·-···---------Caramadre-is-not-named,-and another-in-whiGh-Caramadre-was-named-but-was-still pending.·------ -- ----- · --- ··-- -
(Lathen Ex. 1110.) 

46. The article contributed to Mr. Lathen's belief that issuers were aware of the 
existence of his investment strategy, and that it was a contractually valid and 
legal strategy. (Lathen Ex. 1028; Tr.656:23-657:12; 663:8-17). 

Jay Lathen (Tr. 3215:24-3216:9)1 
Q. Mr. Lathen, what effect, if any, did reading this Wall Street Journal 
article about Mr. Caramadre have on your view of the investment strategy? 
A. Yeah. I mean, it reinforced the view that I already had, which was that it 

was legal. I think it was the first time, though, that issuers themselves and a 
lawyer for -- who drafts a lot of the prospectuses had said it. So it was -- that 
gave it a little bit more credibility and made it more tangible. 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited Exhibit does not support this proposed Finding that 
anyone quoted in the article was commenting on a strategy like Lathen' s, where he had executed 
side agreements with Participants and a Fund that he planned to hide from the issuers. And, if 
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''L-athenitehi1the"beHeftha?his~--as·lt-,.alid·'and iegai:~tegy ; .. he"6ffered- no -exphmaiitm'furms 
pursuit of a legal opinion from many different lawyers to confirm the validity of his joint 
tenancies. (PFOF~653.) In addition, Lathen did not believe that issuers were aware of his 
strategy. (PFOFiJ~416-l 7;423;427-29;432-33.) 

47. When the article was published, Mr. Lathen corresponded with his attorney 
at Katten Muchin about the article, stating he was "glad to see that there was 
no moral outrage" about the strategy, and that "the opinion expressed that 
there was nothing illegal or improper about it, including the 
acknowledgement from the AIG guy that the prospectus allowed it." (Lathen 
Ex. 1028). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited Exhibit does not support this proposed Finding. In 
March 2010, Grundstein was not Lathen's lawyer, nor was anyone else at Katten. 
(PFOFiJ~68 l ;683;717·;718;749.) 

48. Mr. Lathen first retained Hinckley Allen & Snyder ("Hinckley Allen") in 
2010, which was before Mr. Lathen launched the fund. The firm was 

. . . . _ retaine9 fir~t QY _Lathen __ per§o:nally and tl)el) lat~r__on b~half of6deILAr~-~- ---·· 
well. (Tr. 1982:19-1982-4). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

49. Respondents received legal counsel from Robert Flanders, Esq., a Litigation 
Department partner, and Margaret Farrell, Esq., Chair of the Securities 
Group, at Hinckley Allen. (Tr. 1978: 7-10). 

Division Response: Admitted, noting that Farrell was not even aware of Lathen's existence 
until summer 2012. (PFOFiJ857.) 

50. Before joining Hinckley Allen, Mr. Flanders served as a Justice on the Rhode 
Island Supreme Court, the state's highest court, for eight and a half years. 
(Tr. 1974:211975:1; Lathen Ex. 2028). During Mr. Flanders' time on the 
bench, he wrote over 400 legal opinions. (Tr. 1975:8-13). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

51. Mr. Flanders is a graduate of Harvard Law School and Brown University, 
and is a member of Phi Beta Kappa. (Lathen Ex. 2028; Tr. 1974:12-14; 
1975:22-23). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

52. Mr. Flanders had more than 20 years of experience in private practice before 
being appointed to the Rhode Island Supreme Court. (Tr. 1974:18-24.) Mr. 
Flanders is admitted to practice law in the state and federal courts of New 
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· · $V-ork·18nrl·=R1!ode·Isiand;"the'Firsteireuit -Comt·of Aweab~'·frrel:J ~. 
Supreme Court. (Tr. 1976:12-22). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

53. Ms. Farrell graduated from Smith College, attended Georgetown Law, and 
finished her degree at Cincinnati Law School after getting married. (Lathen 
Ex. 2066; Tr. 260'1 :20-25). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

54. Ms. Farrell is Chair of the Securities Law Practice Group at Hinckley Allen. 
(Tr. 2602:12-14.) She is a general corporate practitioner with an emphasis on 
securities law. (Tr. 20.61:12-2601:15). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

55. Ms. Farrell's counsel to Mr. Lathen began in mid-2012, around the time that 
the·· Hinckley Allen entered intcnm -m.nended-enga-gem-enr-agreement with Mr. --
Lathen and Eden Arc. (Tr. 2604:7-10). 

Division Response: Admitted that the cited testimony supports a Finding that Farrell first 
learned ofLathen's existence in 2012. 

2604: 7 When did you first become aware of Mr. 
2604: 8 Lathen's existence? 
2604: 9 A My best recollection is the summer of 
2604: 10 2012, I think. 

. 2604: 11 Q Okay. And what context did you learn of 
-- ·- -· ····· ·--·------·-·--2-6-04:-12-·him?··-····--·····--- ----·---··- ········ ·· ··· ······· · · ··· · ···· ········ ··--· · ··· · ··-- -- ----- · ···-···-·- · ·· ·· -·-··--·-· · · ·· -· ·- · · ·-· - ··- -· ··-· 

2604: 13 A I had a litigation partner, Robert 
2604: 14 Flanders, who apparently had been contacted by Mr. 
2604: 15 Lathen. And he had some questions relating to 
2604: 16 securities law matters. And he asked me to assist. 

56. Before testifying, Mr. Flanders met with the Respondents one time and also 
had dinner with the attorneys for the Division of Enforcement to "give 
complete and fair access to both sides." (1976:23-1978:6). 

Division Response: Denied. In addition to meeting with the Respondents' counsel at their 
offices for 90 minutes the day before appearing, Flanders testified that he had spoken t(} Mr. 
Protass and Ms. Kirschner, also representing Respondents, on other occasions. 

1977 :5 Q And was that the first time that you ever 
1977:6 met with anyone from my office? 
1977:7 A In person, I believe. I did speak with 
19n:8 Mr. Protass and, I think, Ms. Kirschner before that. 
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57. Before testifying, Ms. Farrell met with Respondents one time and voluntarily 
participated in a lengthy telephone interview with the Division of 
Enforcement. (Tr. 2603:7-19). 

Division Response: Denied. Respondents' counsel insisted on participating in the telephone 
interview offered by Farrell to the Division of Enforcement. (Deel. of Nancy A. Brown, 
executed Dec. 29, 2016, iJ5.) In addition, Farrell had multiple other contacts with Respondents' 
counsel in advance of the hearing. 

2602:21 Q And can you just tell the Court how many 
2602:22 times we've met and what the· circumstances were? 
2602:23 A We met once in -- we met once in 
2602:24 Providence just to talk in general, I guess, about 
2602:25 my testimony. And I met you again today. 
2603: 1 Q J;\.nd we've spoken on the phone? 
2603 :2 A Yes, we've spoken on the phone. I guess a 
2603 :3 couple of -- I think once, twice -- I'm not sure, 
2603:4 because I had a-call-with you,. I've.had-a-call with--- .. 
2603:5 Attorney Kirshner, and I don't know who was always 
2603 :6 on the call. 

58. Pursuant to the Respondents' privilege waiver, Hinckley Allen disclosed 
more than 1,000 documents including: (A) every privileged communication 
exchanged between Hinckley Allen and the Respondents; (B) all drafts, 
including redlines and final versions, of every document created by Hinckley 
Allen for the Respondents that were exchanged with them; and (C) all 
attorney work product referencing Hinckley Allen communications with the 
Respondents, all of which the Respondents had never before seen. See The 

.. ___________ Resp_ond_ents'_Memorandum__ofLaw.inOpposition to_the Division.of. _________ .. ___ ·- __ --· 
·Enforcement's Motion to Compel Hinckley, Allen & Snyder; dated January 
5, 2017; Hinckley, Allen & Snyder LLP's Objection the Division of 
Enforcement's Motion to Compel, dated January 5, 2017. 

Division Response: Denied. Respondents cite to no page of the cited Memorandum of Law 
for the Finding offered that Hinckley Allen produced more than 1,000 documents because that 
fact appears nowhere in that document. Accordingly, there is no evidence to support that 
proposed Finding. Respondents are correct, however, that Hinckley Allen produced numerous 
documents not produced by Respondents in their document production on September 29, 2016 of 
173 emails, which they represented as "all" communications with their attorneys (PFOF,665), 
including emails between Hinckley Allen and Lathen. As to the portion of this proposed Finding 
that Respondents had never seen these documents before, there is no citation to any evidence 
because it is simply not factual. Obviously, Respondents ha~ seen their own (although · 
unproduced) communications with Farrell and Flanders. And as Respondents conceded at the 
hearing, they have long had Hinckley Allen's entire file, including materials that went 
unproduced, because they insisted on reviewing all of the materials prior to production: 
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''286~21 ····My ·tiil(Jerstfuiding· is"Fftncttlei'i\'.Uennas 
286:22 provided us with documents for work pr<><luct. We had 
286:23 to review everything, because we had potential 
286:24 attorney-client privilege issues, which we may have 
286:25 wanted to assert with respect to their documents. And 
287: 1 I think we need to look at those initially. 

59. The Division attempted to preclude Hinckley Allen from testifying at the 
hearing due to the failure of both Respondents and Hinckley Allen to provide 
all relevant information, and the fact that Hinckley Allen provided no 
relevant advice. See Division of Enforcement's Motion to Compel dated 
December 29, 2016, and Division ofEnfoFcement's Motion in Limine dated 
January 11, 2017. 

Division Response: Denied. After the Respondents' incomplete and inadequate September 
2016 production of 173 emails constituting what they claimed to be the entire universe of their 
privileged communications (PFOFif665), the Court warned Respondents that failing to comply 
with its Orders requiring a full production of all communications with their lawyers on the 

· · · ·subject of"the structure· and structuring"·of thejoint tenmrcres·would·re"SUlt in a-preclusion order. 
(Order, dated Oct. 8, 2016.) The Division respectfully refers the Court to the facts and 
circumstances of its subsequent motions to compel that complete production set out in its 
Proposed Findings of Fact (PFOF iJiJ661-679) which resulted in the production of responsive 
documents even after the hearing began. 

Further, it has been, and continues to be, the Division's position that Respondents' failure to seek 
or obtain advice about their disclosure obligations under the federal securities laws (as admitted 
by Respondents (PFOF~iJ651-52)) ends the inquiry into their advice-of-counsel defense, 
rendering Flanders' and Farrell's testimony, along with the many other lawyers Respondents 

______ ___ consulted_,. irrelevant:_ _______ ··--··--··-·_ .... ····-·-·----------···-···· ·-···-------·--· .... ··-··--· ______ ··-----.. ·· ----··---~-. 

60. Mr. Flanders recalled that Mr. Lathen sought counsel from him in 2010 after 
reading the Wall Street Journal article about survivor's option investments, 
executed by one of Mr. Flanders' clients, Joseph Caramaclre ("Caramadre"). 
(Tr.1978:11-22). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

61. Mr. Lathen initially sought and received legal advke from Mr. Flanders 
about his investment strategy and to keep up with and avoid any regulatory 
and legal issues affecting Caramadre. {Tr. 1983:5-17; 1997:7-10; 3216:15-
3217:5). 

Jay Lathen, Tr. 3216:15-3217:5 
Q. And what did Mr. Flanders tell you about this investment strategy? 
A. I mean, he said that, you know, his client Caramadre had been doing it for 

several years. And that, you know, it was a legal strategy. And, you know, 
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·· · -:-no!letheless,.Jie. hed ,_. ... ~.;;.Carama.dre.had.eacoontei:ed,someJegal 
difficulties on his putting back variable annuities to the insurance 
companies. And Mr. Flanders was representing him in those disputes. So I 
wanted to, you know, seek his counsel on -- you know, generally around 
my strategy, and, obviously, be kept abreast of any issues that arose with 
respect to Caramadre and his survivor's option strategy, which at that time 
there really weren't any issues. 

Division Response: Admitted. 

62. Mr. Lathen also received legal advice from Hinckley Allen concerning and 
relating to the structure of, and structuring of,. his investment strategy. 
(SFOF~88). 

Division Response: Admitted. Prior to 2012, Flanders offered Lathen limited advice 
focused on distinguishing his situation from the Caramadre situation. Lathen signed an 
amended engagement letter with Hinckley, Allen & Snyder LLP in 2012, the scope of which 
was twofold: (1) to prepare a Memorandum that would summarize the issues raised for the 

· Fund'·s Business·Model by the allegations againstdefendants·inthe Grand Jury Indictment -
against Joseph Caramadre and Raymour Radhakrishnan and how EndCare's Financial 
Assistance Program may be distinguished from the activities which are the subject of the 
Caramadre indictment; and (2) advice and related legal services with respect to the Fund's 
Investment Strategy and Business Model. However, Farrell testified to a litany of areas 
potentially covered by that latter description on which Hinckley Allen was not undertaking to 
provide advice, including Lathen' s limited partnership agreement, his private placement 
memorandum, his duties and obligations under the Investment Company Act, his duties and 
obligations under the Advisers Act, his Form ADV filing obligations, his compliance manual, 
his obligations under the Custody Rule, nor any advice respecting the tax implications of his 
business or strategy (other than Farrell comments to Lathen in September 2013 after reviewing 

-------------ms-·PSA):--(See-PFOFiJ~8t9;8'S9;860;86t;865;-Div.-Ex~ ·?47:)-See ·also: - ·-- ... - -· .. ·--- ... -· · 

2608:25 Q And what's your recollection about the 
2609: 1 scope of this -- we'll call it the amended 
2609:2 engagement letter, because this was obviously--
2609:3 this was the second go-around. 
2609:4 So what was your understanding about the 
2609:5 scope of the amended engagement letter? 
2609:6 A Well, he had-- the primary focus of the 
2609:7 engagement was to review the Caramadre indictment 
2609:8 and to identify if there were any issues associated 
2609:9 with what Caramadre had done that would have, in 
2609:10 fact--you know, be relevant to what Mr. Lathen was 
2609: 11 doing. And to make sure that he was not doing 
2609: 12 anything inappropriate. 
2609:13 In the course of preliminary discussions, 
2609: 14 I raised some concerns, I think, about the structme 
2609:15 of his arrangements. And so it was also to look at 
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.... 2609.:.l.6 . whether..ar..nat.that.structure.needed OI would be 
2609: 17 advisable to modify that structure to make sure that 
2609: 18 it was compliant. 

2756:14 Q All right. Okay. Now, what revisions did 
2756:15 you make to Mr. Lathen's limited partnership 
2756:16 agreement? 
2756:17 A We were not engaged to do anything on the 
2756: 18 limited partnership agreement. 
2756:19 Q Okay. What revisions did you make to his 
2756:20 PPM? 
2756:21 A His --
2756:22 Q Private placement memorandum. 
2756:23 A We did not make revisions to that. 
2756:24 Q Okay. Did you give him any advice at all 
2756:25 regarding his duties and obligations under the 
2757: 1 Investment Company Act? 
2757:2 A No. 
2757:3 ·· · · Q ·How about his duti·es and o·bJigations under··· · -
2757:4 the Adviser's Act? 
2757:5 A No. 
2757:6 Q Did you review his ADV? 
2757:7 A No. 
2757 :8 Q Review his compliance manual? 
2757:9 A No. 
2757:10 Q Advise him in any respect about the 
2757: 11 Custody Rule? 
2757:12 A No. 
2757:13 Q ·And you already testified that you gave no 

-------· - ----------------- ------2757:·14-·advice;-didn't-offer-any-advice-on-the-tax--·· -------· -· · -- -·---- -· --------
2757: 15 implications of his business and strategy, right? 
2757:16 A No. Not any expressed on the treatment of 
2757: 17 payments, but probably modest advice about 
2757: 18 characteristics of investment income. 
2757:19 Q As we saw in the profit sharing agreement, 
2757:20 right? 
2757:21 A Yes. 

2759:11 Q Okay. So if Mr. Lathen or anyone else 
2759:12 claimed that you had assumed responsibility for 
2759:13 pointing out to him all the issues with his business 
2759:14 and investment strategy, you would take issue with 
2759:15 that, wouldn't you? 
2759:16 A Yes, I mean, I think-- yeah. 
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: ··· 63 .<Mr/Litthen·matte·fuU ttisclosure4toiiincldey"Allen·'Of·aH ,marerial·faets 
concerning and relating to his investment strategy, including all documents 
associated with the operation of that strategy. (Tr. 1983:18-1985:9; 2005:22-
2006:2; 2061:11-2062:10;2102:11-19; 2605:8-22). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to 
the Court's order. To the extent the Court is inclined to consider it, Flanders did not see (1) the 
Fund's financial statements; (2) Lathen's taxes; (3) the 1099s sent to Participants; or (4) prior 
to 2012, the IMA or PSA (if he ever saw the PSA (PFOFif838)). He did not know Lathen had 
closed a joint account with a Participant who had been cured or that Participants did not know 
where brokerage accounts would be held. Farrell did not see the (1) Profit Sharing Agreement 
until September 2013-months after its implementation in January 2013; (2) the Security and 
Account Control Agreement Lathen alleges was in place in January 2013; or (3) anything 
related to issuer disclosures.. In addition, neither Flanders nor Farrell understood what Lathen 
was submitting to- issuers. There is no evidence that Flanders knew that Lathen continued to 
redeem accounts governed by the IMA and the pre-January 2013 Participant Agreement, or 
that Farrell told him about the PSA and that it should be revised, or that Lathen was continuing 
to redeem securities held in accounts governed by the unrevised PSA. (See 
PFOF~,654;821 ;850;851;854-56;863;904;910;913;915;9t6;926;928;·Div. Exs. 2022;749; · 
38;841.) See also: 

2717:13 Q Okay. Fair enough. And he realized in 
2717:14 the ordinary course he wasn't--you realized in the 
2717:15 ordinary course he wasn't providing the profit 
2717:16 sharing agreement to issuers, right? 
2717: 17 A I don't recall anything about that, to be 
2717:18 honest. 
2717:19 Q Okay. You don't recall knowing what he 

-------·----- ___ ~. ___ 2717:20 was providing to issuers; is that right? 
-- ---------·- ·----·21r1:2TA-Exactif------------··· -- · ··- -----·--······--··-······· · 

2728 :5 Q Okay. Well, as you understood what he had 
2728:6 submitted, it didn't provide complete information 
2728:7 regarding the purpose and nature of the program, 
2728:8 right? 
2728:9 A I don't know what he had provided. 

2126:6 Q Now, taking you back, Mr. Flanders, to the 
2126:7 time frame of 2010 and 2011. 
2126:8 You didn't review the bond prospectuses at 
2126:9 that time, correct? 
2126:10 A I don't believe so. 
2126:25 Q Okay. And, again, in that 2010-2011 time 
2127:1 frame, you didn't review the participant agreement 
2127:2 at that time, correct? · 
2127:3 A I don't believe so. 
2127:4 Q Nor the investment management agreement? 
2127:5 A No. Again, the focus during that period 
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2127:6 was the Caramadre situation and him verbaUv teHine 
.. 1: .... '\L-~ 

2127:7 me what he was doing vis-a-vis the participants. 
2127:8 And I don't believe we got into specific 
2127:9 document review. I could be wrong about that, but I 
2127:10 just don't remember. 
2127:11 Q Okay. And as far as you remember, Mr. 
2127:12 Lathen didn't provide you the private placement 
2127:13 memorandum until about 2012 time frame; is that 
2127:14 right? 
2127:15 A I don't recall him doing so. 
2127:16 Q Okay. And is it fair to say that in the 
2127:17 2010 and 2011 time frame, you relied on Mr. Lathen's 
2127:18 representations to you in terms of his business? 
2127:19 A Yes. 
2127:20 Q Okay. 
2127 :21 A I relied on them throughout, not just 
2127 :22 during that period. 

· 2695: l4 · At the ·time tha:t you were writing· the· - · · · ·-
2695: 15 Caramadre memo in the fall of2012, you understood 
2695: 16 that Mr. Lathen was preparing a profit sharing 
2695:17 agreement, right--
2695:18 A Yes. 
2695: 19 Q - between him and the fund to ensure that 
2695 :20 the interests on the notes and the profits in the 
2695 :21 accounts after redemption of the securities would be 
2695:22 shared with the fund, right? 
2695 :23 A Would be shared, yes. 
2695:24 Q But you never saw it prior to issuing the 

----..!.269.5:25-Caramadre-memo,-corr.ect?. ----. · ·· - -··-- · · · ·· - ·· · · ·· ·-··- · · · ·· ·· - ·--· ·- ·· · ··· -··-
2696: 1 A Correct. 

2701: 15 Q Okay. But by that point in August of 
2701:16 2013, you hadn't seen the profit sharing agreement, 
2701: 17 correct? 
2701: 18 A That's correct. 
2701:19 Q So you asked Mr. Lathen to send it to you, 
2701 :20 didn't you? 
2701:21 A Yes. 

2736: 18 Q All right. And you understood that Mr. 
2736: 19 Lathen had, in fact, entered into an account control 
2736:20 agreement, correct? 
2736:21 A I knew that there had been communications 
2736:22 back and forth about one, so I assumed that was 
2736:23 done. 
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2740:10 Q Okay. And the second paragraph says, "My 
2740: 11 partner, Matt Doring, will be working on the account 
2740: 12 control agreement and will forward a draft to you 
2740: 13 while I am out of the office." 
2740:14 Do you see that? 
2740:15 A Yes. 

2740:22 And do you have any reason to doubt that 
2740:23 he did forward an account control agreement to Mr. 
2740:24 Lathen? 
2740:25 A I have no reason to doubt. 

2741:1 Q Okay. Let's look at Division Exhibit 841. 
2741:2 Do you recognize it? 
27 41 :3 A It appears to be a document prepared by 
27 41 :4 our office. 
2741 :5 Q And it's a document that was prepared for 

·-2141:6·-Mr. ·Lathen; right?· -- ·· - -
2741:7 A Yes. 

2742:8 Q And the function of this agreement is to 
2742:9 put C.L. King on notice of the fund's security 
2742: 10 interest in the joint accounts, right? 
2742:11 A No. It control -- account control 
2742:12 agreement requires the broker to manage access to 
2742:13 the accounts so they have to be on notice; they 
2742:14 actually have to be bound. And my recollection is 

_____________ --·-·-----·--- ·····- ---~Z.~-~~~?-~~~~.L. Iq~_c!!_d_!lot_~~~~-~--s~~~~d..~<?~·-·· -······--· ····-· ··-·-······· ·······---------··· ......... .. 

2742:22 Q Okay. Now, Mr. Lathen never executed this 
2742:23 document, did he? 
2742:24 A ldon'tknowthat. 

2743:6 Q Okay. Have you ever seen this document 
2743:7 before? 
2743:8 A I don't believe so. 

2757:22 Q And we've already discussed that you were 
2757:23 not aware of that aspect of Mr. Lathen's investment 
2757:24 strategy that related to his redemption requests, 
2757:25 right? 
2758:1 A Correct. 

64. Mr. Lathen provided Hinckley Allen with documents he was using in 
connection with his investment strategy, including the Private Placement 
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.. · ·· ··Memorantiurrr(Llfthen·Ex:ts·s11;·1he 'PatticipantAgreeme11t-an~l'i\1wer·of 
Attorney (Lathen Ex. 1832), the EndCare Application (Lathen Ex. 1833), the 
Endcare Brochure (Lathen Ex. 1834), the Investment Management 
Agreement (Lathen Ex. 2025) and tax memorandum (Lathen Ex. 1830} ( e
mail transmitting documents); Tr. 2005:22-2009:3; 2012:2-2013:14; 2615: 6-
14; 2616:4-2617:7; 2619-13-23). 

Division Response: The cited testimony and Exhibits do not support this proposed Finding for 
any period prior to June 2012. 

2006:13 Q So if you could take a look, please, at 
2006: 14 Lathen 1830 and tell me what that is. 
2006:15 A Yes, I do have that in front of me. 
2006:16 This is an email from Mr. Lathen dated 
2006:17 June 14, 2CH2. And I do have that. 
2006:18 Q Okay. And could you just take a moment to 
2006: 19 just read the email and tell me what the essence of 
2006:20 it is. 

· 2006:21 A This is, ·as it says,· a follow-up of a· · 
2006:22 telephone conversation we had. And he was wanting 
2006:23 us to potentially give him, quote, some sort of 
2006:24 comfort opinion from my business model, closed 
2006:25 quote. 
2007: 1 And he attached various documents that he 
2007:2 thought were being pertinent to that end. 

Further, the IMA was provided to Hinckley Allen in June 2012 and the tax memorandum was 
provided in July 2012. (Lathen Ex. 2024-p. 1; Lathen Ex. 2025 -p. 1.) 

· ----- ···---- - .. -.-· ___ .. _______ -----6s:Mr. Flanders advised ·Mi: t:atlien.· that"tlie-i>robteiii'far·Mi~·-caram:a&e was-·_ .. ___ ...... _____________ _ 
misrepresentations to participants. He emphasized that Mr. Lathen should 
make and document full disclosure to participants about the investment 
strategy. (Tr. 1986: 23-1987:25; 1996:22-25; 1997:8-10, 17-25; 1998:1-17; 
Lathen Ex. 2026 (Caramadre plea agreement and Agreed Statement of 
Facts); Tr. 2015:1-8; 2015:20-2016:6). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

66. Although Mr. Caramadre ultimately took a plea pertaining to allegations of 
fraud against participants, he was never indicted for securities fraud or sued 
by the SEC after they conducted an investigation. (Tr. 2016:7-25; 2018:5-9). 

Division Response: Denied. Flanders testified that the SEC did conduct an investigation that 
Flanders was unsuccessful in trying to stay on Caramadre' s behalf, and Caramadre was sued by 
the SEC. We respectfully refer the Court to the Initial Decision in In the Matter of Joseph A. 
Caramadre, CPA, Rel. No. ID-765 (Apr. 6, 2015). 
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2016:7 Q And do you know if the SEC ever 
2016:8 investigated Mr. Caramadre in connection with either 
2016:9 of his investment strategies? 
20-16: 10 A I believe they initiated an investigation. 
2016:11 And, in fact, we went to court to try and stay that 
2016: 12 investigation, because it was happening while he was 
2016:13 under indictment, as I recall. 
2016: 14 And the Court refused to stay the SEC 
2016:15 investigation. And the subpoena that had -- they 
2016: 16 had served on Caramadre and so forth, ruled that he 
2016: 17 had to comply with the SEC requests, including 
2016: 18 documentary evidence and the like, notwithstanding 
2016: 19 that he was facing an indictment at the time. 
2016:20 Q And did Mr. Caramadre provide those 
2016:21 documents that he -
2016:22 A I believe he did. Although, to my 
2016 :23 knowledge, unless I was somehow cut out of the 
2016:24· picture; ·the ·SEC "investigation never went anyplace 
2016:25 and never -- I_lever proceeded beyond that. 
2017: 1 I was never contacted -- although, I 
2017:2 obviously notified the SEC that I was representing 
2017:3 him in that matter. 
2017 :4 After he produced documents and perhaps 
2017:5 even gave a deposition or testified, that was the 
2017:6 last that I've ever heard of him. 

2114 :5 Q And if you could tell us on the top right 
2114:6 what it says. 
2114:7-A~''tiifrfaid-e-ci-si-on-releaseNo~ 't6s·~· ··· ··- ······ ··-- ·- ······· -·· · .. , · ····· ··-· --
2114:8 administrative proceeding file No. 316388." 
2114:9 JUDGE PATIL: This is a -- it's an AP 
2114:10 decision? 
2114:11 MS. WEINSTOCK: Correct. 
2114:12 JUDGE PATIL: Oh. 
2114:13 BY MS. WEINSTOCK: 
2114:14 Q And it relates to Joseph Caramadre; is 
2114:15 that right? 
2114:16 A Yes, it appears to be. This is after he 
2114: 17· was convicted of wire fraud and sentenced and so 
2114:18 forth. 
2114:19 Q Okay. And it says the date is April 6 of 
2114:20 2015; is that right? 
2114:21 A Correct. 
2114:22 Q Okay. 
2114:23 MS. WEINSTOCK: And, Your Honor, the 
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.. 21J.4;24 .llivlsion,molf.es,ExJ:tlbil20.19..into .. evidence.. 
2114:25 JUDGE PATIL: Denied. I'll take judicial 
2115:1 notice of it. 

67. Notwithstanding Mr. Caramadre's participant-disclosure issues, Mr. Flanders 
believed that there was nothing inappropriate about either Mr. Caramadre's 
or Mr. Lathen's investment program itself. He believed the strategy was 
"taking advantage ... of a loophole in the bond documents." (Tr. 1998:11-
24). 

But he was -- he was not, in my view, doing anything inappropriate -- had he been 
- made appropriate disclosures and not engaged in alleged fraud with respect to 
the participants, I didn't believe there was anything inappropriate about the 
investment program that he otherwise had put together. 

He was taking advantage, as was Lathen, of a loophole in the bond documents 
that allowed investors to take advantage of the early death of one of the joint 
accounts, by converting a long-term bond program into a short-term, stepped-up 

· · payment from the discounted purchase price to the full par·value of the band. 

Division Response: Denied. Flanders' advice to Lathen was as to his contractual rights and 
obligations under the Prospectus, and did not speak to Lathen's obligations under the federal 
securities laws. (PFOF~824.) Nor did Lathen provide Flanders with complete disclosure. 
(DRRPFOF,63, supra.) Finally, Flanders also testified that he agreed with everything Farrell put 
in the Final Caramadre Memo, which included advice that Lathen make full disclosure to all 
third parties. (PFOFiJ,832;889-892.) 

68. Mr. Flanders noted that survivor's option bonds were marketed to the elderly 
population. He believed that bond issuers were aware of - and 

----·----~------~~- -----conscientiously-took-the-risk-~-that--a-bondholder-would-die-in-the short-.. term----· ····--· · ·------------
and exercise the survivor's option soon after it was purchased. (Tr. 1998:25 
-1999:11). 

And because these bonds were marketed, in my view, to elderly population that 
typically might include the elderly parent and their adult child, the issuers were 
taking the risk that one or more of the accountholders wasn't in great health and 
might die before the 30-year term bond matured. But they were willing to do that, 
because they were apparently having a program that was capturing a large 
segment of the market, and they were willing to take the risk that some people 
might die before the 30-year term was up. 

Division Response: Admitted. 

69. Specifically, Mr. Flanders emphasized that the bondholders did not place 
any limitations on the health of bondholders or relationships between joint 
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·-ooootmtn<!h'ders;-m1d did 11~uire~i~closure-ef't\Dy'-agreetncRts4im.iting-·er 
restricting any rights. (Tr. 1999:11-2000:1). 

They weren't making any healthcare requirements as a limitation on who could 
take advantage of this program. They did not specify that there had to be some 
·familial relationship in order to be a participant as a joint accountholder. They did 
not require disclosure of any agreements between the joint accountholders that 
might restrict or limit their rights in any way. So they were opening themselves to 
situations like the one that Caramadre and Lathen were attempting to exploit~ and 
that was a market risk that they undertook. And it was totally within their power 
to correct that by putting language in the offering documents that would either 
have a healthcare requirement or a familial relationship requirement. 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding that 
bondholders "did not require disclosure of any agreements limiting or restricting any rights." In 
any event, Flanders testified that he could not recall when, if ever, he saw a bond prospectus (Tr. 
2102:1-10), and he admitted that he did not even review a CD Disclosure Statement until after he 
had asserted a position on it in Lathen's behalf to the issuer. (PFOFiJ843.) In addition, Flanders 
did.not advise Lathen on his disclosure obligations vis-a-vis.the federal--securities-laws... -·-·. 
(PFOPiJ824.) 

2102:3 Q You hadn't seen a bond prospectus, had 
2102:4 you?· 
2102:5 A Regarding Goldman? 
2102:6 Q Yes. 
2102:7 A I don't remember. 
2102:8 Q Okay. And you don't recall seeing any 
2102:9 other bond prospectuses; is that right? 
2102:10. A Again, I don't remember. 

70. Mr. Flanders described bond issuers as "the lord of their offers" -which he 
explained meant that the bond issuers wrote and were bound by the terms of 
their own offers, and that those terms did not preclude Mr. Lathen's 
investment strategy. (Tr. 2000:2-6). 

They were the lord of their offers. And they had chosen not to do that. All they 
said is that you have to have a joint account, beneficial ownership. And if one of 
you dies, you'll get a stepped-up payment. 

Division Response: Admitted that Flanders only reviewed Lathen's strategy (to the extent 
Lathen disclosed it to him) from the perspective of contract law, to which the principle of"lord 
of their offers" is relevant. But denied that Flanders even considered, let alone advised Lathen, 
that the Prospectuses (which he could not recall seeing (DRRPFOPjJ69)) permitted Lathen's 
conduct. Flanders did not advise Lathen on his disclosure obligations vis-a-vis the federal 
securities laws. (PFOF~824.) 

2038:24 JUDGE PATIL: Why are you using the phrase 
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. 203&:25 ~~JorA£cOf .. the.i.r,.off.ers.'~? 
2039:1 THE WITNESS: Because it goes back to 
2039:2 basic contract law. If you make an offer to 
2039:3 somebody, the law is that you are the lord of your 
2039:4 offer. You can put whatever terms you wish in your 
2039:5 offer. 
2039:6 If someone accepts your offer, they're 
2039:7 bound by those terms. 
2039:8 But if the terms are not in the offer, 
2039:9 then they're not part of the deal, the contract. 
2039:10 And this is basically an offer, a contract 
2039:11 that was put out to bond purchasers, and they were 
2039:12 asked to accept the offer by buying it. And by 
2039:13 buying it, they agreed to abide by the terms of the 
2039:14 offer. 
2039:15 If they put in there they wanted a family 
2039: 16 relationship to be established before you could 
2039: 17 exercise the death put option on a joint account, 

-- · · · ·· · · · ·· - · ·· · ··· · · · · · · · ····· ·· "2039:18 ·then·yauhadto ae<!eptthat·· -
2039:19 But ifit wasn't there, then -- then there 
2039:20 was no ability to require you to substantiate a 
2039:21 family relationship before you could realize on the 
2039:22 death put bond. 
2039:23 So that's what I mean by that. 
2039:24 JUDGE PATIL: Okay. So you can refresh my 
2039:25 contract law recollection. What do you attempt to 
2040:1 convey by the use of the phrase "adhesion contract"? 
2040:2 THE WITNESS: That these weren't 
2040:3 negotiable. These were public bonds that were put 

· · -· · · ·· -- · · · ·- · ·- ------ ----------··-·-------2040:4-outthere;-on-a tak~t-or-leave•it basis:-- ----- · ·· · · · · -· · · · · · · · · ---·-- -- · --- · · ·· · · · ··· -· · ·· · · · · 
2040:5 If you want to buy this bond, here is 
2040:6 what you got to do in order to get the benefits of 
2040:7 it. 
2040:8 So they were adhesion in the sense that 
2040:9 this wasn't something that Mr. Lathen or anybody 
2040:10 else had a chance to_ negotiate with the issuers. 
2040: 11 They put it out there. These were the terms. You 
2040: 12 take our terms or you don't buy our bond. You buy 
2040: 13 our bond, you're stuck with the terms that are in 
2040: 14 there. 
2040: 15 But, conversely, we're not going to ask 
2040: 16 you to jump through other hoops and clear other 
2040: 17 hurdles that aren't in our documents, because we 
2040: 18 haven't asked you to do that. 
2040: 19 So, in essence, to me it is a contract 
2040:20 offer analogy: Here's the offer we're making. If 
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· · "'2B4&.2t -yuu ''accept1t; you· tmve·to'"adlrere 1\l"'Ottr'tenns. 

2040:22 But we're not going to later impose other 
2040:23 conditions that we didn't put into our docl:llllent, 
2040:24 because now we somehow think they're important. And 
2040:25 if you didn't tell us that, we're not going to honor 
2041: 1 our contract. 

71. Mr. Flanders advised Mr. Lathen that there were no disclosure requirements 
to the issuers and trustees other than documents specifically requested in the 
"adhesion contracts," referring to the bond prospectuses and CD disclosures. 
(Tr. 2000:7-12). 

So, in my view, this was a perfectly lawful situation. And there were no 
disclosure requirements to the issuers and the trustees and the brokerage houses, 
other than what they were requesting in their adhesion contracts that they 
provided to these public investors. 

Division Response: The cited testimony does support the portion of this proposed Finding that 
.flanders-advised Lathen that there were ng disclosure requirements to the issuers and-trustees 
under contract law. The reference to "adhesion contracts," underscores the nature of Flanders' 
advice, which was with respect to Lathen's contractual rights and obligations, not his obligations 
under the securities laws. (See DRRPFOF~70, supra.) In fact, Flanders also testified that he 
agreed with Farrell's advice in the Final Caramadre Memo which advocated that Lathen make 
full disclosure to all third parties. (PFOF~~832;889 ("Representations to third parties ... must not 
misrepresent. .. the nature of the relationship between Participants and you and/or EndCare. 
Further, such representations should not misrepresent the nature odntent of the Program");891.) 

72. Mr. Flanders did not believe Mr. Lathen was required to disclose side 
agreements pertaining to the joint accounts to issuers because the issuers 

·----themselves-''did-nottle·em it to ·be· material whell"they· structured-the· · · · · --·--· - - ··- ---· ·- -· · · · · 
program." (Tr. 2033:11-2034:1). 

Q. And you testified a moment ago that the --these agreements between the joint 
accountholders weren't something that the issuer asked for, but couldn't Mr. 
Lathen have given it to them anyway? 
A. He could have. 
Q. Objection. Leading. 
Court: Sustained. 4 

Q. Did you believe that he was required to? 
A.No. 
Q. Why not? 
A. Because they didn't deem it to be material when they structured this program. 

4 Respondents' citation to questions and answers to which the Division's objection was 
sustained is entirely improper and should not be considered. 
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, .J>i\iisien· .. ~. ,. ~Ried.1·-First,~-e~s--esmblishoo·R6·f0oodati0n . .f~·Ffande.r6' hdief. 
There is no evidence that Flanders reviewed a bond prospectus pre-2-012, and he testified that he 
could not recall whether he ever did, (PFOF,822; DRRPFOF~69, supra), so his testimony about 
what the issuers deemed material is unreliable, at best. In addition, because Flanders testified 
that he agreed with the advice in the Final Caramadre Memo, he apparently changed his mind 
regarding what Respondents should disclose. (PFOF~~832;889 ("Representations to third 
parties ... must not misrepresent ... the nature of the relationship between Participants and you 
and/or EndGare. Further, such representations should not misrepresent the nature or intent of the 
Program. ");891.) 

73. Mr. Flanders did not believe the bond prospectuses contained any terms that 
would prohibit what Mr. Lathen was doing. (Tr. 2041:18-2042:3). 

Court: I'm sorry. Let me -- Okay. I think I know where you're going with this, and 
it is a reasonable question. Just have to ask it a different way. What understanding 
did you have about whether any of these contracts you've been talking about 
contain terms that prohibited his strategy, if any? 
A. Yeah. My understanding was that they didn't. They contained no terms that 

· would·prohibit what he· was doing~·· · · · · · · 

Division Response: Denied. First, Respondents established no foundation for Flanders' belief. 
There is no evidence that Flanders reviewed a bond prospectus pre-2012, and he testified that he 
could not recall whether he ever did, (PFOf1822; DRRPFOf169, supra), so his testimony about 
what the prospectuses contained is unreliable, at best. In addition, because Flanders testified that 
he agreed with the advice in the Final Caramadre Memo, he apparently changed his mind 
regarding what Respondents should disclose to third parties. (PFOF~if832;889 ("Representations 
to third parties ... must not misrepresent ... the nature of the relationship between Participants and 
you and/or EndCare. Further, such representations should not misrepresent the nature or intent 
of the Program.");891.) 

74. Although Hinckley Allen did not review any specific redemption letters, they 
had :reviewed the bond prospectuses and were aware that Mr. Lathen had to 
make such requests. They also knew that the bond documents contained 
certain requirements and specified certain documents to be provided and 
representations to be made in connection with those requests. (Tr. 2035:12-
2036:2; Lathen Ex. 872; Tr. 2617:11-2619:1). 

Division Response: Admitted that Lathen never showed his redemption letters to anyone at 
Hinckley Allen and that Farrell testified that she had reviewed a bond prospectus (PFOF,929). 
Her review of a bond prospectus may have been the reason that, when she learned that Lathen 
had not disclosed the Participant Agreement to Goldman Sachs, she objected to including a claim 
that the JTWROS account statement "tell[s] the whole truth," in the letter to Goldman Sachs that 
Flanders sent (PFOF,921 ), and that she correctly predicted that Goldman Sachs would maintain 
that they had not been provided with full disclosure. (PFOFiJ916.) Flanders could not recall 
whether he ever saw a bond prospectus. (DRRPFOFiJ69, supra.) Thus there is no foundation for 
the cited testimony about his view of what the prospectuses required. 
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75. Mr. Flanders advised Mr. Lathen to provide issuers or trustees with whatever 
the brokers or issuers were requiring, but no more. He viewed the fact that 
there were no requests for information about side agreements or other such 
relationships between the parties to mean that the issuers. were not entitled to 
later suggest that such information was material. (Tr. 2038:1-2041 :1). 

Court: And why the "but no more" part? 
A. Because I viewed them, as I said earlier, to be the lords of their offers. 
And these were, in my view, adhesion contracts where they set the terms on 
which consumers or others who would buy these in the open market could 
exercise this option. And they had complete freedom to declare whatever 
materials they wanted to see as part of a redemption request, such as a death 
certificate. Or if they had wanted to see a family relationship element. They 
could have put that in their documents. So they were basically telling the 
public and any holders of these, This is what we think is important and 
critical before you can lawfully exercise your option. So my advice to Mr. 
Lathen was to give them exactly that. Anything else that they weren't 

· requiring was·--they·had themselves· deemed not to be importantor material~ 
and, therefore, there was no need for him to go beyond that. 

Court: Why are you using the phrase "lords of their offers"? 
A. Because it goes back to basic contract law. If you make an offer to 
somebody, the law is that you are the lord of your offer. You can put 
whatever terms you wish in your offer. If someone accepts your offer, they're 
bound by those terms. But ifthe terms are not in the offer, then they're not 
part of the deal, the contract. And this is basically an offer, a contract that 
was put out to bond purchasers, and they were asked to accept the offer by 

______ .. ···--- -~---- ______ -1!_l!Y_4!g tt., _ _bnQ_b_y b~Y.i:J?.g_i_t,_:fu.~y_~gr.<!~4-~Q .~P!Q~-~Y..t!i~J~~~ ~f ~~--~ff~~~ _If. .......... ________ _ 
they put in there they wanted a family relationship to be established before 
you could exercise the death put option on a joint account, then you had to 
accept that. But if it wasn't there, then -- then there was no ability to require 
you to substantiate a family relationship before you could realize on the death 
put bond. So that's what I mean by that. 

Court: Okay. So you can refresh my contract law recollection. What do you 
attempt to convey by the use of the phrase "adhesion contract"? 
A. That these weren't negotiable. These were public bonds that were put out 
there, on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. If you want to buy this bond, here is what 
you got to do in order to get the benefits of it. 
So they were adhesion in the sense that this wasn't something that Mr. 
Lathen or anybody else had a chance to negotiate with the issuers. They put it 
out there. These were the terms. You take our terms. or you don't buy our 
bond. You buy our bond, you're stuck with the terms that are in there. 
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"···.B~~lU'.a~ely, .. .we!re . .&9t~-.to..ask,¥ou .. t0irjump.,thwugh.4lther,~...aud 
clear other hurdles that aren't in our documents, because we haven't asked 
you to do that. 
So, in essence, to me it is a contract offer analogy: Here's the offer we're 
making. If you accept it, you have to adhere to our terms. But we're not 
going to later impose other conditions that we.didn't put into our document, 
because now we somehow think they're important. And if you didn't tell us 
that, we're not going to honor our contract. 

Division Response: Admitted that this testimony supports a Finding that Flanders' advice was 
confined to Lathen's general rights and obligations under contract, not securities, law. To the 
extent that this proposed Finding suggests Flanders' understanding of what the prospectuses 
required--even as a matter of contract law-it is unreliable and lacks foundation .given Flanders' 
testimony that he could not recall when, if ever, he saw a bond prospectus. (See DRRPFOF,69, 
supra.) 

76. During the course of the representation, Mr. Flanders shared information 
with Mr. Lathen about the legal and regulatory framework pertinent to 

· ··survivor's option investment strategy; including· keeping Mr~ Lathen· ... · · ·- · 
· informed regarding the status of Caramadre's litigation. (Tr. 1992:21-1993-

11). 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding, except that it 
reflects that Flanders kept Lathen informed about the status of the Caramadre litigation: 

1992:21 Q Now, you were retained sometime in 2010. 
1992:22 Up until the time that you entered into a 
1992:23 new engagement letter with Mr. Lathen, what, if any, 
1992:24 legal services did you provide to him? 

-------·- -··- ------------- · ··-t992":25-A-Agairr,-my·recollectton-is-tharl~basically----· --- ·------ -- · 
1993: 1 provided him whatever information I could share with 
1993:2 him on the status of the Caramadre litigation and 
1993 :3 whatever regulatory or other issues that were public 
1993 :4 knowledge. 
1993 :5 And shared with him other information I 
1993 :6 had and was able to run down, such as this 
1993 :7 attorney -- this letter from the attorney general 
1993:8 and other correspondence of like ilk where 
1993 :9 regulators were informing issuers and trustees who 
1993: 10 were balking at making payments with Mr. Caramadre, 
1993:11 and I shared that with Mr. Lathen. 

77. During the course of the representation, Mr. Flanders discussed and shared 
with Mr. Lathen examples of regulators intervening with issuers on Mr. 
Caramadre's behalf. For example, Mr. Flanders shared a copy of a letter 
written by the Rhode Island Attorney General's Office to the Bank of New 
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.... Yotk. in . .sii.pp.art . .of.Mx.,.Caramadre.~s . .survivor:s. Qptianbond .inv.estment 
strategy. (Tr. 1988:8-1989:2; 1992:12-16; Lathen Ex. 1843, 1848). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibits do not support this proposed 
Finding. They reflect that one letter was written in 2008 by the Rhode Island Department of 
Attorney General to request that the Bank of New York "comply with its fiduciary obligation to 
consummate its payments to Mr. Caramadre or provide Mr. Caramadre with a full disclosure, in 
writing, as to the lawful reasons for any non-payment or delay of payment." The letter was 
written before Caramadre's scheme was discovered. (Div. Ex. 488 (attaching Caramadre 
Indictment, returned Nov. 17, 2011).) The letter does not say that the Attorney General's office 
has made a finding that there is no legitimate reason for Bank ofNew York's failure to make 
payment; rather, it states that the "materials [Caramadre] has provided to this office contain no 
legitimate reason or basis for the failure to discharge [BNY's] obligations or [BNY's] denial of 
payment.'' (Lathen Ex. 1848 - p. 1.) The other letter that Flanders provided to Lathen (Lathen 
Ex. 1846) is a letter in which Jefferson National Life Insurance Company ("JNL") states that it 
has been "victimized" by a "scheme" involving: 

identification of terminally ill persons who had no familial or significant relationship with 
·the non~natural personal contractowners [sic] or the controlling person(s) of the-···--·· 
contractowners. These terminally ill persons then agreed to be the named annuitant and 
signed the variable annuity application. The contractowners were then able to allocate 
and reallocate the account value in the variable annuity contracts, including to very 
speculative investment options, knowing that when the annuitant died, the contract owner 
would always receive their premium payments back and might receive more if their 
trading had been successful. The scheme clearly never contemplated the offer and sale of 
variable annuities for any of the legitimate financial planning objectives these investment 
vehicles can fulfill. 
(Lathen Ex. 1846 -p. 2.) 

-78~ TheRhode·Island-Attorney·General?s-Office letterstated·that the Attorney·-· -- ··· ·· ··· · · ----
General's Office found no legitimate reason or basis for Bank of New York's 
failure to discharge its obligations or its denial of payment. (Tr. 1991:1-4; 
Lathen Ex. 1843, 1848.) It also emphasized the Bank of New York's 
fiduciary duty to consumers and the resulting "significant hardship" to 
consumers from Bank of New York's delay in discharging its obligations. 
(Tr. 1991:5-16; Lathen Ex. 1843, 1848). 

Division Response: Admitted that the cited Exhibits contain the quoted language. But the 
Rhode Island Department of Attorney General letter to the Bank of New YoFk was written before 
Caramadre's scheme was discovered. (Div. Ex. 488 (attaching Caramadre Indictment, returned 
Nov. 17, 2011 ). ) And the letter does not say that the Attorney General's office has made a 
finding that there is no legitimate reason for Bank ofNew York's failure to make payment. The 
statement regarding "significant hardship" to Caramadre is based solely on Caramadre's 
complaint. Specifically, the letter states: "According to Mr. Caramadre's complaint, your delay 
in discharging yotlf obligations. to Mr. Caramadre is resulting in significant hardship to him and 
Rhode Islanders similarly situated." It should be noted that there is no mention in the letter of 
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Caramadre bl!vigg survivor's,.,.c;>,ption bonds with terminally-ill individual~, so it is unclear if the 
Rhode Island Attorney General's Office was aware of this when the attorney wrote the letter. 

79. Among other things, the Rhode Island Attorney General's Office letter 
included a formal request that the bank "immediately comply with its 
fiduciary obligations to consummate its payments to Mr. Caramadre" or 
provide full disclosure for its failure to do so. (Tr. 1991 :21-3; Lathen Ex. 
1843, 1848). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibits do not support this proposed 
Finding. In the letter, the Rhode Island Attorney General's Office requested that the Bank of 
New York "comply with its fiduciary obligation to consummate its payments to Mr. Caramadre 
or provide Mr. Caramadre with a full disclosure, in writing, as to the lawful reasons for any non
payment or delay of payment." (Lathen Ex. 1848 - p. 1.) 

80. Mr. Flanders recalled that after receiving this letter, Bank of New York 
honored the redemption requests and paid according to the terms of the 
contract. (Tr. 1992:17-20). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

81. Mr. Lathen viewed this information as confirmation that his strategy was 
legal and, in fact, issuers had a contractual obligation to redeem the bonds. 

Jay Lathen, Tr. 3218:20 - 3219: 11 
Q. And from your discussions with Mr. Flanders, was it your understanding that 
Bank of New York did in fact redeem these bonds after receiving this letter? 
A. Yes. That was my understanding, yes. 
Q. And what effect, if any, did this information have on you? 

- - -- ------·----- - --A.--Y-0u-know;--I-think-it---it-was another data-point-to-add to-the-mix.I--had-seen--. ---- -·---- ---··- - .. 
the Wall Street Journal article where -- you know, quotes from third parties saying 
that this was -- was valid. And here we have Bank of New York who's, you know, 
sort of the biggest bond trustee in the world, and the biggest bond trustee in the 
survivor's option market effectively, you know, seeing these as valid contractual 
claims. 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. Lathen 
testified that the information was only ''another data point to add to the mix." And in fact, the 
evidence shows that Lathen knew that what he was doing was not legal. (See Division of 
Enforcement Reply Brief, dated May 19, 2017 ("Reply Brief') at Section l(A).) 

82. Respondents executed a new retainer agreement with Hinckley Allen in July 
of2012. (Lathen Ex. 2023; Tr. 2000:24-2001:8; Lathen Ex. 1891; Tr. 2146:1 
25; SEC Exhibit 7 4 7). 

Division Response: Admitted. 
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83. The new retainer agreement called for Hinckley Allen to provide legal 
counsel regarding Respondent's investment strategy and business model. (Tr. 
2001:16-20). It also requested the preparation-Of a memorandum ("the 
Caramadre Memo") summarizing the issues raised by the allegations against 
Mr. Caramadre and setting forth how Mr. Lathen investment strategy was 
distinguishable from Mr. Caramadre's. (Lathen Ex. 2023; Tr. 2001:21-
2002:3). 

Division Response: Admitted that the scope of the amended engagement letter was twofold: 

Advice and related legal services with respect to Eden Arc Capital Partners' 
Investment Strategy and Business Model ... and the preparation of a 
memorandum ... as described below. (Lathen Ex. 2023.) 

As Peggy Farrell described it, the engagement's primary focus was to review the Caramadre 
indictment and to identify if there were any issues associated with what Caramadre had done that 
would ... be relevant to what Mr. Lathen was doing: 

2608:25 Q And what's your recollection about the 
2609: 1 scope of this - we'll call it the amended 
2609:2 engagement letter, because this was obviously--
2609:3 this was the second go-around. 
2609:4 So what was your understanding about the 
2609:5 scope of the amended engagement letter? 
2609:6 A Well, he had--the primary focus of the 
2609:7 engagement was to review the Caramadre indictment 
2609:8 and to identify if there were any issues associated 
2609:9 with what Caramadre had done that would have, in -·····-··---------·---------·~---·----·-2609:fo"fiict·~~-you kllow~b-e.reievaiii"io what·Mr:·iathen"was··- ... ··---- .. -·- -----· --· ... - -· -- ·------- - -
2609: 11 doing. And to make sure that he was not doing 
2609: 12 anything inappropriate. 
2609: 13 In the course of preliminary discussions, 
2609: 14 I raised some concerns, I think, about the structure 
2609: 15 of his arrangements. And so it was also to look at 
2609:16 whether or not that structure needed or would be 
2609': 17 advisable to modify that structure to make sure that 
2609: 18 it was compliant. 

(See also PFOf1860.) 

84. Part of the purpose of the Caramadre Memo was to ensure that Mr. Lathen's 
investment strategy was compliant with the law and to minimize any risk that' 
issuers, regulators or the federal government would challenge his activities in 
light of the scrutiny and legal action faced by Mr. Caramadre. (Tr. 2004:13-
23). 
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Division Response: Admitted that Flanders (not the principal author of the Caramadre Memo 
(PFOF~813)) testified that the purpose of the Caramadre Memo was to cause Lathen to make 
adjustments in order to proceed with what he was doing so that he did not run afoul of the law 
and so that he would minimize the risk that issuers, regulators, or the federal government would 
challenge his activities. 

2004:10 JUDGE PATIL: And what was your 
2004:11 understanding, if any, about how that memorandum was 
2004:12 going to help Lathen? 
2004:13 THE WITNESS: It was designed to and 
2004: 14 hopefully -- was intended to have the effect of 
2004:15 causing him to make whatever adjustments, if any, 
2004:16 were needed, to avoid the kind of activities and 
2004: 17 charges that Caramadre was facing so that he could 
2004:18 proceed with doing what he wanted to do without 
2004:19 running afoul of the law or-- and minimizing the 
2004 :20 risk that -- that either issuers or regulators or 

· '2004:21 the federaI-government would challenge··hls···-- ·· 
2004:22 activities because of the kind of conduct that had 
2004:23 gotten Mr. Caramadre into hot water. 

The Final Caramadre Memo reflects a much more limited purpose, explicitly limiting the matters 
addressed in it to the "Program's vulnerability to the types of charges made in the indictment 
against Joseph Caramadre. This memorandum does not address any other matters." (Div. Ex. 668 
-p. 1.) Farrell testified that it did not address the applicability of federal or state securities laws to 
Respondents' program. (PFOF~,886-88.) 

85. According to Ms. Farrell, Mr. Lathen was concerned by Mr. Caramadre's . 
----- -- --- -- - -- -- ---- --- - ---------·-·-· ----indiGtment-,and~e-wanted-to-mak~sure-that-he-was-doing·it right-;~~-{Tr;·- · ·-- ·· · · -- · · -·· -- --- · ----

2606:17-2607:8). The firm advised Mr. Lathen to avoid conduct that was the 
subject of Mr. Caramadre's indictment, as addressed in the Caramadre 
memo, but did not believe (or advise) that his strategy was in any way illegal. 

Flanders: Tr. 1997:9-10: 17-1998:5 
Q. After Mr. Caramadre was indicted, did you give Mr. Lathen any advice about -
- in connection with his investment strategy that arose from Mr. Caramadre's 
indictment? 
A. Yes, I did give him advice. 
Q. Okay. What was the advice that you gave him? 
A. To avoid the conduct, if he was engaging in any such conduct that had caused 
Mr. Caramadre to be indicted. And that principally had to do with the way he was 
dealing with participants -- or allegedly dealing with 
participants. But I didn't in any way advise to stop doing what he was doing, or 
suggest that what he was doing was in any way illegal or inappropriate. 
Q. Why not? 
A. Because I didn't believe it was so. 
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Farrell: Tr. 2769: 14-20 
Q. Ms. Brown just asked you some questions about telling Mr. Lathen whether 
things we:re legal or illegal during the course of your representation. If at any 
point during your representation that you had thought that something Mr. Lathen 
was doing was illegal, would you have told him that? 
A. Yes. 

Farrell: Tr. 2770:5-21 
A. Would never tell a client they could do something illegal. 
Q. That's not just that. I'm asking if during the course of the representation you 
actually came to believe that something a client was doing was unlawful -

A. I would have withdrawn from the representation. 
Q. Not just -- that doesn't just apply with Mr. Lathen. But that is with any client 
you have, right? 
A. That's firm policy. 

· · · · Division-Response: · Admitted that Ms. Farrell" so testified. Regarding the advice ·given-by ·· 
Hinckley Allen, there is no evidence that Farrell or Flanders knew what Lathen was submitting 
to issuers (except that he had not submitted his Participant Agreement to Goldman Sachs in 
connection with a 2013 redemption of a CD), and there is no evidence that Flanders knew that 
Lathen was continuing to redeem securities held in accounts governed by the IMA and pre-2013 
Participant Agreement or, after 2013, the PSA. For her part, Farrell testified that she did not 
know that Lathen was continuing to redeem securities held in accounts governed by the IMA and 
pre-2013 Participant Agreement or, after 2013, the PSA, facts that might well have given her a 
reason to withdraw from the representation. (PFOFmf838;863;910;915;916.) For example, 
Farrell testified: 

· ·-·- -· - · -271/:13-Q-Okay~-Fair-enough~·And·b-e-realized ·iu-----·-·-·-·-- ~- -
2717:14 the ordinary course he wasn't--you realized in the 
2717:15 ordinary course he wasn't providing the profit 
2717:16 sharing agreement to issuers, right? 
2717:17 A I don't recall anything about that, to be 
2717:18 honest. 
2717: 19 Q Okay. You don't recall knowing what he 
2717:20 was providing to issuers; is that right? 
2717:21 A Exactly. 
2728:5 Q Okay. Well, as you understood what he had 
2728:6 submitted, it didn't provide complete information 
2728:7 regarding the purpose and nature of the program, 
2728:8 right? 
2728:9 A I don't know what he had provided. 

In addition, the Final Caramadre Memo, written by Farrell and endorsed by Flanders 
(PFOF~~831 ;832), advised Lathen that his representations to all third parties should not 
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. misrepresen.t.the .. natw:e .. and.int.ent nf.thetpr.o~ . ..and.tbat .he. could best m~~e theiisk of 
claims of misrepresentations by assuring that he provided complete information regarding the 
purpose and nature of his program to all parties involved. (PFOF~~889-91.) 

86. The Caramadre Memo focus.ed on the importance of disclosure to 
participants and brokers, which were the issues for Mr. Caramadre. It did not 
discuss disclosure obligations to issuers. (Lathen Ex. 668; Tr. 2628:2631 :23). 

Division Response: Admitted that the Final Caramadre Memo limited the matters addressed in 
it to the "Program's vulnerability to the types of charges made in the indictment against Joseph 
Caramadre [and] does not address any other matters." (Div. Ex. 668-p. I.) However, it 
included advice that Lathen's representations to all third parties should not misrepresent the 
nature and intent of the program, and that he could best manage the risk of claims of 
misrepresentations by assuring that he provided complete information regarding the purpose and 
nature of his program to all parties involved. (PFOF~iJ889-91.) In addition, Farrell testified that 
her advice that "representations to third parties must not misrepresent the nature or the intent of 
the Program" should apply to all third parties, and she never told Lathen that she was excluding 
anyone from her definition of''third parties." (PFOFif890.) 

2669:23 Q But you did not exclude anyone in writing 
2669:24 that sentence, did you? 
2669:25 A I didn't. I don't think I contemplated 
2670: 1 excluding anybody or including anyone else 
2670:2 specifically. But we were trying to address the 
2670:3 Caramadre complaint. 
2670:4 Q Understood. Now, you didn't tell Mr. 
2670:5 Lathen that you were excluding anyone, right? 
267-0:6 A No. 
2670:7 Q And Mr. Lathen never. asked you whether he 

-· ·--2670:-8 could ·misrepresent·the--nature or-intent-of-the· · · · ··- ·· · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · ···· · -· · · · · · · · · --- · ·· --- - --· 
2670:9 program to issuers, did he? 
2670: 10 A He never suggested he would, no. 
2670:11 Q I'm sorry? 
2670:12 A No. 

(See also: Div. Ex. 668 - p. 6.) 

87. The aspect of the Caramadre Memo regarding "representations to third 
parties" emphasized the importance of not misrepresenting specific 
information about the participants, as well as the nature of the relationship 
between participants and Mr. Lathen and/or Endcare. The Caramadre Memo 
did not advise of any requirement to make additional disclosures to issuers 
because the lawyers who drafted it were not thinking about issuers when they 
drafted it. (Lathen Ex. 668; Tr. 2629:21-2630:2; Tr. 2671:12-20). 
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. .. .. .D.ivision.Response; .,D.eni.e.Q., .as. the cited..testitnn.ny. and Exhibit.do .no.t .. ~q.pport. thi.sJ>IQpose.d 
Finding. The Caramadre Memo provided: 

d. Representations to Third Parties 

* * * 
Representations to third parties, including broker-dealers, 
must not misrepresent Participants' contact information, 
Participants' finances, Participants' investment history, or the 
nature of the relationship between Participants and you and/or 
EndCare. Further, such representations should not misrepresent 
the nature or intent of the Program. 
(PFOF,889.j 

It also stated: 

. . .. WhU~ tb~e is .no "Y~Y .to eUaninaie th~ clahus dual uu ·;.ndividua1 .Jid.:n~t f.~lly u(~dt!n.1anc.l · 
· what he or sbe.\y8S s~gnirig;: documentatjon that. clearly.oo~unicnt~"$e':jllim(>se ~~-'_nature of 

.the.Program can·rn.itigate·theilotential.for:~edible.dtri~is:~fil'.lisrepr~enta~orL.~-The·~ofs.~ch 
claims. can:b~rbe:mnnaged-by assuring.that all p·artiesirivolvtxt·(ificluditig.Pa:tti"ciprin~~-~rokcr· 
dCalers: and investors):receiv~.:_complete.infotjnatio~"re~ing·'ihe purpose &ict:natur~. ·of.the. · .. 
: Progi"am and that you document _their reCeipt· of slich written .materials. ·: · · · · 

(PFOFif891.) 

Similarly, Farrell testified: 

2671 :4 "The risk of such claims can best be 
2671 :5 managed by assuring that all parties involved, 
2671 :6 including participants, broker-dealers and 
2671 :7 investors, receive complete information regarding 

-. --~ ·26tr:s -tlie-purposeand nature. oftiiiS program~ ·and tb.af yo.ti ............ . 
2671 :9 document their receipt of such written materials." 
2671: 10 Do you see that? 
2671:11 A Uh-huh. Yes. 
2671: 12 Q And that parenthetical, including 
2671:13 "participants, broker-dealers and investors," by 
2671: 14 that you weren't meaning to exclude issuers, were 
2671 :15 you? 
2671: 16 A I don't think I was thinking about 
2671 : 1 7 issuers. 
2671:18 Q But that sentence wasn't meant to be 
2671: 19 exclusive, right? 
2671 :20 A No. 
2671 :21 Q You'd agree with me that the way you avoid 
2671 :22 claims of misrepresentation with anyone is to 
2671 :23. provide complete and accurate information --
2671 :24 A That is true. 
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· · .,.2671 ~"25''Q -- ·c·orrect1? 
2672:1 Let me finish, Ms. Farrell, so that the 
2672:2 court reporter can get your answer. Thank you. 
26n:3 And you never told Mr. Lathen that you 
2672:4 were excluding a particular category from that list, 
2672:5 were you? 
2672:6ANo. 

In addition, Farrell testified that she never told Lathen that her use of"all parties," and non
specific "third parties" meant to exclude anyone or was limited to any group, including those in 
parentheticals: 

2669:6"Further, such representations should not 
2669:7 misrepresent the nature or intent of the program." 
2669:8 A Uh-huh. 
2669:9 Q Do you see that? 
2669:10 A Uh-huh. Yep. 
2669_: 11 .. Q. My .Q~~~tjon t9 yQu i~:. D_i~ Y9-U ~~~n ~Q... .. .. 

2669:12 exclude anyone from your exhortation that 
2669: 13 representations to third parties should not 
2669:14 misrepresent the nature or intent of the program? 
2669: 15 A I think this was focused on the Caramadre 
2669: 16 indictment and the allegations. And the allegations 
2669:17 there represented to -- related to the 
2669: 18 broker-dealers specifically. 
2669:19 And so that's why it's specific. So the 
2669:20 general concept of no misrepresentations would 
2669:21 apply. That was the reason for making that general 

------26~22-list.---· ---~---------------- -----· ------------ ·--· .......... ---·. 
2669:23 Q But you did not exclude anyone in writing 
2669:24 that sentence, did you? 
2669:25 A I didn't. I don't think I contemplated 
2670: 1 excluding anybody or including anyone else 
2670:2 specifically. But we were trying to address the 
2670:3 Caramadre complaint. 
2670:4 Q Understood. Now, you didn't tell Mr. 
2670:5 Lathen that you were excluding anyone, right? 
2670:6 A No. 
2670:7 Q And Mr. Lathen never asked you whether he 
2670:8 could misrepresent the nature or intent of the 
2670:9 program to issuers, did he? 
2670:10 A He never sugg~sted he would, no. 
2670: 11 Q I'm sorry? 
2670:12 A No. 
2670:13 Q And, in fact, you didn't know until much 
2670: 14 later what information Mr. Lathen was actually 
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2670:1~,JJrovidi.ng to issuer~, d,i(l .. you? 
2670: 16 A No. I guess I assumed he was providing 
2670:17 what the issuers requested. 
2670:18 Q And at that point, he hadn't given you his 
2670:19 redemption packages to review, had he? 
2670:20 A No. 

88. Ms. Farrell shared Mr. Flanders' view that there was no affirmative 
requirement for Mr. Lathen to make additional disclosures. to issuers beyond 
what they asked for. (Tr. 2670:7-17; 2777:20-25). 

Q. And Mr. Lathen never asked you whether he could misrepresent the nature or 
intent of the program to issuers, did he? 
A. He never suggested he would, no. 
Q. Q I'm sorry? 
A.No. 
Q. And, in fact, you didn't know until much later what information Mr. Lathen 
was actually providing to issuers, did you? 
A~ No~ fguess iasswiied he was providing whaitlitdssuersrequested. -· ··-·--· --- .... ----

Court: What understanding did you have, if any, about what documents Mr. 
Lathen was legally obliged to provide to issuers other than the ones they 
requested? 
A. I think he's obligated to provide what they ask for. 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. While Farrell 
testified that Lathen was obligated to provide what the issuers ask for, Respondents did not ask 
her to reconcile that view with her advice in the Final Caramadre Memo that his representations 
to all third parties should not misrepresent the nature and intent of the program, and that he could 
best manage the risk of claims of misrepresentations by assuring that he provided complete 

------· -- -··- -· ifiloiiiiafioliregarcfing llie purpose ana nature-of his" prograiil.-toill parties. involveo .. ··-- ... -.... ----~- --·-- --··• .. - . -.. 

(PFOFif1f889-91.) Nor is there any evidence that Farrell saw what Lathen was representing to 
issuers - namely that he and the Participant were joint (beneficial) owners of the accounts, 
(PFOFif1[409;863), or that she knew that he was redeeming securities from accounts governed by 
the IMA and· pre-2013 Participant Agreements, accounts she had already told Lathen she 
considered invalid joint tenancies in which the Participants held no beneficial interest. 
(PFOFif,871-878.) Finally, there is no evidence that Farrell knew that Lathen was submitting 
redemption requests claiming valid joint tenancies and Participant beneficial interest after she 
shared her concerns regarding the PSA and its deleterious impact on both Lathen's and the 
Participant's beneficial interest in the accounts. (PFOFirif905-07;910.) 

89. Hinckley Allen also rendered ongoing advice to the Respondents regarding 
their investment strategy and business model. Ms. Farrell handled the matter 
because she is a corporate transaction attorney and the firm's "go-to person" 
on securities. Mr. Flanders stated that Ms. Farrell was "very well-regarded" 
for that expertise. (Tr. 2021 :7-2022:7). 
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· : ····niVisio'n"Response: ' 'A<imitted lbafFian'ders so teS'fifi~d:. ···Piowever~ '\ne · cltet\'testimony ·does 
not support the portion of this proposed Finding that "Hinckley Allen also rendered ongoing 
advice to the Respondents regarding their investment strategy and business model." Indeed, if 
this proposed Finding is meant to address the time period post-September 2013, when Farrell 
told Lathen that he should revised his PSA, it is contradicted by the firm's billing records which 
reflects that Flanders billed only 2 hours for the entire year of 2014, and Farrell billed only 5 
hours. (PFOFif938.) In fact, Lathen appears to have largely sought other coWlsel once Farrell 
told him that the PSA destroyed both the Participants' and Lathen' s interest in the accounts. 
(PFOF'if930.) 

90. The scope of Hinckley Allen's representation included the obligation to make 
affirmative recommendations to Mr. Lathen about any legal issues the firm 
identified. Mr. Flanders explained that the purpose of the engagement was 
for the firm to advise Mr. Lathen about how to best "comply with whatever 
legal requirements [the firm] deemed applicable." (Tr. 2148:8-2149:6). 

Division Response: Denied. Flanders did not testify that Hinckley Allen had an "obligation to 
make affirmative recommendations to Mr. Lathen about any legal issues the firm identified.'' He 
testified: . "I thillk we were prepared to adcires.s whatever questfons :Mr: Lafuenraised With us tliai 
we felt we were competent and able to address ... includ[ing] affirmatively pointing out ... 
issues that [we] identified on [our] own." (Tr. 2148:11-20.) Moreover, Farrell testified that 
there were a host of issues as to which the firm was not asked for and did not offer advice 
relative to Respondents' business, including his redemption requests to issuers: 

2756:14 Q All right. Okay. Now, what revisions did 
2756:15 you make to Mr. Lathen's limited partnership 
2756: 16 agreement? 
2756: 17 A We were not engaged to do anything on the 

-- -2756:18-limitedpartnership.agreement ____ ........ _. ·-··- --------------------------·----------
2756: 19 Q Okay. What revisions did you make to his 
2756:20 PPM? 
2756:21 A His --
2756:22 Q Private placement memorandum. 
2756:23 A We did not make revisions to that. 
2756:24 Q Okay. Did you give him any advice at all 
2756:25 regarding his duties and obligations under the 
2757: 1 Investment Company Act? 
2757:2 A No. 
2757:3 Q How about his duties and obligations under 
2757:4 the Adviser's Act? 
2757:5 A No. 
2757:6 Q Did you review his ADV? 
2757:7 A No. 
2757:8 Q Review his compliance manual? 
2757:9 A No. 
2757:10 Q Advise him in any respect about the 
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... )1,27.51..:.U .... Custody ... Rtde? 
2757:12 A No. 
2757:13 Q And you already testified that you gave no 
2757:14 advice, didn't offer any advice on the tax 
2757:15 implications of his business and strategy, right? 
2757: 16 A No. Not any expressed on the treatment of 
2757:17 payments, but probably modest advice about 
2757:18 characteristics of investment income. 
2757:19 Q As we saw in the profit sharing agreement, 
2757:20 right? 
2757:21 A Yes. 

2757:22 Q And we've already discussed that you were 
2757:23 not aware of that aspect of Mr. Lathen's investment 
2757:24 strategy that related to his redemption requests, 
2757:25 right? 
2758: 1 A Correct. 
2758:2 Q And Mr. Lathen never raised that as an 

·-····· 2758·~3 is·sueprior to yo11r review of the Goldman-Sachs-
2758:4 issues, right? 
2758:5 A I don't believe so. 
(PFOF11861-62.) 

She also testified that she would take issue with any claim that the firm had assumed 
responsibility under the Amended Engagement Letter for pointing out to Lathen all of the issues 
with his business and investment strategy. 

2759: 11 Q Okay. So if Mr. Lathen or anyone else 
2759: 12 claimed that you had assumed responsibility for 

------- ----------·--- - ---- -- · · ---- ···-·-- ·--·--2759:13-pointing-out-to-him all-the issues-with-his· business 

2759:14 and investment strategy, you would take issue with 
2759:15 that, wouldn't you? 
2759:16 A Yes, I mean, I think --yeah. 

(See also PFOF~~860-65.) 

In addition, the hearing revealed numerous instances of Lathen' s failure to make a full disclosure 
to Hinckley Allen of all relevant facts that might have enabled them to offer advice. For 
example, Flanders testified that he relied on Lathen for the representation he, Flanders, made to 
Goldman Sachs that Lathen and the Participant enjoyed the same benefits during their lifetimes. 
(Div. Ex. 754). 

2090:14 Q Okay. I'd ask you to take a look at page 
2090: 15 2 of Exhibit 754, which is the memo. And if you 
2090: 16 could read the third line, starting with, "I told 
2090: 17 him." 
2090:18 A "I told him," meaning the lawyeF for the 
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... ..209.0.:,U>..--AJoWmanJ)ank, !.~tb.eie\jQint-~thoWer.~with: Mr. 
2090:20 Lathen enjoy the same benefits as Mr. Lathen during 
2090:21 his or her lifetime. And if the joint accountholder 
2090:22 survived Mr. Lathen, then he/she would have whatever 
2090:23 benefits Mr. Lathen had." 
2090:24 Q Okay. You can stop there. 
2090:25 Now, that's information that Mr. Lathen 
2091: 1 provided to you -- correct? -- that he enjoyed the 
2091 :2 same benefits during his lifetime as the joint 
2091 :3 accountholder enjoyed? Is that information that Mr. 
2091 :4 Lathen provided to you? 
2091 :5 A Either verbally or through the documents 
2091 :6 that he provided, yes. 

But that representation was not accurate, as Farrell testified. 

2729-.17 Q Okay. And Mr. Flanders had a subsequent 
2729: 18 call with Sidley Austin lawyers who were 

·- ·-----··· · ..... ·- · · · ···- · ---- · ····· · -- · ·-2129:l9· representing Goldman-Sachs, corre-ct?··· -·· - ···· 
2729:20 A That's my understanding. 
2729:21 Q Were you not participating on that call? 
2729:22 A No. 
2729:23 Q Is there a reason why you weren't? 
2729:24 A I wasn't asked to. 
2729:25 Q Okay. And Mr. Flanders prepared a 
2730: 1 memorandum of that conversation; is that correct? 
2730:2 A That's correct. 
2730:3 Q And did you review that memorandum? 
2730:4 A No. 

----2730:5 -- ···Q·--~v-ou·neven-aw·it?-------------------· ···· ··-·· ·········-- ····· ··-···· ····· ··· · ········ 

2730:6 A No. I didn't say I never saw it. You 
2730:7 asked if I reviewed it. 
2730:8 Q You never saw it at or about the time of 
2730:9 October 2013? 
2730: 10 A I think I saw it when he prepared it, but 
2730: 11 I didn't -- review usually has the context of having 
2730: 12 reviewed it before it is finalized. 

2732:18 Q Okay. And if Mr. Lathen used his access 
2732: 19 to the account to move all the funds and securities 
2732:20 out of the account, the participants would not have 
2732:21 the same interest or benefits in the account that he 
2732:22 did, would they? 
2732:23 A That is true. 
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. ,,.,.~Otherfacts noCdistHosed'to1liricRley··A_llen·iri~lude'lfthe'PSA wliich·Farrell 1tiiCl not see~for 
months afteF Lathen executed it (PFOFifiJ904-08); the fact that Respondents continued to redeem 
securities held in accounts governed by the IMA, the pre-2013 Participant Agreements 
(PFOFiJ910) and the un-revised PSA (PFOF~915); the account control agreement he signed 
(PFOFiJ928); and the fact that Respondents continued to move funds and securities among 
accounts (PFOFifif936-37). (See also PFOFiJ,850-56.) 

91. During the course of the representation, Hinckley Allen reviewed and revised 
or prepared numerous documents for the Respondents. They revised the 
participant agreement, the enrollment form, the brochure, and the limited 
power of attorney. They also prepared a line of credit agreement. (Tr. 
2622:14-2623:1; 2632:3-8; 2633:10-2635:10). 

Division Response: Admitted, except that Farrell testified that Hinckley Allen "may have" 

revised the enrollment form. (Tr. 2622:21-22.) 

2622: 18 Q Do you remember what documents you revised 
2622:19 or prepared? 
2622:20 A We revised·the participanr·agreemenLT 
2622:21 think we revised -- we may have revised the 
2622:22 enrollment form. I'm not sure. We revised the 
2622:23 brochure. We revised the limited power of attorney. 

92. Hinckley Allen discussed with Mr. Lathen the terms of the relationship set 
forth between the parties, as set forth by the various agreements. Hinckley 
Allen's analysis and advice to Mr. Lathen was that the participant's ability or 
inability to access the joint accounts during Mr. Lathen's lifetime did not 
impact the business model because it did not change a person's economic 
interest in - and thus the validity of - the joint account. (Tr.2635: 19-2636:3; ·- --·-·· -- --- ··----- . ····- -------. ·-2-636:13=-263"7:t2)~----- .... -·-··-··-· ..... ······---···-····· ...... ·····--------· .... --··--··-· ··------·· ----------

Margaret Farrell, Esq., Tr. 2635:19-2636:3; 2636:13 - 2637:12 
Q. Was there anything in the participant agreements at any point when you were 
working on them that discussed the participants' ability to access -
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. What was -
A. Well, they were told they were executing a limited power of attorney, and that 
their -- as a result, that the control of the account was largely in Mr. Lathen's 
hands. During the course or your representation, did you ever have any 
discussions with Mr. Lathen on the subject of a participant's ability to access the 
joint accounts? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. And what was that discussion, if you recall? 
A. I think we discussed whether or not the granting of authority on the accounts in 
any way jeopardized the -- the joint accounts, so the previous joint account. 
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··~."Aria· 'Whan~ffect, if any ;··am a p~iCipanY.s ·atJTilty or1ni1b1iity lo access joint 
accounts during Jay's lifetime have on the business model that you were setting 
up? 
A. Our analysis was that it didn't. That -- being able to grant a power of authority 
to someone does net, basically, turn over authority, does not change one's 
economic interest in the account. The analogy I had was I can set up an account 
with the power of attorney of my father with Alzheimer's. I have control over the 
account. He is incompetent. He can't use it. But it is still a valid joint account. 

Division Response: Hinckley Allen advised Lathen that the firm could not give him a legal 
opinion on the validity of his joint tenancies because the analysis was fact-specific, the law was 
unsettled, and it would expose the firm to a risk of third-party reliance that the firm was 
unwilling to undertake for the compensation that was to be paid for this matter. (PFOF~~827-
29.) Farrell or Flanders communicated to Lathen that his structure was anything but bulletproof, 
even as revised in the fall of2012. (PFOFif830.) In addition, Farrell advised Lathen that his. pre-
2013 Participant Agreements. did not give Participants the required interest in the account, that 
the IMA made the Fund the true joint owner on those accounts and that the PSA destroyed both 
Lathen's and the Participants' beneficial interest in the account. (PFOFiJiJ871-878(1MA);905-
907;909(PSA).) . .. ----- .. - . . .... ··-···· -· ........ . 

93. Nor did Hinckley Allen advise Mr. Lathen that it was important to give the 
participants additional information about the brokerage accounts. (Tr. 
2638:19 - 2639:5). 

Division Response: Denied to the extent that this proposed Finding assumes that Hinckley 
Allen was aware that Lathen was not telling the Participants where the accounts were. In fact, 

· Flanders. testified that he was not aware of that fact (PFOFiJ851 ), and Respondents did not 
· inquire as to Farrell's understanding . 

.. .. . . ... . . ______ ___9AJ!inckley.Allen_was_als.o hired . .toJ.dentify_and r_e_d_uc_e_anY-. risks attendant.in_ 
Eden Arc's business model. They had an obligation to, and did, identify and 
address I reduce any risks they identified. (Tr. 2621:22-2622:13). · 

Margaret Farrell, Esq., Tr. 2621:22-2622:13 
Q. Okay. And during the course of your representation, did you view it as one of
- did you view it as part of your representation to seek to reduce thos.e risks that 
you would-
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you advise Mr. Lathen of the risks you identified? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were there any risks that you identified that you did not tell Mr .. Lathen about? 
A. Not that I can recall. That would be -- that would be -
Q. All right. 
A. That would be the right thing to do. 
Q. I guess I can ask it another way. If you identified a risk, did you tell Mr. 
Lathen about it? 
A. Yes. 
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· ·niVisioifResponse:· · Tieilie'ti~ a5lhe ·citeti. 'testimony ~oes no1·suppotrthis proposed 'Finding. 
Farrelldid not testify to the reasons for the firm's retention or the firm's obligations once 
retained. She testified: 

2621 :2 Q And what risks did you believe were 
2621 :3 associated with the business model? 
2621 :4 A Well, there weFe a number. I thought that 
2621 :5 the -- the:re was an obvious -- I had concerns about 
2621 :6 whether or not the way it was structured, they had 
2621 :7 created a valid joint tenancy. 
2621 :8 I had -- I indicated that I thought that, 
2621 :9 in any event, that issuers would not like it. And 
2621: 10 that as they became aware of more and more people 
2621: 11 doing this, that they would not pay, and it would 
2621:12 require probably legal action at some point to -- to 
2621:13 get them to pay. 
2621: 14 It was clear from the Caramadre case that 
2621: 15 regulators did not like the -- what was happening. 
2621:.16 It wasn't clear what .parts -they didn't-like, but 
2621 : 17 that they didn't. 
2621: 18 And that there was a lot of regulatory 
2621: 19 risk associated with proceeding, because if they 
. 2621 :20 didn't like it, that they could make his life 
2621 :21 miserable. There may have been others. 
2621 :22 Q Okay. And during the course of your 
2621 :23 representation, did you view it as one of - did you 
2621 :24 view it as part of your representation to seek to 
2621 :25 reduce those risks that you would --
2622: 1 A Yes. 

· .. -----~- ·-- -----------2-622:2· Q A.1ni-did-youaovise··Mr. Lath: en· of the-.isks 
2622:3 you identified? 
2622:4 A Yes. 

She also testified that she would take issue with any claim that the firm had assumed 
responsibility under the Amended Engagement Letter for pointing out to Lathen all of the issues 
with his business and investment strategy. 

2759: 11 Q Okay. So if Mr. Lathen or anyone else 
2759:12 claimed that you had assumed responsibility for 
2759: 13 pointing out to him all the issues with his business 
2759:14 and investment strategy, you would take issue with 
2759:15 that, wouldn't you? 
2759:16 A Yes, I mean, I think-- yeah. 

(See also DRRPFOF~90, supra for the many facts withheld from Hinckley Allen by 
Respondents.) 
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95. DuriIJ.g the course of the r~presentation, Ms. Farrell undertook an evaluation 
of Mr. Lathen' s business model and advised of the "risk" that the current 
structure would not be considered a valid joint tenancy. (Tr.2620: 16-
2621 :21; 2622:2-2622: 1.) This involved an evaluation of other potential 
structures, such as a trust. (Lathen Ex. 2069; Tr.2648:17-2649:12). 

Division Response: Admitted, except the Division notes that the only evidence ofFarrell's 
evaluation of a trust structure indicates she did so in October 2013, after she had pointed out to 
Lathen that his PSA was just as problematic as his IMA. (Lathen Ex. 2069 - p. Lathen 16156; 
PFOFi1iJ905--07).) 

96. Ms. Farrell understood the initial structure of the business to involve Mr. 
Lathen opening joint accounts with participants as "nominee" for the Fund. 
Although she "could find no authority that you could not have a joint account 
with right of survivorship with an entity," Hinckley Allen recommended that 
Mr. Lathen change the structure, which involved having Mr. Lathen borrow 
funds from his investment partnership and establish the accounts in his 
individual name with the participant. (Tr. 2623:2-23). 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. Farrell 
testified that after polling her partners in the estate planning group, they concluded that having a 
joint account with a right of survivorship was "questionable" and that "holding as a nominee for 
an entity may not make a good joint account right of survivorship." 

2623: 10 Although I could find no authority that 
2623:11 you could not have a joint account with right of 
2623:12 survivorship with an entity, having pulled my 
2623: 13 partners in the estate planning group, we concluded 
2623:14 that that was not-- that that was questionable. 
2623:15And-that-holding-asa nominee for: an-------------·------ -

2623: 16 entity may not make a good joint account right of 
2623: 17 survivorship. 
2623: 18 And so we looked at a possible way to 
2623:19 create a valid joint account, and indicated that we 
2623:20 thought that the best approach would be to borrow 
2623 :21 the funds from his investment partnership and 
2623 :22 establish these accounts in his individual name with 
2623 :23 a participant. 

97. Hinckley Allen facilitated the new structure by drafting a line of credit 
agreement to allow Mr. Lathen to borrow from the Fund and to give the Fund 
a security interest in the assets, through UCC filings, that would entitle them 
to recover their loans out of the joint account assets before any general 
creditors. (Tr. 2622:24-2623:1; 2623:24-2624:17). Hinckley Allen did not, at 
any time, advise Mr. Lathen that he should stop doing business, including 
after they had recommended a structure change and were in the process of 
preparing new documents. (Tr. 2624:23 - 2625: 15). 
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Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. As to what 
Farrell told Lathen after she advised him that his IMA destroyed his joint tenancies was this: 

2625 :7 Q And in discussing that with him, did you 
2625:8 ever tell him that he shouldn't-- he should stop 
2625:9 doing that until you had prepared new documents for 
2625:10 him? 
2625: 11 A I don't know if I said that expressly. 

And on perfecting the Fund's security interest in the account, Farrell advised that he should 
execute an Account Control Agreement, advice that Lathen ignored. (PFOPif-a925-27.) See: 

2624:8 Q And when you say a security interest, what 
2624:9 do you mean by that? 
2624:10 A That's a concept of the UCC. That means 
2624: 11 they have a lien on those assets and are entitled to 
2624:12 recover their loan out of those assets before any 
2624: 13 general .creditors. . 
2624:14 Q And would that lien be recorded somewhere? 
2624:15 A You can record it in a UCC filing. 
2624:16 Generally the brokerage accounts, those are 
2624: 17 perfected through account control agreements. 
2624:18 Q What is your understanding of an account 
2624:19 control agreement? What is that? 
2624:20 A It restricts the borrower's ability to 
2624:21 move assets in and out of an account without the 
2624:22 lender's approval. 

--9s~During the course of the· representation;-Hinckley Alle1ttnade regular -· · ·· -· · · · ·· · · ·-· -· · · ·· · · ·· 
changes to the documents, as necessary, to "make sure that [they] had 
structured this in the best way possible to create a valid joint account." (Tr. 
2650:5-18). 

Division Response: Admitted that changes were made to documents during the course of the 
representation. The Division disagrees with the characterization of these changes as "regular" as 
Farrell did not testify to Hinckley Allen making "regular changes to the documents, as 
necessary." Instead, she testified: "There was a tinkering every time a question came up; every 
time a proceeding was brought against somebody who was using these bonds. So I'm not sure it 
was constant, but it was - ... on and on, yes." (Tr. 2650:8-13.) 

99. During the course of the representation,. Hinckley Allen engaged in 
conversations with certain investors on Eden Arc's behalf to address the 
investors' legal questions. (Lathen Ex. 2067; Tr. 2642:12-2646:1). 
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. '~ivisioii'Response:~···:..nemeli, aslbe Cifod te'stimoiiy anar.xm'bit Clo not suppotfthis proposed 
Finding. The cited testimony and Exhibit reflect that Farrell, and no one else from Hinckley 
Allen, had a conversation with only one investor. 

100. At some point, Mr. Lathen inquired about the possibility of Hinckley 
Allen writing a formal legal opinion on the validity of the joint tenancies. 
The firm's decision not to write one was based on several. factors, including 
that it was a "heavily fact-intensive question" that had no governing law 
directly on point, as opposed to a "pure legal question," and to avoid the 
added liability of having a formal opinion shared with other stakeholders. 
Hinckley Allen opted, instead, to provide Mr. Lathen with direct legal advice 
on the subject. (Tr. 2010:24-2012:1; Tr. 2613:5-2614:24). 

Division Response: Admitted, except Lathen inquired more than once about the possibility of 
Hinckley Allen writing some sort of formal legal opinion, and even asked that it be discussed in 
the Caramadre Memo, requests Hinckley Allen denied. (PFOF~~868-69.) In addition, Lathen 
lied to at least one investor in claiming that Hinckley Allen's stated reasons for not giving him a 
formal opinion is that "it's not really what we do." (PFOF~601.) And notwithstanding Lathen's 

... -- ...... understanding.of.the.difference-between a legal opinion and a memorandum,..he-told at-least-c~me .. ------ · 
investor that the Final Caramadre Memo was a "legal opinion." (PFOF~659.) 

101. In 2013 Hinckley Allen reached out to Goldman Sachs on Mr. Lathen's 
behalf regarding Goldman's legal obligation to honor Mr. Lathen's 
redemption requests. (Tr. 2023:11- 2024:14; Lathen Ex. 1059, Tr. 1921:7-
17). 

Division Response: Admitted that in 2013, Flanders of Hinckley Allen acted as litigation 
counsel in pursuing Lathen' s claim for redemption of certain Goldman Sachs' CDs. 
(PFOPjf839.) 

------· ........ -·-·--·--· ----
102. Mr. Flanders' letter to Goldman, which Mr. Flanders shared and discussed 

with Mr. Lathen, contained common law and statutory support that the firm 
identified as supporting the validity of the joint tenancies. (Tr. 20-25:14-
2026:5.) Mr. Lathen requested summaries of the cases, which Hinckley Allen 
provided. (Lathen Ex. 916-918; Tr. 2026:6-22). 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding that the 
Flanders' letter (drafted by Lathen) contained "statutory support," (see Div. Ex. 572), nor that 
the letter contained common law supporting the validity of the joint tenancies. The letter's cases 
were cited for the proposition that "documents which statutorily create a joint tenancy with rights 
of survivorship are presumed to be valid" and that the challenging party "must provide 'clear and 
convincing' evidence that the JTWROS is not valid." 

1-03. During Hinckley Allen's correspondence with Goldman, it learned of 
Goldman's position about their perceived issues with the joint tenancies, 
including that the participant agreements seemed to restrict accountholder 
benefits aE.d the account holders were unlikely to outlive Lathen and receive 
benefits. (SEC Exhibit 754; Tr. 2029:5-2030: 15). 
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· Divisioliltesponse: 'Adnlittea ·that'Div:Ex. 754 reflects Flariaers" redtation of his conversation 
with Goldman Sachs' attorney by phone. 

104. Mr. Flanders "flat-out disagreed" with Goldman' arguments and relayed 
his position to Mr. Lathen. Specifically, Mr. Flanders did not believe that Mr. 
Lathen's investment strategy or side agreements between joint account 
holders had any bearing on the genuine nature of the joint account. (Tr. 
2030:23-2032:20, 2032:24-2033: 10). 

Division Response: The cited testimony only supports a Finding that Flanders believed, and 
conveyed to Lathen, that Goldman Sachs was contractually obligated to honor his redemption 
request because Goldman did not "require that as part of whatever they asked for when the 
redemption request was made . . . and, obviously, they could have. And my understanding is 
that later they, in fact, have amended their offering documents to put a relationship requirement." 
(Tr. 2032:18-2033:2.) In addition, ifhe told Lathen that none of the side agreements Lathen 
had "had any bearing on the genuine nature of the joint account," he was giving Lathen advice 
that directly contradicted the advice Lathen was receiving from Farrell, who, both before, and at 

. this time, was telling-Lathen that his.joint tenancies.were-destr-0yed-by the-IMAand-his-P.SA.- . --------
(PFOFif,871-878(IMA);905-907;909(PSA).) It was also contrary to the advice Flanders testified 
he subscribed to in the Final Caramadre Memo. (PF0~832.) 

In addition, Flanders took these positions before ever having reviewed the CD Disclosure 
Statement at issue, and substantially reversed them after he saw it. (PFOf1842.) When Flanders 
read it, he advised Lathen that it gave "some discretion to the issuer not to pay or to argue that 
the written verification it received in this case was not acceptable to Goldman ... " (PFOF'if845.) 
Finally, Flanders was not advising Lathen on the federal securities laws; he was advising him on 
contract law. (See DRRPFOF'if67, supra.) 

105. In October of2010, Mr. Lathen retained the services oflaw firm Gersten 
- -. -- -- -- --- . --Savage to help-launch-the-fund. and-put in place-all-documents necessary to 

do so. (SEC Ex. 730; Tr. 2185: 13-16; 2186:1-4). 

Division Response: The cited testimony and Exhibit do not support this proposed Finding. 
Gersten Savage was retained by Lathen to "assist [him] in the creation of a domestic limited 
partnership and to prepare the "private placement memorandum, limited partnership agreement, 
and subscription documents." (PFOF'if758; Div. Ex. 730- p. 1.) 

106. The counsel was rendered by Eric Roper, Esq., head of Gersten Savage's 
hedge fund practice, with the help of some associates. (Tr. 2641:20-23; 
641 :24-642:2; 2172:4-16). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

107. Mr. Roper graduated from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
studied English legal history at the London School of Economics, and 
received his law degree from Northwestern University School of Law. (Tr. 
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... ·2!60~4-2·3~ .. ~BellGwiRg .Jaw..&eboe!r!l~oomplP..Jad..a. cleikship. w.ith~tb.e 
Honorable Edwin A. Robson, a federal judge. (Tr. 2161: 1 ). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

10&. As head of the hedge fund practice at Gersten Savage, Mr. Roper had 
expertise in setting up limited partnerships, hedge funds, and offshore funds. 
In that capacity, Mr. Roper would meet with clients, determine what their 
strategies were, and "assistD them in the appropriate documentation that they 
need in order to form their fund and commence their offering business." (Tr. 
2164:5-20). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

109. Gersten Savage drafted the fund documents with full disclosure of the 
fund's investment strategy, as well as general prospectus language and 
requirements. This understanding was communicated through meetings, 
discussions, and the exchange of documents. Specifically, Mr. Lathen sent 

· .. · · · ........ · .. · .. · · .. · · .. Mr-. Roper ·an iavestor·presentation;-sample prospeGtuses,-the partioipant--- - · - .. · · .... _. --· 
agreement, and a memorandum from Katten Muchin's T&E Department. (Tr. 
642:3-643:8; Lathen Ex. 782; Tr. 2168:16-2171:22; 2172:23-2173:16; 
Lathen Exs. 835-836; Tr. 2178:1-10; Lathen Ex. 1325; Tr. 3230:-3231:10; 
Lathen Ex. 982.; Tr. 3230:7-3232:17). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to 
the Court's order. To the extent the Court is inclined to consider it, there is no evidence that 
Lathen disclosed all material facts to Gersten Savage, including no evidence that he disclosed 
his representations to issuers or that Katten Muchin had advised him not to execute his strategy 
through a Fund. (PFOPiJ'tf693;740.) In addition, Lathen sent an investor presentation to Roper 

· -· -on -Ooteber-14,-2010,-that-falsely-stated~~'Frior-to--launching-business,EndCare-received-advice- ---· . ·· -- -· ----
from counsel that the strategy is legal." (PFOFif763.) 

110. Gersten Savage drafted Eden Arc's Private Placement Memoranda 
("PPM"), Limited Partnership Agreement, and Subscription Agreement. (Tr. 
2186:1-19; SEC Ex. 369; Tr.641:7-19; Lathen Ex. 783; Tr. 2191:11-20; 
Lathen Ex. 787; Tr. 2197:13-2198:1; Lathen Ex. 788-795; 801-810; Lathen 
Ex. 798). 

Division Response: Admitted that Gersten Savage drafted Eden Arc's LPA and subscription 
agreement, and that Gersten Savage LLP assisted Lathen in drafting EACP's Private 
Placement Memorandum. However, Lathen himself drafted the following sections of the 
PPM: "Investment Objective," "The General Partner," and "Description of Investment 
Objectives and Strategy." (Lathen Exs. 786; 787 - pp. LATHEN03861, LATHEN03867, 
LATHEN03868.) (See PFOFif770.) 

111. Gersten Savage prepared a ''teFIIl sheet" containing the core of the offering 
document. (SEC Ex. 651; Tr. 2175:8-2177:11). 
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Division Response: Admitted that Lathen engaged Gersten Savage to prepare a term sheet 
for End Care Capital Partners, LP in August 2010, but no such term sheet was admitted into 
evidence so there is no documentary evidence that such term sheet was prepared, nor is there 
evidence of its contents. (Div. Ex. 651.) 

112. Gersten Savage also drafted the Investment Management Agreement 
("IMA"). (Lathen Ex. 796-797; Tr. 2207:19-2208:11). Gersten Savage added 
language to the IMA referencing Mr. Lathen as a "nominee" for the fund. 
(Lathen Ex. 799; Tr. 2211 :21-2212:7,20-23; Lathen Ex. 800; Tr. 2214:8-
16). Mr. Roper had "no independent recollection" as to who added the 
nominee language though he acknowledges that it was the firm's work 
product. (Tr. 2214:17-2216:4; 2217:13-17). 

Division Response: Admitted that Gersten Savage was involved in drafting EACP' s IMA, 
but there is no evidence indicating which portions of the document were supplied by Gersten 
and which were supplied by Lathen. See: 

... . ............. -· .... ·-· .. 2214a..Q-Andif-you ~ould identify.for.-me-what-the. -···-- ··- ---
2214:8 differences are between the first paragraph in 
2214:9 Lathen Exhibit 797 and the first paragraph in Lathen 
2214:10 Exhibit 800, to the extent that you find there is a 
2214:11 difference. 
2214: 12 A The difference appears to be that there 
2214:13 was language added on the second-to-last line 
2214:14 referencing Jay Lathen as the nominee for the 
2214: 15 investment manager. And that does not appear in 
2214:16 0797. 
2214: 17 Q Okay. And do you know who added the 

----- - -·---- ·· · ---·-------------------·2214:18 Ianguage-oJMr~-Lathen acting· as· nommee ·ror.the ·· · .......... _ ·· ·· -· · -· · · ------··-· 

2214:19 investment manager? 
2214:20 A I have no independent recollection of 
2214:21 that. 

2217: 13 Q Whose work product do you believe that 
2217: 14 those two documents were? 
2217: 15 A I believe that they're my firm's 
2217: 16 documents; but I don't have an independent 
2217: 17 recollection of that. 

113. Mr. Lathen did not understand the nominee language to be significant 
other than it signified the Fund's financing and profit-sharing related to the 
joint accounts. He did not believe it to be significant to or inconsistent with 
his strategy of forming valid joint tenancies. (Tr. 3245:19-3246:15). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. 
The cited Lathen testimony says nothing about the fact that "Mr. Lathen did not understand the 
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·· ··flOminee·ianguage'"'!a··hei'S'ignfficant~~-it--was'tlot.Jfsignifieant"1~: ;!"}fis~·'Of"fonning 
valid joint tenancies." 

114. Gersten Savage reviewed and edited the participant agreement. (Lathen 
Ex. 1325, 1326). 

Division Response: Denied. Roper testified that he could not recall whether his firm or 
some other firm had edited the Participant Agreement. See: 

2223 :22 Q Where -- do you know where those redline 
2223:23 changes emanated from? 
2223 :24 A I don't have an independent recollection 
2223 :25 of that. It could be from our firm, but I don't --
2224: 1 I don't have an independent recollection. 

2224:21 JUDGE PATIL: So my question is to you: 
2224:22 What role, with respect to the documents we're 
2224:23 looking at called "Participant agreement," did your 

-· -- ·· ·2224:24-firm·playwith-respect-to its ·engagem-ent with Mr.· 
2224:25 Lathen, if any? 
2225:1 THE WITNESS: And I think, Your Honor, my 
2225 :2 response was, to the best of my recollection, I 
2225 :3 cannot recall whether our firm did it or it was done 
2225 :4 elsewhere. 

115. Gersten Savage also reviewed a Limited Power of Attorney form to be 
used with participants. (Lathen Ex. 846, 847; Tr. 2225:16-24). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibit do not support this proposed 
-- .. --Findin-g-:-Aithough~tlre-citechestimony-and EXhibitteflect Lathen's requestto Ropetfofreview · ..... -·- -· · · 

of the Power of Attorney, there is no evidence that Roper in fact did so. 

116. During the course of the representation, Gersten Savage also reviewed the 
company's website. (Lathen Ex. 844; Tr. 2227:22-2228:15). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibit do not support this proposed 
Finding. Although the cited testimony and Exhibit reflect Lathen's request to Roper for review 
of the website, there is no evidence that Roper in fact did so. 

117. The lawyers at Gersten Savage were aware of, and articulated in the PPM, 
any potential risks 'inherent in the fund. This included the risk of regulatory 
objections to the fund, which Mr. Lathen understood pertained to the unusual 
"profiting from death" aspect of the fund. (Tr. 645:19-646:23). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. It 
merely quotes from the PPM and says nothing about whether or not the lawyers at Gersten 
Savage were aware of any particular risks inherent in the fund. In addition, the cited testimony 



does not contain "ihe~qubtetfjfnrase"'iJrdfiting from ttea:th:,,, 'Nod'S" there··anytestimony ur 
documentary evidence that Gersten Savage was or could be aware of, any potential risks 
inherent in Lathen's fund, let alone articulate all such infinitely possible risks. 

118. The lawyers at Gersten Savage were aware of, and articulated in the PPM, 
the risk that issuers may not have contemplated the fund's investment 
strategy when they drafted their prospectuses, as well as the risk that issuers 
and trustees "may take a contrary view" of whether the strategy "represents a 
valid survivor's option redemption." (Tr. 647:19-648:3). They also were 
aware of, and identified the risk that the partnership could be exposed to an 
adverse judgment in favor of the issuers. (Tr. 649:2-7, 25-650:13). 

Division Response: Admitted that Lathen testified to his own understanding that "Mr. Roper, 
or his associates, or whoever drafted this" "were aware that the risk [that the partnership could be 
exposed to an adverse judgment in favor of issuers] existed." (Tr. 650:14-16.) But the cited 
testimony does not support any Finding that the lawyers at Gersten Savage were aware of the 
risk that issuers may not have contemplated the fund's investment strategy when they drafted 
their prospectuses, or the risk that issuers and trustees "may take a contrary view" of whether the 

- --. --- ·- -· . . -.... strategy '-'represents a--valid- smvivor'-s-optfon- redemption."·· . . - - . . -

119. Gersten Savage received advice from Jason Neroulias, as a consultant, 
who advised the firm on the Trust & Estates law applicable to the fund. 
(Lathen Ex. 786; 2196:7-2197:1; SEC Ex. 737). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibits do not support this proposed 
Finding. There is no documentary or testimonial evidence that Neroulias actually provided any 
advice to anyone on "Trust & Estates law applicable to the fund." Indeed, while Lathen Ex. 786 
is an email from Roper to Lathen, cc' d to Neroulias, noting the need for "his input on the estate 
part of the Risk Factor section," Div. Ex. 737, which pre-dates the first draft of the PPM, reflects 

-------- ---· -· -- ·that-Neroulias-told-Roper-that he-is-'~happy to-continue-to-help with-this-projece'..but that he-· ________ -·. __ ·-·--··· _ 
''would like Jay to understand that for [Neroulias' s] own professional liability purposes 
[Neroulias is] not providing him legal advice and not retained by him." 

120. With full comprehension of Respondents' strategy and risk of future 
issuer-conflict, Gersten did not advise Respondents to provide additional 
disclosures to issuers and trustees. (Tr. 650:14-18; 651:12-18,20-25; 652:1-
12). 

Jay Lathen, Tr. 650:14-18; 651:12-18,20-25; 652:1-12 
Q. All right. So Mr. Roper, or his associates or whoever drafted this, is it your 
understanding that they were aware that this risk existed? 
A. Certainly. 
Q. Did Mr. Roper .ever tell you anything about providing additional disclosures to 
trustees? 
A. No. Mr. Roper never said that I had to send anything more than what was 
required under the governing documents. 
Q. Now, you indicated that Mr. Roper understood your strategy, right? 
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A. Ye~, he did. 
Q. And from here, it's clear that he understands that there is a risk that an issuer 
might pay, right? 
A. Clearly. 
Q. Okay. Would you have expected Mr. Roper if he believed that you had to give 
some extra disclosure to let you know that? 
A. Yes, of course. 
Q. Why would you expect him to tell you that? 
A. Because I hired him to protect my interests and make sure I was pursuing the 
strategy in a lawful manner. 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken. To the 
extent that the Court is inclined to consider it: ( 1) the cited testimony is Lathen' s and 
Respondents elicited no such testimony from Roper, the only Gersten Savage witness called; 
(2) there is no evidence that Lathen disclosed all material facts to Gersten Savage, including no 
evidence he disclosed his representations to issuers or the facts underlying his joint tenancies; 
(3) there is no evidence that Roper advised Respondents on disclosure to issuers; and 
(4) Gersten Savage's work was focused on the Fund documents. (See PFOFif~751-53;762.) In 

----- -- --- - ---------additio~Lathe1tsennudnvestbr·presentation to· Roper on-October 14;2010,Ll'farstated:-"Prior · - -- --
to launching business, EndCare received advice from counsel that the strategy is legal." 
(PFOF~763.) 

121. Gersten Savage advised Mr. Lathen not to put fund profits towards 
charitable donations and not to put it into the PPM to the extent that it 
reflected Mr. Lathen's personal intentions to donate. (Tr. 915:2 -19). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

122. Gersten Savage drafted Eden Arc's initial Form ADV and assisted with 
_________ _c ______________ ~_s_ome_ofthe_updates_toitinc_onjunction:withthefund~s_compliance ----·- .. __ ·-- .. -- -------- .... -

consultant, Mission Critical. (Tr. 375:3-12; 591:25-592:2; 596:16-24; 
2237:2-16, 2237:25-2238: 13). 

Division Response: Admitted that Gersten Savage assisted Lathen in preparing the initial 
Form ADV for EACM. Given that Respondents did not call Stephen DeRosa, whom Lathen 
claims helped him with the ADV, there is no evidence as to what portion of the ADV was 
drafted by Gersten Savage LLP or what specific advice Lathen requested, the disclosures he 
made in seeking that advice, or the advice that was actually rendered. (See 
PFOF~~479;481;484.) See also: 

3504:6 Q Well, you reviewed your Form ADVs before you 
3504:7 filed them, right? 
3504:8 A Yes. 
3504:9 Q And you were the one that told Gersten Savage 
3504: 10 what your assets under management were, correct? 
3504: 11 A I think they would certainly want to know what 
3504:12 my assets under management were. And I think I would 
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· ··~1504~n··nave t6ld'them, ycnfknow ;"the· facts atl"d circumstances; 
3504:14 you know, we have this much money in a bank account. 
3504:15 We've got this much money in the joint accounts. And 
3504:16 here's the margin, you know, what should we say. 

3506:16 Q But you did review the ADVs before they were 
3506:17 filed, right? 
3506:18 A Yeah. I think we've established that. 
3506: 19 Q And you didn't raise any issues with them as to 
3506:20 how it was filed, right? 
3506:21 A You know, I think I likely would have asked 
3506:22 questions about certain things. As I rec.all, the process 
3506:23 of these ADVs was -- preparing and filing these ADVs was 
3506:24 an iterative one where they would take a first shot at 
3506:25 it, I would review it, I would ask questions, we would 
3507:1 make changes. So ultimately, it was a collaborative 
3507:2 effort. But I was leaning heavily on them to interpret 
3 507 :3 things such as Item SF. 

3561:1 Q Let's take a look at Div. Ex. 2060, 
3561 :2 please. 
3561:3 Is this an e-mail between you, Eric Roper, 
3561 :4 Stephen DeRosa and Michael Robinson? 
3561:5 A Yes, it is. Stephen DeRosa was the individual 
3561:6 at Gersten Savage whose name I couldn't earlier recall 
3561 :7 that provided the advice in connection with the 
3561 :8 registration. 
(PFOF 1f 480.) 

Denied as to the remainder of this proposed Finding as there is no evidence that Gersten Savage 
and Mission Critical collaborated on updates to the Form ADV. 

375:3 Q Now, sometime in late 2013, you hired a 
375:4 compliance consultant; is that right? 
375:5 A Yes. I mean, we had compliance experts 
375:6 helping us continuously from the moment we registered 
375:7 as an investment advisor. Initially Gersten Savage 
375:8 drafted our initial form ADV, and I think assisted us 
375:9 in maybe some updates to that. 
375:10 But eventually there was another firm that 
375:11 specialized in fund compliance called Mission Critical 
375:12 that was eventually retained on a continuous basis. 

596: 16 Q What role, if any, did any legal counsel 
596: 17 have in the preparation of these documents? 
596:18 THE WITNESS: Well, the initial ADV was done 
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596:19 gy Gersten Say~ge. So.~h~X.P~~ared the initial 
596:20 filing and the initial registration with the SEC. 
596:21 And after that, when we were doing updates, 
596:22 that's when we hired Mission Critical. It was just 
596:23 more -- candidly, more cost ef(ective than having 
596:24 lawyers do it. 

2237:2 Q Okay. Did he -- did Mr. DeRosa ever 
2237:3 provide any legal services to Mr. Lathen? 
2237:4 A I believe that Mr. DeRosa assisted the 
2237:5 preparation of the Form ADV for the investment 
223 7 :6 advisor registration. 
2237:7 Q And when you say "he assisted," did he 
2237:8 assist someone? 
2237:9 A I use the word "assisted," because I am 
2237:10 not sure whether at the time he was in the process 
2237:11 of preparing the Form ADV, Mr. Lathen had engaged a 
2237:12 third party SEC consulting firm called Mission 
2237:13 Criticalto ·~:.-so·-rm·notsurewhetheriliey·were· ···- --· ----·- · · · ··- .... _ ---·----··-· -· ·- ·-·-· ·-····-

2237:14 working together -- "they" being Mission Critical 
2237:15 and Stephen -- at the time, which is why I use the 
2237:16 word "assisted." 

Between the time when Gersten Savage LLP ceased operations and EACM hired Mission 
Critical and Roper individually, two ADVs were filed. (PFOF ,,488;539;757-760.) In 
addition, the documentary evidence shows that Mission Critical had a limited role in reviewing 
what was filed; it did not "prepare" anything. Nor did Respondents call anyone from Mission 
Critical at the hearing to testify to what their participation in the filings was. Lathen himself 
called Gersten' s and Mission Critical' s involvement into question, claiming that it was "quite 

. - -···-···· -- ... --possible~that-the-Fund!-s.administrator,Gassandfa-Joseph,-also-not-Galled as a-witness by- · · -· -·-· · ·-- --· - -· -
Respondents, had assisted in filing the Form ADV. (See PFOF ifif539;541;542;548;552-
55;767.) See also: 

3507:14 Q Let's take a look at Division Exhibit 3, 
3507:15 please, the first page. 
3507:16 This ADV is dated February 26th of 2013; is 
3507:17 that right? 
3507: 18 A That's what it looks like. 
3507: 19 Q And Eric Roper was not representing you at that 
3507:20 time; is that right? 
3507:21 A That's right. 
3507:22 Q So you filed this one by yourself, correct? 
3 507:23 A No. I think this was filed with Mission 
3507:24 Critical's assistance. 
3507:25 Q Well, we just saw you didn't have Mission 
3508: 1 Critical until October of 2013, right? 
3508:2 A Oh, I'm sorry. I was thinking 2016. My 
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.. ~3'5'08:'3 ap61ogies. lliis wou1d have' .. beert uersteii'Savage. 
3508:4 Q Gersten Savage went out of business in the fall 
3508:5 of2012, right? 
3508:6 A Well, I don't remember -- I remember them sort 
3508:7 of being in the process of disbanding. I don't remember 
3508:8 exactly when they disbanded. My recollection is that 
3508:9 there was someone at Gersten Savage working on this whose 
3508:10 name escapes me. It was not Eric Roper. It was one of 
3508:11 his other partners or colleagues. And they worked on 
3508:12 this, I believe. 
3508:13 Q Even after the firm was out of business? You 
3508:14 heard Eric Roper testify that the firm blew up in the 
3508:15 fall of 2012, right? 
3508: 16 A Yes. He did testify to that. My recollection 
3508:17 is that we were potentially still dealing with someone at 
3508:18 Gersten Savage. But I'm not -- I don't have perfect 

· 3508: 19 recall on this. I'd .have to refresh my memory by looking 
3508:20 at the e-mail exchanges between me and Gersten Savage. 

3509: 1 Q Are you aware of any e-mails between you and 
3509:2 some lawyer at Gersten Savage in February of 2013? 
3509:3 A I think I stated that I don't recall. But my 
3509:4 recollection was that certainly, on the initial Form ADV 
3509:5 that we filed in September of2012, which would have 
3509:6 been, you know, five months before this, we were using 
3509:7 Gersten Savage. And I assume that we would still be 
3509:8 using Gersten Savage. But without looking at my e-mails, 
3509:9 I can't say for sure. So I don't recall. 

123. Mr. Lathen reviewed the documents drafted by Gersten Savage and did 
not see anything that seemed to be inconsistent with or would undermine his 
investment strategy. (Tr. 643:16-23). 

Division Response: Admitted that Lathen so testified. 

124. Kevin Galbraith, Esq. holds degrees from Connecticut College and 
Fordham Law School. (Tr. 2851:16-21). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

125. Mr. Galbraith specializes in securities law and has significant litigation 
experience working at prominent international law firms and in the 

· investment and financial services practice areas. (Tr. 2851 :25-2853 :2; Tr. 
2857:1-9). 
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.DivisiQD.B.espp.n.~ .. ,,Denied, . ..as.the. citedJes.timon.y,.does .. no.t...supp.orJ: 1his .. proposed.E.in<fa1g .. Jn 
fact, theie was no testimony that Galbraith "specializes in securities law" or worked at 
"prominent international law firms." 

126. Four years ago, Mr. Galbraith founded his own law firm, which 
specializes in representing individual investors in securities fraud cases 
against brokerage firms and other financial institutions, including issuers. 
Among other things, his firm also provides compliance advice to individuals 
and entities. (Tr. 2853:3-25). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding that 
that Galbraith works on or "specializes in" "securities fraud cases." Admitted that Galbraith 
founded his own law firm. 

127. Pursuant to the Respondents' privilege waiver, Mr. Galbraith turned over 
more than 600 privileged e-mails and more than 800 documents in total. See 
Protass Affirmation, Ex. 2, Respondents' Memorandum of Law in 
Opposition to the Division of Enforcement's Motion In Limine to Preclude 
pyi~~ll~~ o~ T.e~timony 9Jl A,dvice_R.~.ceiy_~q_ fyQIIJJ(evm. G~bnri~, daJed. 
January 18, 2017. 

Division Response: Admitted that well after his and Respondents' production were due, and 
after advising the Division that he had no not-yet-produced documents responsive to the 
Subpoena, Galbraith produced more than 600 privileged emails. (PFOF~~673-674.) Indeed, 
Respondents and Galbraith continued to produce documents even after the hearing in this matter 
began. (PFOFif 678.) 

128. The Division of Enforcement aggressively attempted to preclude Mr. 
Galbraith from testifying at the hearing by filing two motions asking for such 
relief. See The Division of Enforcement's Motion to Compel or Preclude 

-------·----Testimony·dated; Deceiiibetl9,2016; TlieDivision-·afEriforcement'·s······- ······ · · --·-·-··· --· --- · 

Motion in Limine to Preclude Evidence or Testimony on Advice Received 
from Kevin Galbraith, dated January 11, 2017. 

Division Response: Denied. After Galbraith advised the Division that he had no responsive, 
not-yet-produced documents, but admitted that he had made no search of his own files for 
responsive documents, the Division moved to compel Respondents' compliance with the Court's 
orders requiring Respondents to produce all formerly privileged communications with the 
lawyers they consulted on the relevant topics. See Division Motion to Compel, December 19, 
2016, at p. 1. In the alternative, the Division moved to preclude evidence and testimony of 
Respondents' reliance on any advice sought from or offered by Galbraith, as the Court had 
invited it to do in ruling that Respondents' failure to produce all documents relating to their 
defense would preclude them from asserting it. See Order, dated October 18, 2016. On January 
11, 2017, the Division moved to preclude Galbraith's testimony because Galbraith and 
Respondents (1) failed to produce required documents, including by failing to make a diligent 
search of their files, delaying production of responsive documents, and making belated and 
overzealous decisions regarding privilege and responsiveness, and (2) Galbraith refused to be 
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·· ·inteivieweCl''bfthe'DiviSion-arl:a"R.esponClents 'faTI8d ·to protlucffhim 'for'irtterview-·in 
derogation of the Court's OrdeF that the Division be able to explore fully the supposed advice 
sought and received by Respondents. See Oct. 18, 2016 Order. 

129. Mr. Galbraith was originally retained to advise on FINRA's regulatory 
inquiries into Mr. Lathen's brokerage firms "to see what, if anything, [they] 
could do to help the regulator's understand [Mr. Lathen's] business." (Tr. 
2865: 195-2856: 10). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

130. Mr. Galbraith ultimately took on responsibility for handling issuer 
disputes and litigation, including the lawsuit filed by Prospect Capital in New 
York State Supreme Court. (Tr. 2856:11-19). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

131. At the outset of the representation, Mr. Lathen made full disclosure to Mr. 
· - ·· · · - Galbraith of an ·material facts concerning and relating to his investment 

strategy. (Tr. 2857:11-13; 2858:5-2859:14). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to 
the Court's order. To the extent the Court is inclined to consider it, there is no evidence that 
Galbraith received the IMA, the PSA, or the 2013 Discretionary Line Agreement, or 
considered the effect of any of them on his analysis of Lathen's joint tenancies under NY 
Banking Law§ 675. (See PFOF~~959-961;965-968;971-974.) Nor is there any evidence that 
Lathen adyised Galbraith of Farrell's advice that the IMA and PSA had a serious and 
deleterious impact on the validity of his joint tenancies. (PFOF~~871-878(1MA);905-

·---· ···9_Q7_;_9-0..9.(J>~A)~ IO!J~l ~ ~<i4~~!_°-n, ~~thenJj~g_t9 _Q~_Q~aj1h._~h~.~ l:!~-~Q~~ ~_fu.atJ1e,_~a!l!~~-L __ . 
did not make withdrawals from joint tenant accounts during the lives of Participants. (See 
PFOF~999.) See also: 

s 

3004:7 Q And did he provide you with other fund 
3004:8 documents, such as the investment management 
3004:9 agreement? 
3004:10 A I think I got those at some point. I 
3004: 11 don't have a specific recollection of it. 
3004: 12 Q Okay. And did he give you his profit 
3004: 13 sharing agreement? 
3004:14 A Same answer. 

3004:21 Q And did he ever give you his 2013 
3004:22 discretionary line agreement? 
3004:23 A Probably. I don't remember studying it in 
3004:24 any depth. 

The Division assumes that Respondents' citation is meant to be 2855:19-2856:10. 
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3006:11 Q Okay. Now, in connection with the 
3006:12 subpoena, you did not submit the investment 
3006:13 management agreement to the Division. Is there a 
3006:14 reason for that? 
3006:15 A Is there a reason that I did not provide 
3006: 16 the investment management agreement? I don't 
3006: 17 recall. 

3006:22 Q And is there a reason that you did not 
3006:23 submit the 2013 discretionary line agreement in 
3006:24 connection with the subpoena? 
3006:25 A Yeah. To the extent I received it -- and 
3007:1 I think I received it. I'm not 100 percent sure. 
3007:2 But to the extent I received it, I don't recall why 
3007:3 I wouldn't produce it. 

3008:1 Q Now, the -- is it also fair to say that 
'3008:2 you did not provide the investmentmanagemenr·-------· 
3008:3 agreement to any of the issuers or trusts with whom 
3008:4 Mr. Lathen was having disputes? 
3008:5 A I would have to go back and review all my 
3008:6 communications with those issuers. I don't recall 
3008:7 specifically. 
3008:8 I know we provided the participant 
3008 :9 agreement, death certificates, other documents and 
3008:10 all the documents that were requested. I don't 
3008:11 specifically remember if we provided those 
3008: 12 documents. 
3008:13- ---Q---Now,-if·M~.-Lathen-testified-that-he had ···· · - · ·- --- · ---- · ···- ----- · 
3008: 14 never provided the investment management agreement 
3008:15 to any issuer, you would have no reason to dispute 
3008:16 that, would you? 
3008: 17 A If he testified that -- to that? I 
3008:18 wouldn't dispute that. 
3008:19 Q Okay. And you never shared the profit 
3008:20 sharing agreement with any of the issuers or 
3008 :21 trustees with whom Mr. Lathen was having disputeS: 
3008:22 either; is that correct? 
3008:23 A That's the same answer. I don't recall if 
3008 :24 it was ever requested. If it was, we would have 
3008 :25 produced it. If it wasn't, then I'm sure we did 
3009:1 not. 
3.009:2 Q Okay. And same thing; if Mr. Lathen 
3009:3 testified that he'd never shared the profit sharing 
3009:4 agreement with any of the issuers or trustees, you 
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3009:6 correct? 
3009:7 A I would have no reason to dispute that. 
3009:8 Q Okay. And you never provided the 2013 
3009:9 discretionary line agreement to issuers either; 
3009: 10 isn't that right? 
3009: 11 A Same answer as before; I don't recall if 
3009:12 it was ever requested. If it was not, then I 
3009:13 imagine we didn't produce it. 

132. Mr. Lathen provided Mr. Galbraith with governing documents including 
prospectuses, prospectus supplements, pricing supplements, trust indentures, 
and the participant agreement, and the fund documents (Tr. 2857:14-2858:4; 
Tr. 3011:18-24; Tr. 3004:7-24). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. 
Galbraith testified that Lathen provided him with "perhaps a trust indenture" and ''the participant 
agreement or a sample participant agreement." 

2857:18 Q What documents did he give you? 
2857:19 A So he -- as I recall it, at the very 
2857:20 outset of the engagement, he provided me with both 
2857:21 governing documents; so prospectus, prospectus 
2857:22 supplement, pricing supplement, perhaps a trust 
2857 :23 indenture that pertained to the notes and CDs that 
2857:24 he would purchase using his strategy. 
2857:25 And, second, he certainly provided me with 
2858: 1 the participant agreement or a sample participant 
2858:2 agreement, through which he entered into side 

---·-··-- ------2s-s8:1·agreeriient5~-coiitracfuaTagreemenfS.With-hisjornc· ··-·----- ···-· · -·- ··· · ···· · - · --· 

2858:4 tenants. 

As to "other fund documents," such as the IMA, Galbraith testified: 

3004:7 Q And did he provide you with other fund 
3004:8 documents, such as the investment management 
3004:9 agreement? 
3004:10 A I think I got those at some point. I 
3004: 11 don't have a specific recollection of it. 
3004: 12 Q Okay. And did he give you his profit 
3004:13 sharing agreement? 
3004:14 A Same answer. 
3004:15. Q Can you give me a ballpark of when "some 
3004: 16 point" might be? Was it a year ago? two years ago? 
3004:17 A I don't have a specific -- I'm sorry. I 
3004: 18 can't give you a ballpark. I think it was somewhere 
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· · '"jfi()ll::t'9 neatlile· 'beginfilng· of the representation;··'bttt'l-wiSh 
3004:20 I could be mm~e specific than that. I can't. 
3004:21 Q And did he ever give you his 2013 
3004:22 discretionary line agreement? 
3004:23 A Probably. I don't remember studying it in 
3004:24 any depth. 
3004:25 Q And did he give you the promissory note 
3005: 1 accompanying the 2013 discretionary line agreement? 
3005 :2 A I don't recall. 
3005:3 Q Did he give you a security and account 
3005 :4 control agreement? 
3005 :5 A I don't recall. 

(See also PFOF,~961 ;966-68;972-73.) 

133. Mr. Galbraith concluded, and advised Mr. Lathen, that his joint tenancies 
were valid under New York Banking Law § 675 and the relevant common 
law. (Tr.2872:7-17; 2885:16-22). 

Q. Firstly, did you give him any advice as to the lawfulness of his investment 
strategy? 
A. I did. 
Q. And what was the advice? Or what was the discussion? 
A. I mean, there have been so many discussions around it, but at -- at core, my 
advice has been that the joint tenancies that you have formed here are valid joint 
tenancies under Section 675. That's the briefest summary of it can give. I can give 
you more detail, if you want. 
Q. Okay. And did you and Mr. Lathen in those discussions reach any conclusion 

. as to the validity of the joint tenancies under common law? . 
--·---······-----·---------A.-YeS.Tshared my opinion tliatwlietlierhfs]omTtenanCies were exammecfiill.Cier---···------ ..... 

the common law or under 675, the conclusion was the same; that these were valid 
joint tenancies. 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to the 
Court's order. To the extent that the Court is inclined to consider it, Galbraith, who was not 
retained until July 2014, was acting as litigation counsel to Respondents (PFOF~~939--41;987), 
and formed his conclusions without the benefit of key documents governing Lathen' s 
relationship to his Fund (including the IMA and PSA), and apparently without the benefit of 
knowing that Lathen's prior counsel believed that those documents destroyed his joint tenancies. 
(See DRRPFOF~l 31.) Whatever Galbraith advised Lathen about the validity of his joint 
tenancies, Lathen' s reliance on it was also unreasonable in light of the contradictory conclusions 
reached by lawyers for the issuers and trustees who responded to Galbraith's arguments about 
New York law, all of which Galbraith passed on to Lathen. 
(PFOF,,164;166;168;242;244;246;984.) It was also unreasonable in light of Lathen and 
Galbraith's unsuccessful efforts to obtain opinions from any lawyer on the validity ofLathen's 
joint tenancies. (PFOF,,986;990.) And, according to Galbraith, his legal conclusions were 
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he communicated to Lathen: 

2872:20 Q I'm sorry. If you please, so long as this 
2872:21 is information that was communicated to Mr. Lathen. 
2872:22 A AU of this was communicated to Mr. 
2872:23 Lathen. 
2872:24 So I told -- I told Jay that while there 
2872:25 was a robust body of case law interpreting Section 
2873:1 675, there was little to·no case law factually on 
2873 :2 all fours with the investment strategy that he was 
2873 :3 executing. 

Finally, Galbraith's testimony was unreliable given that his appearance at the hearing was in his 
capacity as co-defense counsel for Lathen with an admitted interest in producing a favorable 
result both in this proceeding and for the Prospect litigation on which Lathen retained Galbraith 
as litigation counsel. (PFOF,iJ949-952;956.) Indeed, his testimony was as biased as testimony 
from Respondents' own trial counsel would have been if one of them had assumed the stand to 
testify·in his behalf; ··· · · ·· -·-· · · -- ... - -· .. · · · - -- .. 

134. Mr. Galbraith's counsel to Mr. Lathen was based on his extensive research 
on New York law governing joint tenancies with right of survivorship, 
including statutes, case law, scholarship and commentary surrounding the 
governing law. (Tr. 2863:6-21). 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. (But see DRRPFOFiJ133 for all of 
the reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on 
his advice unreasonable.) Further, Galbraith testified that his "extensive research" on New York 
law governing joint tenancies produced no decision with similar facts to Lathen's, and told 

-·------------- --Lathen tliat ''there was little to no-case law faciiia!1y on all :fours with the mvestffienf8trategy that 
he was executing." (Tr. 2873:1-2.) 

135. During the course of his representation, Mr. Galbraith had many 
conversations with Mr. Lathen about the legal regime impacting his 
business, including "careful, deep discussion of the statutory framework that 
pertains to his investment strategy, as well as the case law promulgated 
thereunder that would impact the validity of his joint tenancies and the 
investment strategy as a whole." (Tr. 2860:1-5; 2865:12-2867:2). 

Division Response: Admitted, but Galbraith testified to no conversation with Lathen at all 
about the impact of the IMA or PSA on Lathen's joint tenancies under that legal regime, or the 
conclusions that Farrell had reached. (See DRRPFOFif l 31.) In addition, as litigation counsel to 
Respondents, Galbraith's examination of the applicable legal regime was tied to, and colored by, 
his efforts to build the strongest argument he could in defending Respondents in the Prospect 
litigation. (PFOFiJ944.) (See also DRRPFOF~133 for all the reasons that Galbraith's 
conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his advice unreasonable.) 
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136. Mr. Galbraith described Mr. Lathen as a "hands-on client" who, unlike 
many clients, read the statutes and case law with care. (Tr. 2862:21-25). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

137. Through his research, Mr. Galbraith advised as to what he described as the 
"agreed-upon analytical framework that courts use when determining 
validity of a joint tenancy" under the statute. (Tr. 2866: 8-17). 

Division Response: To the extent that the Division understands this proposed Finding as 
stating that Galbraith testified that his research had led him to conclude that New Yo:rk courts 
apply an "agreed-upon analytical framework .... ,'' admitted. (But see DRRPFOPiJ133 for all the 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his 
advice unreasonable. ) 

138. Specifically, Mr. Galbraith advised that New York Banking Law § 675, 
which applies to both bank and brokerage accounts, creates a statutory 

··-presumption·as-to the validity ofajointtenancy upon·a finding·of prima---· 
facie evidence. (Tr. 2863:22 - 2864:12; 2865:12-2866:2; 2866:18-25). He 
also advised that brokerage firm signature card or account-opening 
documents - where account-openers document their intention to create a 
"JTWROS" account - is considered prima facie evidence. (Tr. 2867:3-
2868 :7). 

Division Response: Admitted, except that the cited testimony does not support the Finding that 
"where account-openers document their intention to create a 'JTWI~..OS' account." 

139. Accordingly, Mr. Galbraith advised that the joint account opening --- · · · -- ------ ---------- ·aocumeiii~dnea 6)r-Mi. tatlie1i anc1 ihe-pari1C11Jaiit8 woliici 6e e-n:trt1ea-1:otlie-· ·- - --- · · --· 
statutory presumption of validity and that any person seeking to challenge 
the validity of the joint tenancy would bear a "heavy burden." (Tr. 2866:18-
25). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. 
Galbraith's testimony cited here makes no reference to what he told Lathen about Lathen' s 
accounts. 

2866: 18 Q And can you tell us precisely what it is 
2866:19 that you communicated to Mr. Lathen? 
2866:20 A Sure. The structure -- the analytical 
2866:21 framework that the courts articulate in case after 
2866:22 case is that once you have prima facie evidence of a 
2866:23 joint tenancy, that is a statutory presumption. 
2866:24 Any challenge-- any person or entity 
2866:25 challenging that joint tenancy bears the burden. 
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140. Mr. Galbraith also researched the bases for overcoming prima facie 
evidence of joint tenancy and advised Mr. Lathen of his view that none of 
these four bases applied to his business. (Tr. 2868:8-2871 :6; 2879:4-16; 
2868: 16-2869:24; 2869:25-2870:21; 2870:22-2871 :6; 2876: 15-2879: 16). 

Q. Okay. What did Mr. Lathen -- do you recall if Mr. Lathen expressed opinions 
concerning those four points? 
A. He did. He asked a lot of questions about the cases that I had brought to his 
attention and analyzed. And I answered those questions. We discussed them in
depth. And he agreed with me entirely that none of the four bases for overturning 
the statutory presumption were present in his accounts. 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. (But see DRRPFOF,133 for all the 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his 
advice unreasonable.) 

141. Specifically, Mr. Galbraith concluded that there was no basis for a finding 
·of"fraud"·or·''undue·infiuence" with respecttothe participants based on his · -
review of the documents, discussions with Mr. Lathen, and his view that the 
disclosures to participants were ''transparent and fulsome." Mr. Galbraith 

· also noted the frequent involvement of relatives, friends, or advisors who 
often have a power of attorney over participant's affairs. (Tr. 2868: 16-
2869:24 ). 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. (But see DRRPFOF,133 for all the 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen' s reliance on his 
advice unreasonable. See PFOF,165 (referring to GECC's view that Lathen's checking of the 

___________ ~~O~-~~!~~_!!i~-~~~o~~ ~~e!~?~i_~~~-~~!1sti~!~~ ~'~-f~~~--~epresentation_.:)J__ _ _______________ _ 

142. Mr. Galbraith also concluded that "lack of capacity" was not an issue in 
light of the care that Mr. Lathen and Mr. Robinson took care not to enter 
into participant agreements with people who lacked capacity or, 
alternatively, whose representative did not hold a valid power of attorney 
form. (Tr. 2869:25-2870:21). 

Division Respons.e: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. (But see DRRPFOF,133 far all the 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen' s reliance on his 
advice unreasonable.) 

143. Mr. Galbraith also advised that the joint tenancies at issues were not 
"convenience accounts" based on his evaluation of the statutory definition 
and applicable case law. (Tr. 2870:22-2871:6; 2876:15-2879:16). 
Specifically, he advised that a convenience account is typically shared 
between an eldeily or ill person with someone who could provide 
"assistance" with the account, for example, by writing checks or paying 
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intention, i.e., that the assets would pass to the other account holder 
automatically upon the death of the other. (Tr. 2877:9-2878:12). 

Kevin Galbraith, Esq., Tr. 2877:9-2878:12 
Q. And if you could tell us what a convenience account is and why these -- what a 
convenience account is and why you and Mr. Lathen in discussions concluded 
these were not convenience accounts? · 
A. Sure. So a convenience account most typically is a joint checking account 
opened between some person who needs assistance and a second person; 
often times an elderly or ill person and a younger relative or friend, they open a 
joint checking account. There is no intention that the assets held in that account 
would pass to the other person named on the account upon the death of one or the 
other. Instead, they are typically opened for convenience purposes; hence, the 
name. For example, such that the second person can write checks on the account 
to help the elderly or ill person pay their bills, maybe while the elderly person is 
in the hospital. Or simply pay their grocery bills, their utilities, whatever it is. 
They are opened purely for convenience with no intention that the proceeds would 

·--·pass· to that other person upon the death ·of the first. · · - - -- -· ··· --- -· 
Q. Is no intention to pass -- is that another way of saying no survivorship 
intention? 
A. Yes. There's no intention that there would be a survivorship feature. 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. (!!y! see DRRPFOf1133 for all the 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his 
advice unreasonable. See PFOFififl63-68;239-245 (detailing the opposite legal conclusions 
reached by GECC and US Bank, all passed on to Lathen), and PFOFif,142;145;146 (Goldman 
Sachs' opposite legal conclusions, conveyed to Lathen). See also Reply Brief at Section I(G)(2) 
(no.ting that Galbraith's cases reflect New York courts' focus on the intent of the parties to confer 

------ -- ------present Interests in vaHajoiriHenanCies)~)"---· - --·- --·------ -- --- --- -- -----·-- -· · · --- ··- - -----·- ------·-·--

144. Mr. Galbraith advised that Mr. Lathen's brokerag_e accounts with 
participants were not "convenience accounts" because there was explicit 
intent to establish a JTWROS, as evidenced in the brokerage account
opening documents and the participant agreement, which also referenced the 
survivorship intention. (Tr. 2878:13-2879:3). 

Q. Okay. So how did a convenience account differ from the joint tenancy 
accounts that Mr. Lathen had -- how does the convenience account differ from 
the joint tenancy accounts that Mr. Lathen opened with participants? 
A. So the accounts that Mr. Lathen opened with participants were explicitly 
joint tenancy accounts with a right of survivorship. It said so on the brokerage 
accounts. The participant agreement referenced the joint tenancy. There is a 
specific disclosure in the participant agreement stating that the assets held in the 
account shall not become part of the decedent's estate and, instead, will pass to 
Mr. Lathen in the event that he survives the joint tenant. 
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Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. @ill see DRRPFOFif133 for all the 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen' s reliance on his 
advice unreasonable. See PFOF~l65 (referring to GECC's view that Lathen's checking of the 
JTWROS box on the account applications constituted "a false representation.").) 

145. Mr. Galbraith also explained that his analysis was based on his evaluation 
of the case law and that there were no cases "factually on all fours with the 
investment strategy that [Mr. Lathen] was executing." (Tr. 2872:24-2873:8.) 
However, Mr. Galbraith identified and advised Mr. Lathen as to many cases 
that supported the view that the joint tenancies at issue were valid. (Tr. 
2879:23-2881 :9). 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith warned Lathen that there were no cases "factually 
on all fours with the investment strategy," but the cited testimony does not support the Finding 
that Galbraith "identified and advised Mr. Lathen as to many cases that supported the view that 
the joint tenancies at issue were valid." 

-- 146. Mr. Galbraith testified abouthis reviewof"case-h:lwhottlin-gth-ar--- -
mortgages, and other similar types of loans or encumbrances on property, do 
not invalidate the joint tenancy. (Tr. 2880:16-2881:1.) Mr. Galbraith also 
reviewed and advised Mr. Lathen about case law finding that side 
agreements involving joint accounts did not invalidate a joint tenancy. (Tr. 
2888:7-2890:20). 

Kevin Galbraith. Esq .. Tr. 2888:7-2890:20 
Q. And can you define what you meant by "side agreements"? 
A. I think I was referencing our discussion of the case law. And in my case law 
research, I came across a number of cases where there were side agreements. And . 
Tmtryingt<nemember-ifitis Stalter-or· Corcoran ·or Zecca;·there area number of···------ -·· - ----
cases where there are -- at least one kind of side agreement or another. And that 
was the context. 
Q. Okay. What types of side agreements did you and Mr. Lathen read about in the 
case law and discuss? And what I mean by "what type," what were. the nature of 
those actual agreements? 
A. Yeah. As I recall it, the nature of the agreements were such that they impacted 
the ultimate economics of the joint tenancies. 
Q. Let me interrupt you, because you mentioned one type of agreement as a 
mortgage-
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. -- mortgage as an example of a side agreement that you discussed with Mr. 
Lathen. Were there any other examples of side agreements that you discussed 
with Mr. Lathen? 
A. Outside of the mortgage? 
Q. Yes. Other than the mortgage. 
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·· "''A: .. ~Yes, ·y.es:1'th~tban~emortgage~·lfrere·wasvm1east-orre· ttthersit1e·1tgreemertt 
case where one of the joint tenants had entered into a side agreement with a third 
party that would ultimately impact what would happen to the asset held in the 
joint tenancy. And the court looked at that and determined that that did not 
invalidate the joint tenancy. So I don't remember the specifics of what was in that 
side letter agreement. But as a general matter, that's my recollection. 
Q. And how did you and Mr. Lathen think that that case law relating to side 
agreements was relevant to his investment strategy? 
A. Sure. Whether it was the mortgage on the underlying asset or the side 
agreement impacting the ultimate economics of the joint tenancy, as I explained, 
we were searching for cases that were analogous to Mr. Lathen's joint tenancies 
and to his investment strategy, because there was.no case that was squarely on 
point. So we discussed how those cases applied by analogy to his facts. And we 
conclude -- and I advised and we concluded together that the case law holding 
that a side agreement or mortgage did not invalidate the joint tenancies was a 
good piece of support for our position. 
Q. And what was the equivalent of the mortgage that you discussed with Mr. 
Lathen with respect to his investment strategy? 
A.·so the mortgage·orthe stdetetteragreement; those are·whatt-.;what I referto--·· ·· ·· 
as encumbrances. Those are contractual agreements outside of the statutory joint 
tenancy. In this -- in Mr. Lathen's case, the participant agreement is the side 
agreement. 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. mm see DRRPFOF~l 33 for all the 
reasons that Gaibraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his 
advice unreasonable. See also Reply Brief at Section I( G).) 

14 7. Mr. Galbraith advised that the statutes, including New York Banking Law 
Section 675, are controlling, and were put in place to codify the common 

·--·-- faw-ancfglve.coUrtS a framework for-anafYzingjofrit tenancfoi(Tr~2883:3~--- -·-·------ -·-· 

23). 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. mm see DRRPFOF~133 for all the 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his 
advice unreasonable.) 

148. Mr. Galbraith and Mr. Lathen discussed a case called "Grancaric" at 
length, and viewed it as analogous. They viewed it as support that "an 
arrangement whereby a third party who is -otherwise a stranger to a joint 
tenancy deriving economic benefit from the joint tenancy would not destroy 
the validity of the joint tenancy." (Tr. 2947:21-2948:16). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding that 
Lathen viewed Grancaric as analogous, only that Galbraith did. As to the rest of this proposed 
Finding, admitted that Galbraith so testified. (But see DRRPFOF,133 for all the reasons that 
Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his advice 
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··anreasoffltb'ie. · ·1See·1>fflf11'6-?· mid' Div. 'Ex: -g:;ig -~ p·~s;n:?'·~GBec' s "ffisagreemem'Wt°lh 
Galbraith's view ofGrancaric.) See also Reply Brief at Section I(G)(2).) 

149. Mr. Galbraith advised Mr. Lathen that any difficulty obtaining a formal 
opinion letter on the validity of the joint tenancies is that (1) law firm are 
hesitant to issue opinions that may be adverse to big financial institutions 
that could be clients, and (2) firms do not view the financial reward to be 
worth the risk of issuing such opinions, generally. (Tr. 2918:5-2919:4). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. 
Galbraith testified in the cited portions to Lathen' s view of why law firms would not provide an 
opinion, not his own findings in that regard. 

2918:5 Q Okay. Did you come to learn the reasons 
2918:6 that other law firms declined to issue a subpoena --
2918:7 I'm sorry-- an opinion letter, either for Mr. 
2918:8 Lathen or otherwise?· 
2918:9 A I did. So Jay and I discussed it a bit. 
2918~·1 o· · And h:e ·shared with me, and ·r-agreed with hlm·based 
2918:11 on my own 15 years of practice experience, that many 
2918:12 or most law firms would prefer not to take an 
2918:13 opinion -- or issue an opinion that might be viewed 
2918:14 adversely by a big financial institution, because 
2918:15 they either have them as clients or they would love 
2918:16 to have them as clients. 
2918: 17 And the second -- the second rationale is 
2918:18 really a risk/reward. So a law firm is paid a 
2918:19 relatively small amount of money to issue an opinion 
2918:20 letter. And they see it as essentially all --- -------~-·· 291-s:21---croWiiSide~ --- -- -- -- -·- ·--- --- -~------ -- -- ·- · · -·· -

Galbraith further testified that the only law firm he spoke to regarding the proposed opinion 
letter stated that they were representing the entity in an active FINRA investigation and they did 
not want to take any position that might agitate their regulator. 

2917:18 Q Do you know if Mr. Lathen was ever 
2917:19 successful in obtaining an opinion letter? 
2917:20 A I don't think he ever obtained one. 
2917:21 Q Okay. Do you have-- do you know why he 
2917:22 was -- why law firms were not willing to issue an 
2917:23 opinion letter? Do you know? 
2917:24 A I only had a discussion with one law firm, 
2917:25 so I know the stated reason. In that case, it was 
2918: 1 because the firm was representing an entity in an 
2918 :2 active FINRA decision -- or FINRA investigation, and 
2918:3 it didn't want to take any position that might 
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Hinckley Allen had advised Lathen that the firm could not give him a legal opinion on the 
validity of his joint tenancies because the analysis was fact-specific, the law was unsettled, and it 
would expose the firm to a risk of third-party reliance that the firm was unwilling to undertake 
for the compensation that was to be paid for this matter. (PFOF,~827-29.) 

150. Mr. Galbraith and Mr. Lathen collaborated in dealing with issuers who 
declined payment following the brokerage firm's submission of Mr. 
Lathen's redemption package. Most significantly, Mr. Galbraith handled the 
litigation with Prospect Capital. (Tr. 2887:18-2888:3). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

151. Mr. Galbraith and Mr. Lathen discussed prospectus language and the fact 
that both Jay and the participant had a "present beneficial interest" in the 
assets in the accounts. (Tr. 2894:23-2896:12; 2898:9-2899:6, 2897:1-
2898:19) 

Q. And during the course of your representation of Mr. Lathen, did you and he 
discuss this -- this particular Prospect pricing and prospectus supplement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you and Mr. Lathen discuss other prospectuses issued by other 
issuers? 
A. We did. 
Q. Can you just give me a sense of what your discussions with Mr. Lathen were 
about with respect to these supplements, prospectuses and pricing supplement? 
A. Yes. Our discussions were primarily focused on the prospectus supplement 
itself and the terms that were relevant to his business. So we looked carefully at 

----the provisions-governing-the-survivor's-option.~ Specificallywe-discussed-what--;;;;
what was required for a surviving joint owner to redeem one of these bonds at par. 
We discussed what the documents were that were required to be submitted by the 
brokerage firm to the indenture trustee in order to trigger that redemption. We 
discussed what an event of default was, and what the trustee's obligation was in 
the event of default. Those were the main topics. 
Q. Okay. And why is it that you discussed the details of the Prospect prospectus? 
Jay held a significant amount of Prospect paper in joint tenancy and joint tenant 
accounts, and had put a fair amount of paper back to Prospect upon the death of 
his joint tenants. And then he had -- at some point, U.S. Bank -- some 
combination of U.S. Bank and Prospect, decided that they were going to put a 
hold on these redemptions and stopped honoring them. So at that point I got 
involved, and we studied the prospectus together pretty carefully and decided how 
firm our legal grounds were to contest those rejections. 
A. I did. Jay and I discussed the meaning of this provision and this entire section. 
So it talks about the obligation of the issuer to repay -- or to pay at par on certain -
ooder certain circumstances. It talks about the death of a beneficial owner of the 
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· "lfOte~"So··fo'this·cas-e~ we· tiisenssethhe~fin.,-t1that:°1trere'WaS ~21rati;in"fact;' been'the 
death of a beneficial owner of the note; namely, Jay's participants. 
Q. Let me just stop you right there before you go on. Did you and Mr. Lathen 
discuss the definition of the phrase "beneficial owner"? 
A. You know, I don't recall our specific discussions on that. I know, as a general 
matter, we discussed that both Jay and the participant did have a present 
beneficial interest in the assets in the accounts. I don't know how in-depth we got 
on the term "beneficial owner." 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. @ill see DRRPFOF,133 for all the 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his 
advice unreasonable.) In particular, Galbraith testified that the legal advice Galbraith gave 
Lathen was in the context of trying to build the strongest argument he could for the Prospect 
litigation. 

2979:18 Q Okay. And weren't you trying to build the 
2979: 19 strongest argument as to the validity of the joint 
2979:20 tenancies in the context of the Prospect litigation? 

-2979:21 A Ye·s: 
(PFOF~944.) 

152. During the course of his representation, Mr. Galbraith and Mr. Lathen 
discussed the terms of prospectuses, prospectus supplements, and pricing 
supplements, and what was required for a surviving joint owner to redeem 
under the survivor's option. Spedfically, they discussed what documents 
were required to be submitted by the brokerage firm to the indenture trustee 
to trigger that redemption, and what the trustee's obligation was in the event 
of the issuer's default on payment. (Tr. 2895:6-23). 

-- --·-nivisfoii R.esrionse·:·--A.dffiitted-tliat · oai&raiihso tesffffecC-(:Biifsee~:DRRPF'oF~133 · rc;:r--ai1 -tlie 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen' s reliance on his 
advice umeasonable.) 

153. With respect to the dispute with Prospect Capital, Mr. Galbraith believed 
that U.S. bank, as the indenture trustee and "sole determination agent" should 
have made the determination and request for additional information. Mr. 
Galbraith believed U.S. Bank "acted improperly" in handling the matter by 
backing out of its "obligation as indenture trustee" and instructing Mr. 
Lathen and Prospect to deal with each other directly. (Tr. 2905:1-11; Tr. 
2906:9-2907: 1.) 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding with 
respect to its quoted reference to "sole determination agent" or "acted improperly." 

154. With respect to the Prospect Capital litigation, Mr. Lathen and Eden Arc's 
position is that the joint tenancies were valid and the redemptions were 
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consistent with all the obligations set forth in the prospectus supplement. For 
··those reasons,"'lVli~Lalheriis enfillea to· redeem· all of'the·'Prospect paper'that 
he was - and is still - holding, at par value. This position is consistent with 
Mr. Galbraith's research and advice to Mr. Lathen. (Tr. 2907:10-2098:8). 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. (!fil! see DRRPFOFif133 for all the 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen' s reliance on his 
advice unreasonable.) 

155. In September 2013, Mr. Lathen learned that the SEC was pursuing a civil 
case against the Staples in federal district court in South Carolina. (Tr. 704:4-
18). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

156. After reviewing the complaint and conferring with both counsel for the 
Staples and own counsel at Hinckley Allen & Snyder, Mr. Lathen concluded 
that the facts in the Staples case were materially different from how he was 
operating his··business. (Tr. 704:23-705:2~13; 873:11~-17)~ -- -····· ·-· ---· ·· · ·----·---- ·- -·-··- -

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. It 
makes no reference to Lathen conferring with Hinckley Allen & Snyder regarding the Staples 
case. Despite Lathen' s claims that he believed his business to be different from that of the 
Staples', particularly with respect to the differences between his Participant Agreement and the 
one used by the Staples, (PFOF,450), he and Galbraith watched that case closely. (See, e.g.~ 
Div. Ex. 481 (series of emails with Lathen seeking updates from Staples attorney); PFOF'J957.) 
See also: 

709:4 THE WITNESS: I either received it from Mr. 
----·- ·-------. ---~ --~------ 79_2:5 $taples~~Ql:!!l.sel,. fyljke.M9ntggm,ery,_w~o ~-~8:4.~en_ .. 

709:6 speaking to almost immediately after I became aware of 
709:7 the case. 
709:8 Or it may actually -- I think eventually it 
709:9 was part of an attachment to one of the motions in 
709:10 that case. 

Lathen also acknowledged that a prospective investor, Benchmark, had "backed away" to see 
how the Staples case played out, indicating that Lathen was aware that at least one investor 
thought the Staples matter was important. (PFOFif560.) 

157. Specifically, Mr. Lathen understood that the complaint against the Staples 
alleged that the participant agreements had "fully stripped the participant of 
any ownership rights or survivorship in the account." (Tr. 705:14-706:25). In 
contrast, Mr. Lathen believed that "since [his] agreements preserved 
survivorship, that they were valid joint tenancies and would be very difficult 
to challenge on that basis." (Tr. 706:25-707:11). 
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Division Response: Admitted that Lathen so testified. Lathen also testified that if he had 
Participant Agreements like the ones at issue in Staples, an issuer would have grounds to refuse 
to redeem under the survivor's option, (PFOF~450), acknowledging the materiality of those 
agreements to an eligibility determination. 

3624:10 Q And in your view, that was a step too far, 
3624:11 right? 
3624:12 A I think that was my initial view at the time. 
3624: 13 And they certainly -- you know, my agreement had always 
3624: 14 attempted to preserve some level of survivorship, as well 
3624:15 as, you know, economics in the account at the outset. So 
3624:16 I feel like they had maybe gone a little bit too far. 
3624:17 Q And fair to say that if you had participant 
3624: 18 agreements like Staples, an issuer would have grounds to 
3624:19 say no; is that fair to say? 
3624:20 A That would require me to understand. I don't 
3624:21 know. I think as I testified yesterday, there were --
. 3624:22 there were issuers· who· had reviewed the-Participant ____ ·-· · · 
3624:23 agreements of the Staples and had concluded that they 
3624:24 would have paid. But it's fair to say I didn't find that 
3624:25 out until after reading the Staples complaint. I think 
3625:1 at the time, I probably thought they hadn't drafted 
3625 :2 their contracts as well as they should have. 
3625:3 Q Well, you testified during the Division's 
3625:4 investigation that if you had had Participant Agreements 
3625:5 like the Staples case, an issuer would have grounds to 
3625:6 say no; that's what you testified, right? 
3625:7 A I may have said that because that would be 

- -- -3o2-5:8-c'c>nsistenfWiili-whatever ·view 1 jusfesJ>oilsed which-is 1 
3625:9 felt like their contracts had sort of fully stripped the 
3625:10 Participant. 
3626: 13 Q -- that you had stated in testimony if you had 
3626: 14 Participant Agreements like Staples, an issuer would have 
3626:15 grounds to say no? 
3626:16 A Yeah. I think that the response says, yeah, I 
3626: 17 think probably. But that wasn't the facts with us. 

158. Mr. Lathen came into possession of an FBI memorandum regarding the 
Staples investigation, which concluded that no securities law violations had 
occurred. Mr. Lathen believes the memorandum was either given to him 
directly by Staples' counsel, Michael Montgomery or was attached to 
motions in that case. (Lathen Ex. 1556-1557; Tr. 707:21-708:3; 709:3-
710:12). 

Division Response: Admitted. 
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159. The FBI memorandum recommended that the case be closed based on 
various government agencies' conclusions that there was nothing illegal 
about the strategy, including no violation of securities laws or regulations. 
(Lathen Ex. 1557). 

Division Response: Admitted that the cited Exhibit reflects the FBI' s recommendation as 
stated. However, at the hearing, the Division objected to the Exhibit on grounds-first identified 
in its Motion in Limine-as unreliable hearsay within hearsay, and the Court stated that it might 
"reconsider [the Division's] objection" "at some point" "including in the post-trial process." 
(See Tr. 711: 17-712: 13.) The Division continues to object to this Exhibit and asks the Court to 
exclude it. 

160. Specifically, the Securities Division of the South Carolina Attorney 
General's Office "conducted a thorough investigation" and concluded that no 
state securities regulations were violated. They also found, "through 
correspondence with several bond issuers, that Staples merely took advantage 
of a little known loophole in the rules governing the purchase and redemption 

· ·of bondswith11survivor's option:'' (Lathen-Ex. 1ss1r.·· -· -··-···-···-· - --- -·- · · ··-· · ·- ·· 

Division Response: Admitted that the FBI memo states that Securities Division of the South 
Carolina Attorney General's Office "thoroughly examined [Staples'] operation," and found, 
"through correspondence with several bond issuers, that Staples merely took advantage of a little 
known loophole." (See DRRPFOF~159, supra.) 

161. The memorandum also highlighted discussions with the U.S. Attorney's 
Office, which found nothing illegal about the strategy, and an SEC trial 
attorney in Atlanta, who ''was not able to pinpoint a regulatory or criminal 
violation." (Lathen Ex. 1557). 

Division Response: Admitted that the FBI memo states that the U.S. Attorney's Office, stated 
that the conduct "didn't appear to be illegal." (See DRRPFOF~159, suora.) 

162. Mr. Lathen sent Mr. Flanders at Hinckley Allen information regarding the 
Staples case, including a copy of an SEC press release and FBI memo. Mr. 
Flanders recalls discussing the situation and the factual distinctions. (Lathen 
Ex. 2022; Tr. 2019:20-2021:6; Lathen Ex. 1556, 1557; Tr. 2022:8-24). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibits do not support this proposed 
Finding. While Flanders testified that he believed he had a conference call with Lathen about 
Staples, he could not recall the "Staples situation and factual distinctions." 

2020:5 Q And if you could take a look at that, and 
2020:6 just tell me if that refreshes your recollection 
2020:7 about subsequent communications with Mr. Lathen? 
2020:8 A Yes. This appears to be dated September 
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2020:9 21, 2013. It's an email from Mr. Lathen to me 
2020: 10 attaching a press release about an SEC charge 
2020:11 against a father and son in South Carolina with 
2020:12 operating a fraudulent investment program designed 
2020:13 to illegally profit from the deaths of terminally 
2020: 14 ill individuals. 
2020:15 And this is the so-called Staples matter. 
2020:16 Q Are you familiar with that matter? 
2020: 17 A I was at the time. I confess that I do 
2020:18 not recollect as I sit here precisely what the 
2020: 19 circumstances were .. 
2020:20 Q Okay. And in the email, Mr. Lathen 
2020:21 indicates he wants to have a conference call with 
2020:22 you. 
2020:23 Do you know if that ever took place? 
2020:24 A I believe it did. 
2020:25 Q Do you recall what was discussed on that 
2021:1 call? 

· · 202l:2 Al believe we dis-cussed the· Staples·-----··· 
2021 :3 situation and factual distinctions that I do not 
2021 :4 recall between what Lathen was doing and what the 
2021 :5 SEC was charging the Staples -- were about in their 
2021 :6 investment program. 

163. The Staples case was resolved in a settlement, which included a dismissal 
of the lOb-5 and l 7(a){l) charges, with prejudice, and neither admitting nor 
denying a violation of Section l 7(a)(2) and 17(a)(3). (Tr. 871:10-14; Lathen 
Ex. 2000-2001). 

______________ _Division Response:_.Admitted.-------· _ - .. 

164. Mr. Grundstein explained that Mr. Lathen was seeking counsel to ensure 
what he was doing was legal and it was being done in an appropriate manner. 
(Tr. 2428:19-21). 

Division Response: Admitted that Grundstein so testified. 

165. Mr. Grundstein has also known Mr. Lathen for 30-years and is a member 
of the financial industry. He.testified to Mr. Lathen's "very high standing 
character," and vouched for Mr. Lathen's honesty and trustworthiness. (Tr. 
2426:20-2427:2). 

Division Response: Admitted to the extent that Grundstein was testifying to his view of 
Lathen's character as a friend (PFOF,~688-89), not as an industry participant. There is no 
evidence that Grundstein had any interactions with Lathen in business, apart from Lathen's 
seven-month engagement of Grundstein's firm in 2009. See also: 
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2426:24 Q And what would -- how would you describe 
2426:25 Mr. Lathen? 
2427:1 A Just very high standing character, very 
2427:2 honest, very trustworthy friend. 

166. Based on their observations during their representation of Mr. Lathen, 
both Mr. Flanders and Ms. Farrell formed the opinion that Mr. Lathen was 
genuinely seeking to operate within the bounds of the law and create a valid 
joint account. 

Robert Flanders, Esq .. Tr. 2027: 17-2028:2 
Q. All right. You just testified that you believed that Mr. Lathen wanted to honor 
the law. Why do you say that? 
A. Because that was the whole tenor of his approach to us. He was very interested 
in doing this the right way and not getting in trouble with regulators and not 
having to face the same sort of scrutiny and much less criminal problems that 
Caramadre had had in common. So his whole focus was, "What do I have to do to 

···get this right?"·· · · -· ·· ·· ··- ·· - - ·- · · · ··· · -·· · -- -· ·· ·· ·-· · ·· · · - ·· 

Margaret Farrell, Esq., Tr. 2651:1-9 
Q. From your interactions with Mr. Lathen, did you form an understanding about 
how he was trying to operate his business? 
A. He was trying to operate it within the bounds of the law. He was trying -- he 
was trying to create a joint -- a valid joint account. 
Q. Okay. And did you believe that he came to you to assist in that purpose? 
A. Yes. 

Division Response: Admitted that Flanders and Farrell so testified. (But see DRRPFOF~~89-
90 for the many matenafiiiaftersl~itlien!aifedto .. discfose-fo boili}'iandersand-:Farrefi that Dilgilf. --- . - - -·--· ... 
have colored their views had they been aware of them at the time.) 

167. Over the course of his representation, Mr. Galbraith formed the "very 
clear belief' that "[Mr. Lathen] believes with certainty that these are valid 
joint tenancies" and that "[h]e believed and believes wholeheartedly that his 
investment strategy is entirely lawful." (Tr. 2874:25- 2875:16). 

Tr. 2874:25-2875:16 
Q. Do you have any insight as to Mr. Lathen's beliefs as to the lawfulness of his 
investment strategy? 
A. Yes. As a result of our conversations, I have very clear belief on that topic, 
which is that Jay believes with certainty that these are valid joint tenancies. 
Q. I asked about the lawfulness of his investment strategy. You answered the 
validity of his joint tenancies. 
A. Sorry. 
Q. Are they one and the same? 
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... A. The.y. JU:e.--wt~y. ar.e essenti.a,lly one and the.same .. But 11\Y answer is the.same. 
He believed and believes wholeheartedly that his investment strategy is entirely 
lawful. 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. (But see DRRPFOF,133 for all the 
reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his 
advice unreasonable.) 

168. After working closely with Mr. Lathen for several years, Mr. Galbraith, 
formed the opinion that Mr. Lathen was not only honest and forthright,. but 
was committed to complying with the law. (Tr. 2875:21-2876:4) 

Q. Okay. Have you -- you know, over the several years that you've known him, 
have you formed any opinion as to Mr. Lathen's character? 
A. I have. 
Q. Okay. And what opinions have you formed? 
A. Well, through our interactions,. I've seen from day one, but certainly with more 
depth as our -- as our relationship and the scope of our 

--engagementincreas·ed~·I've··seenthat he's entirely forthright-He is·transparent 
with me. He is meticulous about understanding all the legal issues around his 
investment strategy. Those are -- those are the key takeaways. 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding that 
Galbraith concluded that Lathen was "committed to complying with the law." (See also 
DRRPFOF~l3 l for the many material matters Lathen failed to disclose to Galbraith that might 
have impacted his conclusion that "he is transparent with me," had he been aware of them at the 
time; DRRPFOF~133 for all the reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and testimony are 
unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his advice unreasonable.) 

--169-.-·· -CFf-Bank-('~GIT'}processed· Mr. Lathen '-s redemption-request-and-paid -- · · · -----~ --
after receiving the Participant Agreement. (Tr. 2909:2-11; 2911 :5-20; Lathen 
Ex. 1433) 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is irrelevant because the dispute with CIT Bank 
centered on CDs (PFOF,412), which are not the subject of this proceeding. In addition,. the 
survivor's option provisions in bond prospectuses are different from those in CD disclosure 
statements. Plain-vanilla CDs have a spare discussion of the survivor's option. 
(PFOFifif39;41;420;847; Div. Ex. 681-p.4.) For these reasons, GD testimony and exhibits are 
of limited relevance to this proceeding. 

To the extent that the Court is inclined to consider this proposed Finding, admitted that CIT paid 
Lathen's CD redemption request after demanding and obtaining Lathen's Participant Agreement, 
but did so only afte:r Lathen and Galbraith threatened to sue it (PFOF~,253-55;1004-10) and 
without knowledge of either the IMA or PSA, leaving it ignorant of the truth of Lathen's 
purported "ownership." (PFOF~~412-13.) And as Galbraith testified, he could not assess 
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vrn~ther'Crrs·motnratloli .. in·pgying·lhe·retierilptionwas'its'agreement'wtth'L'atlrer{'S'pt>'Sitimror 
its desire to avoid a law suit. (PFOF~l006.) 

170. Una Khang, an attorney at CIT, gave a statement to the Division which 
stated, in pertinent part, that "CIT felt that under the language of their 
documentation they did not see anything that permitted them to withhold he 
funds." (Lathen Ex. 1970). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding should be stricken as improper and contrary to the 
Court's ruling. The cited exhibit was admitted but "not to prove the truth of the assertions in 
their documents." (Tr. at 3703:22-23; See Division's Letter to Judge Patil, March 2, 2017.) 
Respondents could have, but did not, call any issuer witness to testify. 

171. After accepting Mr. Lathen's redemption requests, CIT advised Mr. 
Lathen's counsel, Kevin Galbraith, Esq., that it intended to change the 
language in its offering documents to limit survivor's option ("SO") 
redemptions to individuals who are blood relatives of or have resided under 
the same roof as the deceased beneficial owner of the SO bond. (Tr. 2909:20-

. · ···- -·-·· -....... ·-· 2915:-S; Lath-en Ex~ 1433): · -- · · ....... ·· -- - ·-·-· .... · -----·--·----.. -...... ___ ··--·-·-· ···------.. --- - -

Division Response: This proposed Finding is irrelevant because the dispute with CIT Bank 
centered on CDs (PFOFif412), which are not the subject of this proceeding. In addition, the 
survivor's option provisions in bond prospectuses are different from those in CD disclosure 
statements. Plain-vanilla CDs have a spare discussion of the survivor's option. 
(PFOFif,39;41;420;847; Div. Ex. 681-p.4.) For these reasons, CD testimony and exhibits are 
of limited relevance to this proceeding. 

To the extent that the Court is inclined to consider this finding, admitted that Galbraith so 
.. ___ ---~--t~.~~fied. _ -r:_he cited Exhibit states "CIT will be changiI}g its offering documents_ on future 

issuances in order to make-clear that 'aii" arrangementllke yours-will--noi"be-eligibie--forearly --·-- . --- ·-· - .. 
redemption." (Lathen Ex. 1433 -p. Lathenl 1258.) See also: 

3120:9 Q Okay. And I think you mentioned earlier 
3120:10 that you also threatened to sue CIT on behalf of Mr. 
3120:11 Lathen if they would not promptly and fully pay the 
3120: 12 redemptions; is that correct? 
3120:13 A I think so. As part of my conversations 
3120:14 with-- whether it was BMO Harris or CIT, and as I 
3120:15 described earlier, my explanation of their 
3120: 16 documents, our arrangements, our participant 
3120: 17 agreements and the governing law under 675, they had 
3120: 18 many in-depth conversations with those counsel. 
3120:19 As part of those conversations, I may well 
3120:20 have told CIT that we would sue to enforce our 
3120:21 rights if necessary. 
3120:22 At the end of those discussions, whether 
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· ·~·i.~2·3.,..they-decided ihat-ttierwereozgering·to"iose·'ttre 
3120:24 litigation or they didn't want to litigate, I have 
3120:25 no idea. 
3121: 1 But I know that they paid. 

172. Barclay's Bank initially refused to but ultimately agreed to redeem the 
survivor's option CDs that Mr. Lathen presented for redemption after 
requesting to review his Participant Agreements. (SFOF,97; Tr. 1676:4-16). 
Barclay's subsequently changed its survivor's option language to foreclose 

·Mr. Lathen's investment strategy. (Tr. 1676:4-16). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and SFOF do not support this proposed 
Finding that Barclay's Bank requested to review, or did review, Lathen's Participant 
Agreements, or that Barclay's Bank changed its survivor's option language to foreclose Mr. 
Lathen's investment strategy, subsequently or otherwise. 

1676:4 Q And did some issuers object to the 
1676:5 redemptions? 

·· · · · · · 1676:6 A There were somewhcrdid:-······ · ·-·---------- ··----· - ---·---·-- · -·-· ···-------- --··-··--··· 
1676:7 Q And who were those? 
1676:8 A Some that come to mind were Goldman Sachs, 
1676:9 I believe it was -- an entity -- Goldman Sachs Bank. 
1676:10 There was also a Goldman Sachs entity, which was not 
1676:11 a bank, which issued notes instead of CDs. 
1676:12 At some point Barclays Bank objected, and 
1676:13 upon review, they changed their mind. 
1676:14 We had -- I'm trying to think who else. 
1676: 15 Firm CIT raised some objections, but ultimately 
1676:16 decided upon review to pay. 

(See also SFOF'lf97 ("Barclay's Bank initially refused to but ultimately agreed to redeem the 
survivor's option CDs that Mr. Lathen presented for redemption.").) 

In addition, the survivor's option provisions in bond prospectuses are different from those in CD 
disclosure statements. Plain-vanilla CDs have a spare discussion of the survivor's option. 
(PFOF,,39;41;420;847; Div. Ex. 681-p.4.) For these reasons, CD testimony and exhibits are 
of limited relevance to this proceeding. 

Finally, like CIT, Barclays Bank agreed to pay Lathen's redemptions, but did so only after 
Lathen and Galbraith tJ:rreatened to sue it (PFOFif,253-55;1004-10) and without knowledge of 
either the IMA or PSA, leaving it ignorant of the truth of Lathen's purported "ownership." 
(PFOFir,412-13.) 

173. BMO Harris redeemed Mr. Lathen's survivor's option CDs after receiving 
and reviewing the Participant Agreement and after having been apprised of 
Mr. Lathen's investment strategy. (Tr. 2915:7-2916:25). 
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Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding that 
BMO Harris received and reviewed the Participant Agreement, nor that BMO Harris was 
apprised of Mr. Lathen's investment strategy. 

Moreover, this proposed Finding is irrelevant in that the dispute with BMO Harris centered on 
CDs (PFOF,412), which are not the subject of this proceeding. In addition, the survivor's 
option provisions in bond prospectus.es are different from those in CD disclosure statements. 
Plain-vanilla CDs have a spare discussion of the survivor's option. (PFOF1f139;41;420;847; Div. 
Ex. 861-p.4.) For these reasons, CD testimony and exhibits are oflimited relevance to this 
proceeding. 

Further, like CIT and Barclays Bank, BMO Harris agreed to pay Lathen's redemptions, but did 
so only after Lathen and Galbraith threatened to sue it (PFOF1J~253-55; 1004-10) and without 
knowledge of either the IMA or PSA, leaving it ignorant of the truth of Lathen' s purported 
"ownership." (PFOF,'tf412-13.) See also: 

3113:14 Q Okay. And I think on direct, Mr. Protass 
· -----· S l"l-3":"15· sp·oke·with-you-ab"out-JJM6-itarris;is·that-correct?--- ·-·····--· 

3113:16 A Yes. 
3113: 17 Q And they were an issuer of CDs; is that 
3113: 18 correct? 
3113:19 A As I recall. 
3113:20 Q Okay. And you also threatened to sue BMO 
3113:21 Harris? 
3113:22 A Probably. 
3113:23 Q In fact, you told them in October of2016 
3113 :24 that you intended to flle suit and file complaints 
3113 :25 with the Consumer Protection Bureau and the Office 

--------·-- -------jll4:1-<ffthifC<;mptrolleror-tmfCurrencyfis·n:•n11at -- ------- - ---·· ··· -----
3114:2 correct? 
3114:3 A That doesn't sound right. October of 
3114:4 2016, they had paid out long since. 
3114:5 Q Okay. 
3114:6 A I think as I describe earlier, we had an 
3114:7 extensive back and forth. And I was able to 
3114:8 persuade them that our view of the law was correct, 
3114:9 so they decided to pay. 
3114:10 Q Okay. You're right. 
3114:11 That was October of2015 that you 
3114: 12 threatened to sue them; is that correct? 
3114:13 A That sounds more likely. 
3114:14 Q Okay. And that was, again, at the reqoost 
3114:15 of Mr. Lathen, isn't that right? 
3114:16 A All my discussions with all of the issuers 
3114: 17 were done at the instruction of Jay. 
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174. BMO informed Mr. Lathen's counsel, Kevin Galbraith, Esq., that it 
intended to change the language in its offering documents for survivor's 
option CDs to include an additional provision or qualifier requiring that any 
individual seeking to exercise the survivor's option either be a blood relation 
of or have resided under the same roof as the deceased beneficial owner of 
such bond. (Tr. 2915:7-25). 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith so testified. (But see DRRPFOF~l 73, supra, 
regarding the limited relevance of testimony and exhibits related to CDs.) 

175. Wells Fargo and Bank of America honored requests for the redemption of 
survivor's option bonds after learning about the existence of the Participant 
agreement and the financing agreement between Eden Arc Capital Partners, 
LP and the account holders (Lathen and the Participant). (Tr. 3669:11-13; 
Div. Ex. 417). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibits do not support this proposed 
····Finding:-·- · · ·--···· ·······-·-·-· · -·---····------·-· · · ·-·--·---···- · ··· ·····-·-·----·-·· ··-· -···· ···-·· · -··---- · · ·-··-··--·· -

3669: 11 tell us this is what he was talking about with respect to 
3669:12 a new ruling or not. I assume that's where you're going 
3669:13 with this. 

The cited Exhibit is a redemption letter concerning instruments at BOK.F NA. 

Further, there is no evidence of payments by Wells Fargo or Bank of America on Lathen's 
redemption requests pursuant to the form of redemption letter exemplified by Div. Ex. 417. And 
as Begelman testified, the language Lathen added gave the recipient no information about the 

----- ·- ----terms· of any-oftheagreerrients.referenced iiiff.---cPFOF1f415~r· ---- - -- - ----- - - -- -------- -· -· -

176. Beginning in December 2015, Mr. Lathen began disclosing in his 
redemption request letters that he had entered into a separate written 
agreement with the participant relating to the joint account and that the Fund 
had provided the financing for the Accounts. (Tr. 3407:2-20). 

Division Response: Admitted. However, that additional "disclosure" gave the issuer no 
information about the terms of those agreements, nor their impact on Lathen' s or the 
Participant's beneficial interest in the account or on the validity of the joint tenancies. 
(PFOF~415.) 

177. At least 30 issuers honored Mr. Lathen's redemption requests following 
the enhanced disclosures put in place in December 2015. (Tr. 3407: 21 - 24). 
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· . ··' lliwsiw-.~:"-.,.Derued,--ti·tbe·0ite0·-testim0B'~-d@e.s·Mt~poFt·-ihis1'FGpt>Sed~in~gg. 
There is no evidence that any issuer paid after receiving Lathen's December 2015 redemption 
requests. See: 

3407:21 Roughly how many issuers received that 
3407:22 document? 
3407 :23 A It was more than -- I think it was between 
3407 :24 30 and 3 5 issuers, in that range. 

178. JPMorgan Clearing Corporation submitted millions of dollars of 
redemption requests to issuers after attorneys in its Compliance Department 
received the participant agreements signed by the two joint account holders, 
the private placement memorandum for Mr. Lathen's fund, and the 
investment management agreement. In submitting those requests, they did 
not provide the issuers with the additional documents that Mr. Lathen had 
provided. (Lathen Ex. 2044; Tr. 321: 10-25). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibit do not support the portion of 
-- -·-· .... this-proposed Fimiing·thatJPMCC·submitted-millions·-of donars-·orredemptionrequests to - -· 

issuers. The cited Exhibit is a request from JPMCC's AML Department requesting various 
documents and information from Lathen, and Lathen' s response to JPMCC. See: 

321:10 Were you asked that question, and did you 
321:11 give that answer? 
321:12 A Ifl may-- ifl may clarify. JPMC was the · 
321:13 clearing firm. Securevest was my broker. When-- in 
321:14 or around February of2012, JPMC asked Securevest 
321 :15 questions about my business and asked me to provide 
321: 16 additional information . 

.. ____ ----- -·-- - ·--~--· ---32r:1Trprovi0ed tharirtform.a:tio"iftcs-Sectirevest ·- - ........ ·· ·· ··· -·· -· ·--· · --···- .... ··· · -· ··· · -· 

321: 18 Included in that was a copy of the participant 
321: 19 agreement. So I didn't technically provide it to JPM, 
321:20 but I provided it to Securevest who was asking the 
321:21 question that JPM asked. 
321 :22 So what we now know is that JPM -- as a 
321 :23 result of this investigation, we've seen JPM's files, 
321:24 and we know, in fact, that Securevest did pass along 
321 :25 the participant agreement to them. 

179. Bank of New York, the trustee for the bulk of the bonds redeemed by Mr. 
Lathen, and the determination agent for GM and Bank of America, continued 
to receive and honor redemption requests from Mr. Lathen after the SEC 
notified them of its investigation and subpoenaed it for records related to his 
actions. (Lathen Exs. 2077; 2070, 2070-a). 
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· •• ,. iJivisian··Respo~ · · · ·•flenied;·-as'-tfre"c.ited tJ!-mlbits 'd'O"ttot 'Stlpp<Jtt·'ttle· }"ortion·of'1.his'proposeti 
Finding that Bank of New York continued to receive and honor redemption requests from Mr. 
Lathen after the SEC notified it of its investigation and subpoenaed it for records related to its 
actions, nor do they support the Finding that Bank of New York acted as trustee for the "bulk of 
the bonds redeemed by Lathen, or that it acted as "determination agent for GM and Bank of 
America." Lathen Exhibit 2077, a letter from Bank of New York to the Division, is dated 
January 30, 2015. Lathen Exhibit 2070 does not show any redemptions for GM and Bank of 
America subsequent to January 30, 2015. Moreover, Lathen Ex. 2070-a was not admitted into 
evidence, and therefore cannot serve as the basis of a proposed Finding. See: 

3760:7 MR. HUGEL: And with respect to the 
3760:8 spreadsheet, we offer in evidence the marked up version 
3760:9 which we could call 2070A. 
3760:10 JUDGE PATIL: Denied. You're welcome to make 
3760:11 those arguments in your brief. But it's not what I would 
3760:12 consider evidence. 

180. Several bond issuers changed the language in their governing documents 
- · ····by adding·additional·requirements-that would foreclose·Mr. Lathen's---- -- .. -·---·· · 

investment strategy. Mr. Lathen.believed this to be an acknowledgment by 
issuers that their pre-existing governing documents did not foreclose his 
strategy. (Tr. 564: 1-23). 

Q. Mr. Lathen, you knew back as early as 2012 that your strategy had a limited 
shelf life; is that correct? 
A. I think it's fair to say I assumed at some point investors would begin to change 
the language in their prospectus, which is indeed what has happened in several 
instances. I think investors realized that they were contractually obligated to pay 
under the language that they had in place, and they were looking to close that · -· -------- --- · · -- · ..... -- · · ·-- · 1oopho1e With differentlanguage~ .... · .. · · ·· · .. · · ... · · .. ·· · · · · -- - .......... · ... -- ...... · -· ... · · .. · · · · .. - · .. · - -- · · 

Q. And you've been saying investors, but you mean issuers; is that correct? 
A. Did I say investors? ... Okay. I meant -- I meant -- that maybe was why my 
counsel was standing up. I meant issuers. Issuers would obviously 
change their governing documentation around the survivor's option provision. 
And, in fact, they have done so. 
Q. Goldman Sachs did that; is that right? 
A. Yes, Goldman. Barclays, Citi. 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding in 
light of contradictory testimony and Exhibits. With respect to Lathen' s testimony regarding CIT, 
it is contradicted by the documentary evidence. (See Div. Exs. 501, 930, 931; PFOF1412 
(referring to Lathen's dispute with CIT Bank over CDs).) With respect to Goldman Sachs, 
Lathen's testimony is similarly contradicted by the testimony ofBegelman from Goldman Sachs. 
Begelman testified that Goldman Sachs amended the language in its CD Disclosure Statement, 
not its bond prospectuses, to make the language more clear, and testified that the CD amendment 
did not change the import of the survivor's option terms. (PFOF~1fl39-140.) The reference to 
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"Citi" appears to be a transcript error. It was CIT Bank that changed the language in its CD 
·,ffis~losure statements~ ·rsee·;·DRRPFOFifl/1, supra.) 

181. In response to what it learned about Mr. Lathen's redemptions, General 
Electric Credit Corp. added the following language to its offering documents 
for survivor's option bonds: 

"For the avoidance of doubt, we also retain the right to reject in our sole 
discretion any exercise of the survivor's option where the deceased held no or 
only a minimal beneficial ownership interest in the notes and entered into 
arrangements with third parties in relation to the notes prior to death for the 
purpose of permitting or attempting to permit those third parties to directly or 
indirectly benefit from the exercise of the survivor's option." 
(SFOFif98; Tr. 1245:4-1248:20; Lathen Ex. 1937, p. 19). 

Division Response: Admitted. 

182. Specifically, As a result of its dispute with Mr. Lathen, Goldman Sachs 
·· ··· ·······-······-········BankUSAchanged·the·language in·its·offering·documents-for-survivor's···-- · ··· ·--- -· ---·-

option CDs to require a specific familial or legal relationship between joint 
account owners in order to exercise the survivor's option. (Tr. 1921:24-
1925:22; Lathen Ex. 2016, p. 11.). Specifically, the language reads as follow: 

"A joint owner of a joint account with a beneficial owner who has died or been adjudicated 
incompetent will be entitled to redeem a CD, only if such joint owner was a member of the same 
household with the deceased or incompetent beneficial owner at the time of such beneficial 
owner's death or declaration of legal incompetency, or if such joint owner is related to the 
deceased or incompetent beneficial owner, including by blood, marriage or adoption. Any othe_r 
joint accountholder shall have no right to the estate feature. A joint owner so entitled to redeem 
a CD shall hold all_ oithe rights tg __ lq~e__gctiorl$.._with.Lespec.tJ.oJuch..CDthaLa1'e.granted to an. .. - --- .. ·-- -..... 

------ ------ · ---authorized rep"iesentative under the disclosure statement with respect to the estate feature. " 

Division Response: Denied, as there is no evidence as to causality (i.e., "As a result of its 
dispute with Mr. Lathen"). The Division admits that at a time after it received Lathen's 
redemptions, Goldman Sachs Bank USA changed its. language for its CDs, but not its survivor's 
option bonds, the subject of this action. (See PFOFifl40.) 

183. Roger Begelman, Co-Chief Compliance Officer for Goldman Sachs Bank, 
USA, testified that after their dealings with Mr. Lathen took place, Goldman 
was "amending the language in the survivor's option to make it clearer." (Tr. 
816:2-8; 1921:24-1922:18). However, Mr. Begelman agreed that making the 
language "clearer" actually involved specifying new requirements that were 
not explicitly contained in the old language: 

Roger Begelman, Goldman Sachs. Tr. 1925:6-21 
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.. Q. These weren't .clar.ifyi.pg.some ,prior.r~Quir..ement that hinted . .aLthes~;.this .was 
just new requirements that were put in that someone had to comply with to be 
able to exercise the survivor's option? 
A. I could take issue with that statement, but I understand what you're saying. I 
mean, I don't-- I don't think these are necessarily new. We were attempting to 
amend the language so that the notion of a joint tenancy with right of survivorship 
was as possibly clear as we could make it. 
Q. This is far beyond requiring a joint tenancy. It says you have to be living in the 
same household or be related? 
A. That is a fair comment. I would agree with that. 

Division Response: Admitted to the extent that Begelman was testifying to the CD disclosure 
statement, (PFOf1139), which is oflimited relevance in this proceeding. (See, DRRPFOF~l 73, 
supra.) 

184. Attorneys at Springleaf Financial Services, an issuer of survivor's option 
bonds, stated that although the (Staples) survivor's option investment 
strategy ("Estate Assistance Program") was not contemplated by Springleaf, 

· · theywould·have redeemed the·bonds·notwithstanding the-existen-cl~orside- · · ···· 
agreements because the strategy was based on a "legal loophole in the terms 
of the bond offering materials that was permissible under the terms of the 
bonds." (Lathen Ex. 1966). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding should be stricken as improper and contrary to the 
Court's ruling. The cited exhibit was admitted but "not to prove the truth of the assertions in 
their documents." (Tr. at 3703:22-23; Division's Letter to Judge Patil, March 2, 2017 ("[T]he 
documents were part of the investigative file, they were provided to Respondents in August 2016 
... therefore, their impact on Respondents' mental state is irrelevant ... Respondents' arguments 
D about those Exhibits related to the materiality of Respondents' false statements D necessarily 

----requires-the statements-in -the-Exhibits-to·be-true;--[so]-we request that-the Court ·disregard thos.e-- ---
arguments.") Respondents could have, but did not, call any Issuer witness to testify. To the 
extent that the Court is inclined to consider this proposed Finding, it should consider the totality 
of the information. The Court also admitted Division Exhibit 2072 with the same restriction, 
which states, in pertinent part: 

t The "Survivor's Option" affords the sw.vivot(s). of a deceased owner of the beneficial interest 
in each Note the option to request principal repayment prior to the scheduled maturity. With 
respect to each issuance of the Notes, the option was not exercisable until 12 months after 
issuance. See Exhibit B for a description of the procedures for exercising the "Survivor's 
Option.,' 
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10. With respect to potential harm to. the Company, the Company has limited liquidity to fund its 
operations and debt obligations, including the redemption of the Notes each year with respect 
to the exercise of the "Survivor's Option." Any undue increase in the Company's debt 
payment requirements diverts limited available funds from the Company's operations and 
financing a-crivities. 

With respect to the hann to legitimate holders, if, iri. any year, the principal amount of Notes 
that are tendered for redemption pw:suant to the exercise of the ccsurvivor's Option" e..icceeds 
the cash available for redemption due to a Company imposed annual put limita·tion, legitimate 
holders of the Notes who exercise their "Survivor's Option" after the annual-put limitation has 
been imposed and filled in any year will not receive payment on their Notes in the year 
originally tendered, but will be deemed to have tendered their Notes m the following year in 
the order in which such Notes were originally tendered, subject to any annual put limitation 
that may be imposed in such subsequent year." 

11. I have no recollection of being notified during the process of redeeming Notes pursuant to the 
"Survivor's Option" that certain Notes were purchased jointly with terminally ill individuals 

..... who .signed separate.contracts relinquishing legal ownership in.the Notes~ .. _·--·· ... 

12. It is my understanding that the "Survivor's Option can be exei:cised only when the deceased 
held a beneficial interest in the Notes. Therefore, the Company ~y, in its sole discretion, 
elect to reject any exercise of the "Survivor's. Option'' if the tendered Notes were held by a 
deceased who was not the beneficial owner of the Notes. 

185. With respect to the Staples case, which also involved a survivor's option 
investment strategy, an in-house attorney for Ally Financial told Division 
staff that even with full disclosure regarding side agreements with the 

------· --- ---terminally-ill·individuals-,-AHy-f'inancial-still-would have-redeemed-the-bonds ---- ---- - ---
in light of the potential cost and litigation risk of not redeeming them. 
(Lathen Ex. 1966). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding should be stricken as improper and contrary to the 
Court's ruling. The cited exhibit was admitted but<'not to prove the truth of the assertions in 
their documents." (Tr. at 3703:22-23; Division's Letter to Judge Patil, March 2, 2o.I 7 ("[T]he 
documents were part of the investigative file, they were provided to Respondents in August 2016 
... therefore, their impact on Respondents' mental state is irrelevant. .. Respondents' arguments 
[]about those Exhibits related to the materiality of Respondents' false statements O necessarily 
requires the statements in the Exhibits to be true, [so] we request that the Court disregard those 
arguments.") Moreover, Respondents could have, but did not, call any issuer witness to testify. 
To the extent that the Court is inclined to consider this proposed Finding, it should consider the 
totality of the information. The Court also admitted Division Exhibit 2073 with the same 
restriction, which states, in pertinent part: 
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4. Brief hiStoiy of AFl's. issuance of "SmaitNote8", including a description of what ·they 
are, and the ;primaly date iauges··they were issued. 

The original SinartNotcs program, which Af1 established in 1996, permitted the issuance 
of unsecmed debt securities with matUrities ranging &om 9 months to 30 years. The 
specific tenns related tQ ·each note (e.g., term, interest i:ate, redemption provisions, 
availability of a su.rrivors option, etc.) would be detennincd at the time of issuance. While 
·notes issued· µnder. the ·SmattNotes· ·program -were registered with the U.S. Securities and 
Excb.angc. C_omm!ss.iori (~'SBC'». and- r;oµld t}ierefore be. spld to inves~q.rs. without 
.testticti<>n:~ ·the· prog.tam was primarily focused on retail investots. AFI discontinued the 
original Sm:ili'Notes ·pfogram inJuly 2007. In August 2012, AFI launched a retail ·note 
.progtam .that_.ls s~ to_ the original.S~otes prognm. 

s. General discussion of the ·"survlvoits optio11t" including the general intenti~n ·of this 
option and how it is legitimately· exercised. 

A "sumvot's option'' permits- the holda of a note with this feature. to .requite AFI to repay 
the full princip~I amount (pai:) of the note upon the death of the beneficial owner 9f such 

Page I of4. 

Div. Ex. 
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note. The. intent ofthis feature was to provide flexibility to persons managing estate assets 
in the event of the. death of the beneficial holder of a note by proVidiri.g · he~rs the 
opPQrtunity t~ r~quire the:is~l1et to redeem the.notcs.t\t.pu. 

A ~.d patty (the· '~_Adm.inist1;ator'» p~Qccsscs investor :requests to_. exe~cis.~ .. ~w;:vivo~'s 
options~ .. Genetally,- assWnlng a beneficial owner. met ariy applicable holdinffpcriod$~ a 
.rep~cscntatlve of the b~neftciat owners e;;tate must. p.i:oduce Certai.n. item~ to .cxcrtjsc the 
survivor~~ e>ptfon·. 1h¢ ·p.ri.mary . items ··include ·proof·. of :clcath of the hei.leflcial ·owner, 
evidence prt>ving the deceased was.-the beneficial owner of .the note, instructions: ftom the 
:~cneficiary or es~i:c J:cprcscntat,ivc requesting exercise Qf the surrivor,~ opti()n, evi4ence: 
th~nhc pcr5o~ provi,~g~ th~ insttuctions .is p~mi:itte,a.to .a.ct on hchal{ of th~ estate, :and 
evidence thattlle estiltc.cuttently holds 'tbe·appliCablc notes: .. TheAdministtafo.t pi:ocesses 

. . . . . . ·all' tequest~, arid-would confact· AFI only-'if i:iitcrprctivc. questions·-aiise-with. respect' fo the 
·req~-e<:l: d~liy.erablcs. If ·in th~ Admitiis~tor's judgme11t .all tequired itcins .. have .been 
delivered~ the.request wotdd be. processed without.any .. involvement of or action by AFL 

12~ .. Pottn.tial. ~~ a:ctual harm caU$ed if persons o~ . a joint brokerage: ·account. widi 
termin,1ty _ill :mc;livi~•lS, purchas_e disc~unted, SmartNotes, .and .~· ex~r~ise .the. 
~pJ)licable .smtivoi's ·option shortly thereafter.· 

lbchami·toAFI is.the negative·liqµidifyhnpact rcsUltlngfroril'·hav1ng:to.tedeem an amoUilt of 
SmartNotcs in. execs$· .9f what: woUld have· .nOrmally been anticipated. ·or· projected. Ftirthcr; 
elevated admio1stratiVe fees w()uld. be inaitted as a result of the excessive ted~ptio~~ 

-~-·---- ------------------~---·-· --· ·-------- ----·· -------·---··------ ... - --·-··- -- __ ,. __________ ·----····.···········-··-··········-··-·····-··-······ .. ·--····· 

In addition, 9ther hQldets q( SmartN9tes. dtat wish to exctcisc. a sw:vivors-. op~on ~uld ~.' 
harmed ·in the event they· were ·precluded from exerdsing a surrivors option as a restilt of the 
Annll21 Llmit being exceeded and .enforced by AFI. 

13;. Termllially ill pure~ers of $martNotes. 

To my ·~o~ledge, dw:hig the 2009.:.2~1 t time periqd, .. no. individual .at. A.FI was ~~e ~t 
terminally ill individuals that purchased Smart:Notes jointly :with. third. parties telinquished. theit 
legal ownership rights:in the pu.rchasedSmartNotes by.separatecon~ct:, or.otherWise. 
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14. AFl's redemption process. 

A "sw:vivor's option" permits the holde.r of a note with this feature to require AFI to repay 
the full principal amount (par) of the note upon the death of the beneficial owner of such 
note. Generally, the death of a person who, during his or her lifetime, was entitled to 
substantially all of the beneficial rights and interests of ownetshlp of a note, would be 
deemed the death of the beneficial owner for putposcs of a survivor's option, if such 
beneficial interest can be established. 

If AFI had knowledge of a contractual relationship whereby the. deceased person had, p.rio.t 
to his or her death, contractually relinquished all beneficial rights and interests of 
ownership in a note, Ari may have taken the position that the party seeking to exercise the 
swvivo.r's option was not tlie beneficial ow.net· of the note for such purposes ·and the 
exercise of the ~pplicable survivor's option was not valid. 

186. International Lease Finance Corporation ("ILFC")' s position was that 
survivor's option investment strategies like Mr. Lathen's could either result 

.. - in a gain or immaterial harm-based on the time-value of-money. (Lathen Ex.--··· 
1971). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding should be stricken as improper and contrary to the 
Court's ruling. The cited exhibit was admitted but "not to prove the truth of the assertions in 
their documents." (Tr. at 3703:22-23; Division's Letter to Judge Patil, March 2, 2017 ("[nhe 
documents were part of the investigative file, they were provided to Respondents in August 2016 
... therefore, their impact on Respondents' mental state is irrelevant. .. Respondents' arguments 
[] about those Exhibits related to the materiality of Respondents' false statements [] necessarily 
requires the statements in the Exhibits to be true, [so] we request that the Court disregard those 
arguments.") Moreover, Respondents could have, but did not, call any Issuer witness to testify. 
-To-the~extent that the· Court· is inclined to consider this proposed-Finding;· it· should ·consider ·the· 
totality of the exhibit which says nothing about a "gain." See: 

9. If a person were to open a joint brokerage account with a terminally ill 
individual, buy an ILFC note containing a Survivor's Option at a 
discount to par, and exercise the Survivor's Option upon the death of 
the terminally ill individual shortly afterwards, ILFC could suffer 
actual but probably immaterial harm. For example, ifILFC had 
intended to purchase the note in the open market, the price at which 
ILFC could have purchased the note in the open market would be 
lower than the price at which ILFC would actually repay the note in 
connection with the exercise of the Survivor's Option. In that case, the 
harm to ILFC would be the difference between the discounted market 
price and par. IfILFC had not intended to purchase the note in the 
open market, ILFC would repay at par the note tendered pursuant to 
the Survivor's Option sooner than ILFC would have repaid the note at 
the originally scheduled maturity date. In that case, the harm to ILFC 
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would be the time value of money, based on ILFC's then-current cost 
<~ {ttnds;·ftw-ihe-perrod··-betwee1rttre''ealiy rep-crymem ~ttte"anti~e 

originally scheduled maturity date. In either of these cases, in light of 
the volume and size of ILFC's financing activities, the harm to ILFC 
would likely be immaterial. 
(Lathen Ex. 1971 -pp. Lathen15316;,.l 7.) 

187. Bank of New York told the SEC in connection with the Staples proceeding 
that the beneficial owner of the bond is evidenced by the titled owners of the 
brokerage account. (Lathen Exhibit 1972): 

"The notes are issued in book-entry form, each a global note, and are held 
through the Depositary Trust Company, DTC, as depositary. Purchases of 
the notes under the DTC system must be made by or through DTC 
participants, such as broker-dealers or clearing firms, which receive a 
credit for the notes on DTC's electronic recordkeeping system. The 
beneficial interest of each actual purchaser of each note is recorded on the 
participants' records." 

Division Response: This proposed Finding should be stricken as improper and contrary to the 
Court's ruling. The cited exhibit was admitted but "not to prove the truth of the assertions in 
their documents." (Tr. at 3703:22-23; Division's Letter to Judge Patil, March 2, 2017.) ("[T]he 
documents were part of the investigative file, they were provided to Respondents in August 2016 
... therefore, their impact on Respondents' mental state is irrelevant. .. Respondents' arguments 
[] about those Exhibits related to the materiality of Respondents' false statements O necessarily 
requires the statements in the Exhibits to be true, [so] we request that the Court disregard those 
arguments.") Moreover, Respondents could have, but did not, call any Trustee witness to testify. 
In any event, to the extent the Court is inclined to consider this Proposed Finding, the cited 
Exhibit does not support the Finding that ''the beneficial owner of the bond is evidenced by the 
titled owners of the brokerage account." 

188. The issuers who testified for the Division at trial are not representative of 
issuers generally with whom Mr. Lathen dealt. They accounted for a mere 
$76,000 in profits, less than 5% of the profits made by Eden Arc Capital 
Management from bond redemptions, and less than one percent of the total 
profits made by the fund. (LE 2070, 2070-a). 

Division Response: Admitted that Lathen was able to successfully defraud many issuers and 
that he reaped substantial profits from them as a result of his scheme, but the calculations cited 
above are not supported by the Exhibits cited. To the extent that the issuers who testified at trial 
were able to ferret out Respondents' scheme, and so curtailed the profits Respondents were able 
to siphon from them, it was not for lack of trying on the part of Respondents. (See, e.g., Tr. 
1189:6-10 (Robustelli of GECC testifying about Div. Ex. 553: "There might have been some 
[redemptions] that passed through before we knew about this arrangement - these 
arrangements.").) Respondents could have, but did not, call any Issuer witness to testify. In 
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· .. "additio11;·-to~~tent~St'pr6J>6SCd-.f'md~~--s·m'i Llltherf.Exhibit ·20-1<}'1i;·that£~hibit·1stfi0t 
in evidence, and cannot support a proposed Finding. See: 

3760:7 MR. HUGEL: And with respect to the 
3760:8 spreadsheet, we offer in evidence the marked up version 
3760:9 which we could call 2070A. 
3760:10 ruDGE PATIL: Denied. You're welcome to make 
3760:11 those arguments in your brief. But it's not what I would 
3760:12 consider evidence. 

189. Each of the five largest bond issuers -American General Finance, Bank of 
America, CIT, General Motors, and MBIA - individually accounted for more 
of Mr. Lathen's profits than the Division's issuer witnesses,. combined. (LE 
2070, 2070-a). 

Division Response: Admitted that Lathen was able to successfully defraud the listed issuers 
and that he reaped substantial profits from them as a result of his scheme. To the extent that the 
issuers who testified at trial were able to ferret out Respondents' scheme, and so curtailed the 
profits Respondents were able to· siphon· from them; it was-not·fodack of trying· on·the-part·of · · -- · -- ·· · · ·-· ··· · 
Respondents. (See, e.g., Tr. 1189:6-10 (Robustelli of GECC testifying about Div. Ex. 553: 
"There might have been some [redemptions] that passed through before we knew about this 
arrangement - these arrangements.").) Respondents could have, but did not, call any Issuer 
witness to testify. In addition, to the extent this proposed Finding relies on Lathen Exhibit 
2070-a, that Exhibit is not in evidence, and cannot support a proposed Finding. See: 

3760:7 MR. HUGEL: And with respect to the 
3760:8 spreadsheet, we offer in evidence the marked up version 
3760:9 which we could call 2070A. 
3760:10 JUDGE PATIL: Denied. You're welcome to make 

- · ·· ·· ·· · -- · · · -· ·3100-:n those-arguments iii your bi'ief."But it's· not what r would· 
3760:12 consider evidence. 

190. U.S. Bank is the validity determination agent for Prospect Capital. (Tr. 
960:5-17) 

Ian Bell, Operations Manager, U.S. Bank, Tr. 960:5-171 
Q. Prospect is the determining agent for _;.. I'm sorry, U.S. Bank is the determining 
agent for Prospect bonds, correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And that means that U.S. Bank's role is to evaluate the redemption 
requests that are submitted for Prospect bonds and determine whether Prospect is 
supposed to pay them or is not supposed to pay them, correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And Prospect is bound by the determinations that U.S. Bank makes, correct? 
A. Correct. 
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Division Response: Admitted that Bell testified that US Bank is the determining agent for 
Prospect bonds. But there was no testimony that US Bank is the "validity determination agent." 
That phrase was created by Lathen, and is not a term used in the governing documents of 
survivor's option instruments. See: 

3641 :23 Q Mr. Lathen, where does the term "validity 
3641 :24 determination agent" come from? 
3641 :25 A It comes from the -- I don't know if the term 
3642:1 is exactly used in the prospectus. But that's a term 
3642:2 that's used in the industry overall. 
3.642:3 Q But it doesn't say that term in any of the 
3642:4 prospectuses; is that right? 
3642:5 A It says any -- usually, the term that you see 
3642:6 in the prospectus language is all questions regarding the 
3642:7 eligibility for exercise or the validity of claims 
3642:8 associated with an exercise, shall be determined by Party 
3642:9 X in their sole discretion. So that's -- most 

· · · · 36-42: lO prospectuses have· that language.· And·then·thattens·you ---
3642: 11 who is the validity determination agent for that 
3642: 12 instrument. 

3642:18 Q But it's not in any of the first bond 
3642: 19 prospectuses; is that right? 
3642:20 A I don't lmow if the term "validity 
3642:21 determination agent" is used in the bond prospectus. 

191. Mr. Lathen's counsel, Kevin Galbraith, advised him that U.S. Bank was 
shirking its responsibility, as the determination agent, for making a decision 

·· · · ·- · --- · · ----·- ----witlfre-specncfProspect·Bonas:{Tr.2900:20::2901:-n; 2905:1:.6~-2906:9.;15).·· · ·· -- · ·· ---· - · ·-··· 

Division Response: Admitted. @m see DRRPFOF~133 for all the reasons that Galbraith's 
conclusions and testimony are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his advice unreasonable.) 

192. The testimony at trial made it abundantly clear that U.S. Bank employees 
who deal with this aspect of the business neither made a determination as to 
the validity of Mr. Lathen' s redemption request nor had any idea why it was 
denied. See infra. 

Ian Bell, Operations Manager. U.S. Bank, Tr. 975:10-22 
Q. Were you involved at all in the decision-making process at U.S. Bank 
concerning whether or not to approve Mr. Lathen's redemption request? 
A. I was not. 
Q. So you don't know the reason that U.S. Bank approved or did not approve of 
the redemption request Mr. Lathen submitted, correct? 
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A. We escalated to our relationship manager. 
·-~ ;~~"'8:y:i·But<do·ycm·knoW"whetherthey'did ·approve·;or"did ttorapprove .. the 
redemption request? 
A. I wouldn't be able to speak to specific ones, no. 

Beverly Freeney, Relationship Manager, U.S. Bank, Tr. 1069:15- 1070:19 
Q. Okay. Now, it is fair to say that you're familiar with survivor option notes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. With respect to early withdrawals pursuant to the survivor option, what role do 
you have personally have in any of the redemption process? 
A. I don't have really any role with regards to the ·survivor options. 
Q. Okay. And which area of the bank, if any, is responsible for that function? 
A. That would be my operations department. 
Q. Does Ian Bell work for the operations department? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Thank you. And just generally, what, if you know, does the operations 
department do with respect to redemptions of survivor options notes? 
A. That's not my expertise, so I wouldn't really know exactly what he does. 

·· Q~ Okay~·cmi you tell ·me; as· far ·as·you·know;·who· makes the decision to-pay any 
particular redemption on a survivor's option -
MR. HUGEL: Objection, Your Honor. She says she has no expertise in this area. 
BY MS. BROWN: Q Well, do you know? 
JUDGE PATIL: Overruled. Only if you know. 
A. Yes. It's really up to the issuer to --

Tom Tabor, VP, Corporate Trust Department, U.S. Bank, Tr. 1101:14-18 
Q. And are there eligibility requirements for exercising survivor option notes for 
clients you're familiar with? 
A. I know that there are normally requirements, but I wouldn't know specifics. 

DiVisfonRespoiise:·· -Derued: · The-DiVision offered ·suosfaritiaiuevidence that US Ballk 
employees, in consultation with their in-house and outside counsel, made a determination (after 
lengthy interactions with Lathen and his counsel, Galbraith) that Lathen's redemption requests 
were ineligible, a conclusion that was confirmed by their clients, as evidenced by the testimony 
from Federal Farm Credit's Finnegan, whom US Bank had alerted to the issue. 
(PFOFif~224;227;228;230;238;240;241 ;243;245;172;173;178-80.) Indeed, a processor working 
for US Bank's Bell appears to have been the person responsible for identifying Lathen's scheme. 
See, e.g., PFOFif2 l 5 and: 

952:4 Q And what time frame are we talking about? 
952:5 A Mid to late 2013, early 2014. 
952:6 Q And how did this come to your attention? 
952:7 A A processor that reported to me had 
952:8 presented an issue that she had thought needed to be 
952:9 escalated specific to Mr. Lathen's elections. 
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952: 10 The dollar amounts were extrell1elv h\gh for 
952: 11 the product, as well as he had come under several 
952: 12 deceased holders that had seemingly no relationship 
952: 13 to one another. 
952:14 Q And who was that processor? 
952: 15 A Stephanie Lanier. 

193. The SEC itself use the term "beneficial owner" on its website when 
distinguishing between the street owner of a security and the owner as 
recorded on a brokers records. See 
https://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/holdsec.htm. Gudicial notice). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited website does not support this proposed Finding. The 
cited page of the SEC's website states that even if your security is held in street name, your 
status as beneficial owner, if true, is unaffected. 

Street Name Registration 

-· · · You··nray have· your ·security registered hntreet n~e and heid·fo your--··- -
account at your broker-dealer. Many brokerage firms will automatically put 
your securities into street name unless you give them specific instructions to 
the contrary. Under street name registration, your firm will keep records 
showing you as the real or "beneficial" owner, but you will not be listed 
directly on the issuer's books. Instead, your brokerage firm (or some other 
nominee) will appear as the owner on the issuer's books. 

194. Nor were operations people who processed the redemption requests 
looking for any information about side agreements or indicia of ownership 
rights. Instead, account statements were being used to identify the "beneficial 
owner" of the instrument, as demonstrated by title on the account and -· ------·-----~-sometiffies a·sei.:Penocf wliere tlie .. iiiCilv1<luai"heici"tiie-instriiffieilill1.tlieil-. · ·-···------- ·· ··---- ···· --· 
account. 

Ian Bell, U.S. Bank, Tr. 978:14-25 
Q. Is it fair to say that U.S. Bank does not -- in processing a redemption request, 
is it fair to say that U.S. Bank does not ask about the source of the money that a 
holder used to purchase the survivor's option bond that is being sought to be 
redeemed? 
A. My team does not typically, no. 
Q. Is it also fair to say that U.S. Bank, in processing a redemption request, again, 
does not inquire as to what the money will be used for if the bond is redeemed? 
A. We do not. 

Ian Bell. U.S. Bank CTr. 980: 1-981 :6) 
Q Mr. Bell, you testified a few moments ago concerning the documents that are 
submitted in connection with a redemption request, and that included the death 
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cenifit.-ate,~ an ·account statement, i.,"llttent ~tatentem;· 11ccctuli't"statem:ent from ·six 
months ago, to the extent there's a six-month holding period. Do you recall that 
testimony? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Yes. And those documents are submitted by brokerage firms, yes? 
A. Correct. 
Q. They are not submitted by the actual holder of the bond? 
A. Correct. 

Q .... What is the purpose for which account statements are submitted in 
connection with a redemption request? 
A. Validation that the beneficiary or the deceased had held the position for long 
enough. 
Q. Okay. So that means that you used the account statements to determine who 
the beneficiary is and how long they held the bond that is being sought to be 
redeemed, yes? 
A. Correct. 

Ian·Bell, U.S. Bank (Tr. 981:25:..982:3) 
Q. You used the account statement that is submitted to determine who the 
beneficial owner of the bond is, correct? 
A. Correct. 

Division Response: Admitted that operations people who processed the redemption requests 
were not looking for any information about side agreements or indicia of ownership rights 
because they did not expect there to be any. When the side agreements, which impacted 
beneficial ownership, were exposed, many issuers refused to redeem. (See generally, 
PFOFififl26-247.) Also, admitted that account statements identify the account holders on the 
_a~~-~~!~L~~~-~enie4_ tha! ~~_COW!t_~~t~me_nts -~vi_denc~ _th.e _ben~fi~~~~ _'?wn~s ~f ~e __ accounts. 

195. Throughout the time that Mr. Lathen was having disputes with issuers, he 
was being assured by his legal counsel that his legal position was correct. 

Kevin Galbraith, Esq., (Tr. 3125: 17-3126:2) 
Q. Were you persuaded by any of those [issuer] letters that you received that they 
were right and that you were wrong? 
A. Absolutely not ... I meant to say in response to your earlier question about this 
prospectus, this is an example of the type of revision that was made by issuers like 
CIT, BMO Harris. Clearly here GE. This is the type of change that an issuer 
makes when they realize that their offering documents permit Mr. Lathen's 
strategy. They realize it. Then they issue - they dispute it with him and take the 
positions they take. And then they issue new offering documents that actually 
prevent his strategy. 

Robert Flanders, Esq. 
Now, did you agree with the analysis by Goldman's attorney that's reflected here? 
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A.No. 
·· ~·Q .··Why-.not? 

A. Because I did not think that the investment strategy had any bearing on 
whether the account was a genuine joint account. The fact that it may have been 
unlikely that the joint accountholder might benefit beyond the $10,000 that the 
joint accountholder had received to be a participant did not seem to me to be a 
factoi; that would nullify the joint account relationship. Particularly in the sense in 
the unlikely event that the joint accountholder survived Mr. Lathen, Mr. Lathen 
got hit by a bus or a car and he died, the joint accountholder, in my understanding, 
was entitled under the arrangement to all of the benefits that Mr. Lathen and/or 
his company would obtain. 

And so -- and I also was of the view that there was no requirement of parity 
between the benefits of the -- that one of the joint accountholder would have with 
another. My understanding was that it would be typical in these situations for joint 
accountholders to have an agreement among themselves as to what the purpose of 
the joint account was, what -- who would make -- what use of it, under what 
circumstances, and perhaps even agree to restrictions as to access to the account. 

But none of that, in my view, was relevant or material to whether it was a true 
joint account. Particularly, you have to distinguish in my view between the 
relationship of the institution holding the account and third parties. Here, either 
one of them, as far as the -- as Goldman was concerned, were -- you know, had 
whatever rights they had to the joint account, it was presumptively valid. 

And the fact that they had made certain agreements among themselves as to 
access to the account or use of the funds or the investment program, all of that 
seemed to me to be immaterial to whether it was, in fact, a joint account. Because 
Goldman was -- didn't require that as part of whatever they asked for when the 
redemption request was made -

And, obviously, they could have. And my understanding is that later they, in fact, 
have amended their offering documents to put a relationship requirement. 

So I just -- I just flat-out disagreed with his argument that the investment program 
here was determinative of whether this was a true joint account. And that was the 
reason why I disagreed with him. 
Q. And did you ever relate your opinion on this matter to Mr. Lathen? 
A. Yes. 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to the 
Court's order. To the extent the Court is inclined to consider it, see DRRPFOF~if63, 67, 69 and 
70 for all the reasons that Flanders' conclusions are unreliable and Lathen's reliance on his 
advice unreasonable and DRRPFOF~133 for all the reasons that Galbraith's conclusions and 
testimony are unreliable and Lathen' s reliance on his advice unreasonable. 
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196. All of the survivor's qption bonds or CD..s that.Mr .. Lathen.redeemed w.ere 
so-called "book-entry" instruments. (Tr. 1227:7-15, 1581:14-16, 1635:9-20, 
1887:19-22, 3393:8-21). 

Division Response: Admitted that the GECC, Prospect, Federal Farm Credit (a.k.a. Funding 
Corp.), Bank of America and International Lease Finance Corporation bonds that Respondents 
redeemed were book-entry instruments. The citation at 1635:9-20 does not support the Finding 
that Duke Energy's survivor's option instruments were "book-entry." The citation at 3393:8-21 
refeFs to Lathen Ex. 1972, which in tum refers to the book entry status of certain Bank of 
America and International Lease Finance Corporation notes. There is no evidence regarding 
whether any other redemptions made by Lathen were of "book-entry" instruments. 

197. Indentures governing the bonds clearly stated that account registration at 
the brokerage firm (e.g. title owners at the brokerage firm) were proof of 
ownership for all purposes under the Indenture. (See RPFOFftl 96-201.) 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to the 
Court's order. To the extent the Court is inclined to consider it, it is contradicted by the 
·consistent issuer testimony and evidence th-at the~'bene1icial owner"was--notsynonymous·with -
the titled owner on the account. (PFOFir~t06;109;111-12, see also PFO~ir86-108). In fact, the 
issuers would have had no need for a representation by Lathen (or anyone else) if they simply 
needed evidence of who the account holder was; if the account holder is perforce the beneficial 
owner, the account statements would have provided the necessary evidence. Respondents 
concede that all issuers required Respondents' redemption letter. Respondents do not offer any 
explanation for Lathen' s contemporaneous acknowledgment that the deceased had to have a 
beneficial interest in the accounts to be eligible under the survivor's option. 
(PFOFir,420;847;878-79;909;930.) See also, e.g., PFOFif106(d): 

CFC: The survivor's option is a provision in a note pursuant to 
--which-we-agree-to-repay-that note,· if requested-by the-authorized- -- - -
representative of the beneficial owner of that note, following the death of 
the beneficial owner of the note, so long as the note was. owned by that 
beneficial owner or the estate of that beneficial owner at least six months 
prior to the request. (Div. Ex. 928 - p. 21.) 

CFC (cont'd): For purposes of the Survivor's Option, a person shall 
be deemed to have had a 'beneficial ownership interest' in this Note if 
such person or such person's estate had the right, immediately prior to 
such person's death, to receive the proceeds from the disposition of this 
Note, as well as the right to receive payment of the principal of this Note. 
(See Div. Ex. 972 - Exhibit 4.5, p. 176.) 

1320:15 Q So is this NRU's definition of beneficial 
1320: 16 ownership interest in connection with the CFC 
1320: 17 InterNotes? 
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See also (Robustelli): 
1240:25 Q -- DTC is, therefore, the only entity that 
1241:1 has the right to redeem the notes? 
1241 :2 A Our contracts provide for the beneficial 
1241 :3 owners to be able to redeem the notes with the 
1241 :4 survivor's option. I'm not quite sure I 
1241 :5 understand --

1254:8 Q Mr. Hugel just asked you some questions 
1254:9 about the beneficial interest in a portion of the 
1254:10 process that you and I did not go over in direct, 
1254:1 land I'm going direct your attention to it again. 
1254:12 We're on page 20 of Division Exhibit 545, 
1254:13which you will find at tab 2 of your binder. 
1254:14 A Okay. 
1254:15 Q And that's the material that he read to 
1254: 16 you from· -- is ·under a title-called .,. registration 
1254:17 and settlement"; is that right? 
1254:18 A Yes. 
1254:19 Q And the material that appears there under 
1254:20 all relates to, as the title suggests, "registration 
1254:21 and settlement"? 
1254:22 A Correct. 
1254:23 Q Now, in your experience, can a broker die? 
1254:24 A Excuse me? 
1254:25 Q Can a broker die--
1255:1 A Yes. 
1255:2 · Q---- ·:.·a-I>roke:r:ae-aier?- · 
1255:3 A Can a broker-dealer die? 
1255:4 Q Uh-huh. 
1255:5 A No. 
1255:6 Q So if we turn to the survivor's option 
1255:7 section, which begins two pages before that on page 
1255:8 18, and under the first paragraph where it describes 
1255:9 the survivor option -- the survivor's option, is the 
1255:10 beneficial owner referred to there the 
1255: 11 broker-dealer? 
1255:12 A No. 
1255: 13 Q So what is the relationship between the 
1255:14 term "beneficialinterest" and "beneficial owner" 
1255:15 under registration and settlement and the term 
1255:16 "beneficial owner" under the survivor's option 
1255:17 section of the prospectus supplement? 
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· ,. -l~oS~lB· ·· I~ ·· ... }-memi;"'tilm.seetion ... reiating·-tonDT.C 
1255: 19 really relates to the mechanical method by which 
1255 :20 interests can be transferred. 
1255:21 I don't think anyone would suggest--
1255:22 although, DTC is the -- is the legal owner of the 
1255:23 notes strictly for the ease of transferring book 
1255 :24 entry securities. 
1255:25 There's no substantive -- I don't think 
1256:1 anyone suggests that DTC has an ownership--
1256:2 beneficial ownership interest itself in the notes. 
1256:3 Q So can you describe what the difference 
1256:4 between the use of beneficial interest under 
1256:5 registration and settlement is, if any, and the use 
1256:6 of that term under survivor's option? 
1256:7 A Well, I'm not sure -- when you look at the 
1256:8 DTC section, all it says in the second paragraph, it 
1256:9 says "Beneficial interests in a global note will be 
1256:10 shown on and transfers are effected through records 
1256: 11 maintained· by DTC or its participants. ----
1256: 12 "In order to own a beneficial interest in 
1256:13 a note, it must be an institution that has an 
1256:14 account with DTC or have a direct or indirect 
1256:15 account with such an institution. 
1256:16 "The beneficial owners, retail investors 
1256: 17 who own are beneficial owners through having either 
1256:18 a direct or indirect account with an institution 
1256:19 that has -- that is a participant in DTC." 
1256:20 Q So are you suggesting-- are you telling 
1256:21 us that the beneficial owner that is referred to on 

-·· ·- - -- ··----1250:22-page s~19·iS~ili" fact, lhe "retail investor? 
1256:23 A Yes. When you look at the second sentence 
1256:24 of~e second paragraph, "In order to own a 
1256:25 beneficial interest in a note, you must be an 
1257: 1 institution that has an account or have a direct or 
1257:2 indirect account with such an institution," that 
1257:3 language is directed to whomever own_~ the beneficial 
1257:4 interest, that being the retail investor, this -- in 
1257:5 the case, InterNotes. 

198. For example, Goldman's Indenture states that "ownership of Securities 
shall be proven by the Security Register." (Div. Ex. 564, p.16). It also states 
that "Prior to due presentment of a Security for registration of transfer, the 
Company, the Trustee and any agent of the Company or the Trustee may 
treat the Person in whose name such Security is registered as the owner of 
such Security for the purpose of receiving payment of principal of and any 
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premium and (subject to Section 3.07) any interest on such Security and for 
'ati rilher purposes whatsoever, wbether or not stich.SecUiicy be overaue, and 
neither the Company, the Trustee nor any agent of the Company or the 
Trustee shall be affected by notice to the contrary." (Div. Ex. 564, p. 37). 

Division Response: See DRRPFOF1Jl 97, supra. 

199. The Goldman shelf prospectus states that ownership of beneficial interests 
in its notes are reflected in the books and records of DTC and its 
"participants" (e.g. the brokerage firms). The brokerage firm's customers 
who are named on the accounts are "beneficial owners." See infra. 

Div. Ex. 561, p.17 (emphasis added) 
"Those who own beneficial interests in a global debt secwity will do so through 
participants in the depositary's securities clearing system, and the rights of these 
indirect owners will be governed solely by the applicable procedures of the 
depositary and its participants. We describe book-entry securities below under 
"Legal Ownership and Book-Entry Issuance." 

Div. Ex. 561. p.21 (emphasis added) 
"Any indirect owners who own beneficial interests in the global debt security and 
wish to exercise a repayment right must give proper and timely instructions to 
their banks or brokers through which they hold their interests, requesting that they 
notify the depositary to exercise the repayment right on their behalf. Different 
firms have different deadlines for accepting instructions from their customers, and 
you should take care to act promptly enough to ensure that your request is given 
effect by the depositary before the applicable deadline for exercise." 

Div. Ex. 561, p. 97 (emphasis added) 
____________ ---~ __ "For_~~p~~i~s ]le~d_i!l:_~tr~et11am~, w~_gr At_ejssu~LTnt~t$.wi.ll recogniz~. o.nl~Jhe. ___ .. _ ..... -~-- _ .. 

inte~ediary banks, brokers and other financial institutions in whose names the 
securities are registered as the holders of those securities and we or the Issuer 
Trusts will make all payments on those securities, including deliveries of any 
property other than cash, to them. These institutions pass along the payments they 
receive to their customers who are the beneficial owners, but only because they 
agree to do so in their customer agreements or because they are legally required to 
do so." 

Division Response: See DRRPFOFifl97, supra. 

200. Similarly, Goldman's Pricing Supplement which contains the survivor's 
option language, contains similar language. See infra. 

Div. Ex. 565. p. 6 (emphasis added) 
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We will issue each tranche of notes as a master global note registered in the name 
' 'Oftrrc, or"its nominee.(1ne·srue"of the notes win settleln'immeCliately available 

funds through DTC. You will not be permitted to withdraw the notes from DTC 
except in the limited situations described in the accompanying prospectus under 
"Legal Ownership and Book-Entry Issuance - What Is a Global Security? -
Holder's Option to Obtain a Non-Global Security; Special Situations When a 
Global Security Will Be Terminated". Investors may hold interests in a master 
global note through organizations that participate, directly or indirectly, in the 
DTCsystem. 

Div. Ex. 565, p.9 (emphasis added) 
To obtain redemption pursuant to exe:rcise of the Survivor's Option for a note, the 
deceased beneficial owner's authorized representative must provide the following 
items to the participant in DTC through which the beneficial interest in the note is 
held by the deceased beneficial owner. 

Division Response: See DRRPFOF~l 97, supra. 

· 20 L The-·goveming documents for Citigroup paper contained ·substantially -
similar language regarding the definition of beneficial ownership. See infra. 

Div. Ex. 513, p.21 
"In order to ensure that DTC's nominee will timely exercise a right to repayment 
relating to a particular note, the beneficial owner of that note must instruct the 
broker or other direct or indirect participant through which it holds an interest in 
the note to notify DTC of its desire to exercise a right to repayment." 

Div. Ex. 513, p.24 
"To obtain repayment upon exercise of the survivor's option for a note, the 

.. -· __ .repr~se:11ta~i~~ m~~t p~o:vJd~ ~9th~ .b~q~e~.or_9!4er ~~~ity t~o.ugJ:i_-w.J:µ_ch. ~e 
deceased beneficial owner holds an interest in the note." 

Div. Ex. 513, p.54 
"Thus, each beneficial owner of a book-entry security will hold that security 
indirectly through a hierarchy of intermediaries, with DTC at the ''top" and the 
beneficial owner's own securities intermediary at the "bottom." 

Div. Ex. 513, p.54-55 
"Citigroup Global Markets Holdings will not have any responsibility or liability 
for any aspect of the records relating to, or payments made on account of, 
beneficial ownership interests in the book-entry securities or for maintaining, 
supervising or reviewing any records relating to the beneficial ownership." 

Division Response: See DRRPFOF~l 97, supra. 
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202. Documentation for all other bond issuers is substantially similar to the 
.. ,1anguage ·'iti"tbtfG01Clman ana ·cmgroup governing 'Ciocumerttfin·lhat 

beneficial ownership is determined by the books and records of the brokerage 
firm and more specifically the customers who signed the brokerage account 
agreement and who are listed as account owners at the brokerage firm. 

Division Response: See DRRPFOFiJ197, supra. 

203. All of the bond and CD redemptions occurred in accounts that Mr. Lathen 
maintained with brokerage firms who were DTC participants as defined 
under the governing documents. 

Division Response: Denied, as Respondents cite no evidence for this proposed Finding. 

204. Each bond prospectus defines the death of a beneficial owner in a joint 
tenancy as a triggering event which gives rise to the right of the surviving 
joint owner to exercise the redemption right in full. See Division 
PFOF'if'ifl 06-107. 

Division Response: Admitted that the bond prospectuses offered the survivor's option early 
redemption feature on the death of a beneficial owner of the note. (PFOF~l06.) Under each 
prospectus, other than Funding Corp.' s, to trigger the survivor's option for notes held in joint 
tenancy, the decedent had to have been both a beneficial owner as well as a joint tenant on the 
account in which the notes were held. (PFOF'if'ifl06-107.) In addition, the prospectuses required 
that any bonds redeemed by beneficial owners holding them in joint tenancies,, had to hold them 
in valid joint tenancies. 

205. With respect to all such accounts, the Participant was a beneficial owner 
of the account at death and was a beneficial owner of the bonds in the 

. _________________ -~------ ~-- _____ a_cc_oUl!!_~t_d~_a~ 3.$_cl~:P.~cl _UP.:9:~!J~~'=1!!~$'_ .gQy~~~g. q9~µm~µts. ~4 .~_ fajJy. _ . ___ ..... ··- .. _ 
documented in the brokerage firm's books and records. 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to the 
Court's order. To the extent that the Court is inclined to consider it, it is denied as there is no 
support cited for this proposed Finding. In any event, it is wrong. (See DRRPFOF'if197, supra.) 
In addition, as noted in DRRPFOF'if204, any bond held in a joint tenancy had to be held in a 
valid joint tenancy to make the co-tenant eligible to redeem. 

206. The procedures for putting paper back to the issuers also recognized the 
primacy of the brokerage firm's books and records as relates to a definitive 
determination of beneficial ownership. The documentation which proved 
beneficial ownership of the bond under the governing documents and 
issuer/trustee procedures for validating claims was the brokerage account 
statement which listed the account owners. In addition, brokerage firm 
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representatives were required to execute an election form attesting to the fact 
· ···fuall'he ·aecedent was a"beneficifil owner Sf the'boria af death. 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to the 
Court's order. To the extent that the Court is inclined to consider it, it is denied as there is no 
support cited for this proposed Finding. In any event, it is wrong. (See DRRPFOF1197, supra; 
see also Letter from Judith Weinstock, dated May 8, 2017, attaching the "Form of Notice of 
Election to Exercise Survivor's Option," in which Lathen represented that the Participant was the 
"deceased beneficial owner," a representation that was unnecessary if the issuers "recognized the 
primacy of the brokerage firm's books and records as relates to a definitive determination of 
beneficial ownership.") 

207. Issuer governing documents do not require that the authorized 
representative (e.g. Mr. Lathen as surviving joint owner) have an "economic 
stake" in the account at the decedent's death or otherwise. The only 
ownership requirement at death under the governing documents is with 
respect to the decedent. Indeed, the governing documents are completely 
agnostic with respect to distribution of proceeds following the death of the 

··· beneficial owner: (NI A). ·- --· · ·· ··- -- · --

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to the 
Court's order. Further, there is no support cited for this proposed Finding and therefore the 
Court should disregard it. In any event, once Lathen represented himself as a surviving joint 
owner on the account, he had a duty to speak accurately and fully. In addition, because the Fund 
was the true beneficial owner of the accounts, neither Lathen nor the Participant held any 
interest, and the joint tenancies were invalid, as Lathen knew. (PFOF,,905-909.) (See Reply 
Brief at Section I(G).) 

208. No issuer governing documents required that side agreements or financing 
agreements be disclosed or indicated that they were important to a 

- derenninatfoif of eligibilityTo -redeem ililaer the-survivor's optiori-piovisIOn: . - -. - . -. 
(NIA). 

Division Response: There is no support cited for this proposed Finding and therefore the Court 
should disregard it. To the extent the Court is inclined to consider it, admitted that the governing 
documents did not explicitly require the submission of any side agreements, but deny that their 
importance to the eligibility determination was unknown to Lathen or anyone else. (See Reply 
Brief at Section I(D).) 

209. No issuer governing documents required that there be any familial 
relationship between the decedent and the surviving joint tenant in order to 
be eligible to redeem under the survivor's option provision. (NIA). 

Division Response: There is no support cited for this proposed Finding and therefore the Court 
should disregard it. To the extent the Court is inclined to consider it, admitted, with the 
exception of the testimony noted in DRRPFO~l 82, supra. 
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· · '21"~. ····No· rssner·governing"tiocnmenrs-ptbtti'hire'd"ttre' ·exercise·'of1tte 'smvivor'·s 
option in instances where the decedent had delegated power of attorney with 
respect to their ownership in the account. (N/A). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to the 
Court's order. Further, there is no support cited for this proposed Finding and therefore the 
Court should disregard it. To the extent that the Court is inclined to consider it, the Division 
notes that once a representation is made as to the redeeming party's eligibility, the redeeming 
party is required, under the secwities laws, to fully and accurately disclose all material facts 
necessary to make such representation not materially misleading. (See Reply Brief at Section 
I(C).) Therefore, if such powers of attorney materially bore on the beneficial ownership of the 
decedent, the redeeming party, like Lathen here, must disclose it. 

211. No issuer governing documents prohibited someone who was in poor 
health or advanced in age from owning their bonds or for their survivor or 
heirs to exercise the survivor's option provision upon their death. (N/ A). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to the 
Court's order .. Further, there is no. support .cited .for-this. proposed Finding. and therefore the . 
Cpurt should disregard it. 

212. No issuer governing document contained any requirement that a decedent 
possess any particular quantum or percentage of economic interest in the 
account at their death. (NI A). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pursuant to the 
Court's order. Further, there is no support cited for this proposed Finding and therefore the 
Court should disregard it. To the extent the Court is inclined to consider it, it is wrong. 
Beneficial ownership was required to redeem the survivor's option notes, and Lathen's side 

· - agreements and Fund agreements··stripped·the-Participants-ofany·such interest. -(PFOF~fl06~-
15;871-72;874-78;905-09.) 

213. No issuer governing document prohibited a bond holder from 
encumbering their interest or relinquishing their interest in the account 
holding the bond. (NIA). 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and should be stricken pmsuant to the 
Court's order. Further, there is no support cited for this proposed Finding and therefore the 
Court should disregard it. To the extent the Court is inclined to consider it, it is wrong. While 
the governing documents did not prevent a bondholder from encumbering his interest, beneficial 
ownership was required to redeem the survivor's option notes. (PFOF~~106-15.) 

214. The brokerage firms undertook significant due diligence on Mr. Lathen 
and Eden Arc before beginning a relationship. (Tr. 2525:12-16). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding: 
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2525:12 Q Okay. And fair to say that at the time 
2525:13 he's sending you this, this is September 2011, he 
2525:14 hadn't started doing any business with Securevest. 
2525:15 Was this during the onboarding process? 
2525:16 A Yes. 

In addition, other testimony by Cellitti supports an opposite Finding: that Secure Vest did not 
view it as its job to review Lathen's strategy. (See PFOF,393.) Respondents offered no 
testimony from any broker other than Cellitti as to broker's due diligence, but Flanders testified 
that Lathen had admitted that a number of brokers had told him to take his business elsewhere 
once they understood what he was doing. (See PFOF1848. See also PFOF,1f394-96;655.) 

215. Michael Robinson, who handled the processing of redemption requests for 
Mr. Lathen, testified as to his close working relationship with brokers and 
their full awareness of the investment strategy. (Tr. 1787:7-1788:1; 1789:10-
1790:7). 

·· Q: ·· ·· Andfa·your·experience;were brokers· fully aware of the investment 
[strategy]? 
A. Yes. You know, I was involved in -- certainly not with C.L. King, but with 
First Southwest and Wedbush, when those relationships were being established. 
And, you know, there was quite full disclosure and communication between, you 
know -- Mr. Lathen and those firms when they were, you know, looking at doing 
business with us. 

Q. Okay. And did [Andrea Burriesci of CL King] have an understanding--
did you believe that she had an understanding of the strategy when you started 
[working at Eden Arc]? --- ·-· ---- --·--------------· ~A~---·----ves-.--~---- -- ---- -------------· .... ·· ··-·······- ·------· ·-·····-···· ··-····---·-··· ···-------·- ----- -········· ··· ··· · ····· 
Q. Why do you believe that? 
A. Because I talked to her constantly, met her a few times. And she clearly 
understood what we were doing. 

Division Response: Admitted that Robinson testified that he believed C.L.King, and First 
Southwest and Wedbush had an understanding of some aspects of Eden Arc's strategy, but there 
is no evidence that Lathen shared the PSA with any broker, nor is there any evidence that he 
shared the IMA with GFG, CL King, FSW, or Wedbush, and there is no evidence that he shared 
the IMA with Secure Vest and JPMC before March 2012, when JPMC asked for it. (Lathen Exs. 
2040; 2042) In addition, Lathen sent at least two of the brokers an investor presentation that 
contained the following representation: "Prior to launching its business, Eden arc received 
advice from counsel that the strategy is legal." (PFOF1,393-94;655.) Cellitti testified that both 
Secure Vest and JPMC relied on such representation. (PFOF~1393-94.) 
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Lathen's brokers, testified that he fully understood Mr. Lathen's investment 
strategy. (Tr. 2521:7-13; 2524:13-2525:11). 

Auggie Celliti, Securevest CTr. 2521:7-13) 
Q. Okay. And do you recall what Mr. Lathen's investment strategy was? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. What do you recall about it? 
A. That he was an investor in death put option corporate bonds. That he was 
running a strategy that had something to do with that. 
Q. Okay. And what do you mean by "death put option corporate bonds"? 
A. It's a -- it's a bond that has a - that can be redeemed upon the death of a 
holder at par. 

Division Response: Admitted that Cellitti testified that he had an understanding that Lathen 
was buying "death put option corporate bonds" and that he read Lathen' s investor presentation 
(Lathen Ex. 2028) at the time, but Cellitti also testified that it was not SecureVest'sjob to review 
Lathen's strategy, and he relied on Lathen's representation that he had received advice from 

··counselthat Lathen's strategy· was legal: (PFOF1Jif393-9S-;) IIl addition, in a March 2012 letter 
to SecureVest, Lathen falsely claimed to share profits with Participants. (PFOF1J583.) 

217. Mr. Lathen provided Securevest with many documents to further explain 
his strategy, including an investor presentation, the PPM, and the participant 
agreement. (Lathen Ex. 2028; Tr. 2522:1-2523:4; Lathen Ex. 2032; Tr. 
2636: 16-246

). 

Division Response: The cited testimony supports only that part of this proposed Finding that 
Cellitti received Lathen's investor presentation and his PPM. Lathen provided those documents 
after JPMorgan advised that it was terminating its clearing arrangement for Lathen' s accounts,. 

. ---- --an.a-iii response-to JPMorgari's requesi;i:iot"SecureVest's own reques{ (PFOF~38.7S there IS"iic» ···- .. - -· .... 
reference to Cellitti receiving any Participant Agreement in the cited testimony or Exhibits. 

218. Brokerage firms like Securevest do extensive due diligence in an "on
boarding process" before beginning a business relationship with a client. 
They were satisfied with all of the information Mr. Lathen provided and 
agreed to do business with him. (Tr. 2525:12-16). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding: 

2525:12 Q Okay. And fair to say that at the time 
2525:13 he's sending you this, this is September 2011, he 
2525:14 hadn't started d~ing any business with Securevest. 

6 The Division assumes that the citation to "Tr. 2636: 16-24" is meant to be to "Tr. 
2536:16-24." 
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2525:15 Was this during the onboardi1:1,.gprocess? 
2525:16 A Yes. 

In addition, other Cellitti testimony supports. an opposite Finding: that Secure Vest did not view 
it as its job to review Lathen's strategy. (See PFOF1395.) Respondents offered no testimony 
from any broker other than Cellitti as to any broker's due diligence, but Flanders testified that 
Lathen had admitted to him that a number of brokers had told Lathen to take his business 
elsewhere once they understood what he was doing. (See PFOF~848. See also PFOF1'jI394-
96;655.) 

219. During the course of Securevest's relationship with Mr. Lathen, Mr. 
Lathen and Securevest shared information and documents pertaming to Mr. 
Lathen' s business with compliance professionals and lawyers within and 
Securevest and at its clearing agent, JPMorgan. (Tr. 3286: 10- 3287:22; 
Lathen Exs. 2031, 2036, 2041-444 7, 2062). 

Division Res.ponse: Admitted that after JP Morgan had indicated its decision to terminate its 
clearing relationship with respect to Lathen's SecureVest accounts, Lathen and Secure Vest 
shared ·the information and documents pertaining to ·Lathen '·s· business· reflected in ·the cited· 
Exhibits with JPMorgan and Secure Vest compliance personnel. (PFOF~387.) 

220. Mr. Lathen also answered questions regarding Caramadre, which he 
answered and included an attachment of the Indictment, encouraging all 
parties to review it. (Lathen Ex. 2035; Tr. 2551 :9-2553:2; Lathen Ex. 2062). 

Division Response: Admitted that after JP Morgan had indicated its decision to terminate its 
clearing relationship with respect to Lathen's Secure Vest accounts (PFOF'jI387), Lathen 
responded to JPMorgan' s question about Caramadre by attaching the Indictment and suggesting 
all parties to review it. 

221. Mr. Lathen was committed to giving investors fulsome disclosure of the 
strategy, both in the fund's offering documents, as well as through filings and 
ongoing communications. (Tr. 645:2-647:3). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding, 
particularly with reference to Lathen' s desire to provide fulsome disclosure to investors "through 
filings and ongoing communications," as the cited testimony reflects only his testimony on 
dis.closures in his PPM. In any event, Lathen did not in fact provide investors with fulsome 
disclosure about all aspects of his strategy; for example, there is no evidence that Lathen told any 
investor that both Farrell and Hood, his tax lawyer, had advised him that the Fund's income from 
the accounts (and therefore their distributions) would be taxed as ordinary income, not capital 
gains. And there is no evidence that Lathen told his auditors after 2013 (when Lathen executed 
the PSA) that fact or gave them the PSA so that they could consider the issue. 

7 The Division assumes the reference is meant to. be to Lathen Exs. 2014-44. 
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mention of the Fund's clearing broker, JPMC, who had terminated its relationship with Lathen. 
(PFOF1584.) In that same document, Lathen claimed that his capital account represented "a 
significarit portion of his liquid net worth," even though he never invested any money into the 
Fund. (PFOFif1585-86.) Lathen also told Fund investors that "strict governance procedures and 
funds flow protocols" would be placed on the JTWROS accounts, when none were in place. 
(PFOF1if589-91.) In addition, Lathen was not forthcoming with individual investors, such as 
Rosenbach, his first investor. (PFOF,588.) And he falsely told Fund investor Michael Cooney 
that Hinckley Allen had refused to issue a legal opinion because "it's not really what we do," that 
he did not think "a memo from a Providence firm was even worth it" so he "didn't press it any 
further." (PFOF~601.) 

222. The fund's Private Placement Memorandum lays out risk factors, 
including the risk of future issuer conflicts over the contractual regime. (Div. 
369, p. 26) 

"It is unclear whether any of the issuers of the SO investments ever contemplated 
the partnership's investment strategy when they drafted their prospectuses. Wh.ile 

· the general partner· believes that its strategy· conforms with the prospectus -· .... - - · · -· ·· · · - · · · · · 
guidelines and represents a valid survivor's option redemption, there is a 
possibility that issuers and trustees may take a contrary view. " 

Division Response: Admitted. 

223. The Division produced no evidence of any investor complaints about Mr. 
Lathen's disclosures to·investors. [N/A] 

Division Response: Admitted. 

· --------- -----224:-- ·Indeed, the Division-themselves-have not-claimed-or asserted that-Mr.· .... 
Lathen' s disclosures to investors were insufficient or inadequate. See 
Memorandum of Law in Support of the Division of Enforcement's Motion in 
Limine to Preclude Certain Evidence & Testimony, p 2-3 ("This case is about 
whether Respondents made material misstatements or omissions to bond 
issuers and whether Respondents violated the Custody Rule; there is no 
allegation of investor fraud."); Tr. 577:12-13 ("MS. WEINSTOCK: Because 
Mr. Lathen is not charged with anything related to fund investors.). 

Division Response: Admitted that the OIP does not claim that Lathen's disclosures to 
investors were insufficient or inadequate. (But see DRRPFOF,221, supra, and 
PFOFifiJ562;582;584-86;588;589;591-92;594;601 ;612-13.) 

225. During the course of the representation, Mr. Galbraith and Mr. Lathen 
reached out to, and met with, attorneys at FINRA to explain Mr. Lathen's 
business and investment strategy to the regulators. Mr. Galbraith explained 
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· "·''1:lmt ~~{Mr.-·•fa11!hel!]·wanted"krbe·hel¢\tl·~t&FINR* se thaMi\ey~ld 
understand what his business actually was, so there was no misperception of 
misunderstanding on their part." (Tr. 2921:4-2925:13; 3044:4-3045:16, 
3049:8-12). 

Division Response: Admitted that Galbraith testified to the reasons he believed Lathen had for 
reaching out to FINRA, but Lathen, himself, testified that the reason he reached out to FINRA 
was his concern that if he did not convince FINRA that his business was lawful, they would shut 
down every relationship he had with brokers going forward, as they had already done with 
respect to C.L. King and First Southwest. (PFOF~,444-45.) 

3486:8 Q And it's not until late August of 2014 that you 
3486:9 and Kevin Galbraith reach out to FINRA; is that right? 
3486:10 A That's correct.· 
3486: 11 Q And that's because two brokers had shut down 
3486: 12 your business, and you wanted to convince FINRA not to 
3486: 13 shut them down; is that right? 
3486:14 A That is correct. I believe Kevin testified the 

· 3486: 15 other day that it was related to C.L. King. But it was,· 
3486:16 in fact-- First Southwest, that sort of was the impetus 
3486: 17 because now we had ~ it was pretty clear that C.L. King 
3486: 18 was just going to -- that FINRA was going to just follow 
3486: 19 us wherever we went. So it would be preferable to 
3486:20 educate them, understand their concerns, try to address 
3486:21 those concerns. And that's why we set up the call with 
3486:22 FINRA. 

Lathen also understood that FINRA was not his regulator. (PFOFi[448.) 

·-·--· · --·· · ----- ·226.· · m2012~·EdeiiAfCCapitarManageriierif pre.:.emptively registerea·as an 
Investment Advisor with the SEC, inviting further regulatory scrutiny into 
their business before it was required. (Tr. 648:12-18). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. 
While Lathen testified that registering with the SEC ''would make it more likely that you would 
be on the regulator's radar screen," Respondents offered no testimony that Lathen sought to 
"invite" such scrutiny. 

In addition, Lathen testified that one of the reasons he registered as an Investment Adviser was 
because he thought that being SEC-registered would make an investment in the Fund more 
attractive to investors. (PFOF,60.) In any event, once EACM had $25 million assets under 
management-which Lathen declared it anticipated having within 120 days of registration in 
EACM's initial Form ADV- it was required to register with the SEC. (Div. Ex. 1 at Section 
2.A.(9).) Mid-sized advisers-Le. those with assets under management between $25 million and 
$100 million-"must register with the commission: (1) if the adviser is not required to be 
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registered as an investment adviser with the securities commissioner (or any agency or office 
perf onriing"lik~f funcfion·s) oTthe state.· in w1iiClf it nifilntfiliiS"itS principal. office and J)1ace of 
business; or (ii) if registered with that state, the adviser would not be subject to examination as 
an investment adviser by that securities commissioner." 76 FR 42950-01, at *42952, 2011 W~ 
2783991, Release No. IA-3221, (Final Rule). 

EACM's principal (and only) place of business is New York. New York is a state whose 
advisers are not subject to examination by state authorities and, therefore, advisers in New York 
with over $25 million under management are required to register with the Commission. Id. at 
42961 ("[A]dvisers with their principal office and place of business in Minnesota, New York and 
Wyoming with assets under management between $25 million and $100 million must register 
with the Commission."); see als.o Division of Investment Management: Frequently Asked 
Questions Regarding Mid-Sized Advisers, available at 
https://www.sec.gov/divisions/investment/midsizedadviserinfo.htm ("After July 21, 2911, a mid
sized adviser must register with the Securities and Exchange Commission if it ... is not subject 
to examination as an adviser by the state where it maintains its principal office and place of 
business. . . . A mid-sized adviser with its principal office and place of business in either of 
those states"-New York or Wyoming-"is not 'subject to examination' by the state securities 
authority and would have to register·with the SEC.,,) (See·also PFOF,506.) Therefore, EACM 
would have been required to register with the Commission once it hit $25 million under 
management, and it appears that EACM was using early registration with the Commission as a 
marketing tool to solicit investments and achieve its goal of reaching $25 million in assets under 
management. (See PFOFiJ60.) 

227. Mr. Lathen filed a complaint against Goldman Sachs Bank USA with the 
New York State Department of Financial Services. (Tr. 311:5-14, 690:5-21; 
Div. Exs. 236 and 577). 

Division Response: Admitted that Lathen, posing as an individual investor, made a complaint 
-~g~t_Q_g_ldman S_~9h~ B~_ll$A!Q_ID~l{Y Stat~ .R~ILarfn1ent_<;>f Em~~~,.~.~~gaj~tPr.that ..... 

supervises institutions like insurance companies, banks, credit unions, check cashers and 
investment companies not subject to the Investment Company Act of 1940, who are New York 
State-chartered or licensed. It does not have jurisdiction over Respondents. (PFOFiJ~435;439.) 
Lathen never contacted the SEC, his regulator, to complain about Goldman Sachs. (PFOF~440.) 

228. Mr. Lathen also filed a complaint against Goldman Sachs Bank USA with 
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. (Tr. 329:16-330:18, 690:5-21; 
Div. Ex. 574.) 

Division Response: Admitted that Lathen, posing as an aggrieved consumer, made a complaint 
against Goldman Sachs Bank USA to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, a regulator that 
supervises a range of companies to assess their compliance with federal consumer financial laws, 
including banks, thrifts and credit unions with assets over $10 billion, mortgage originators and 
servicers, payday lenders and private student lenders of all sizes, larger participants in consumer 
reporting, consumer debt collection, student loan servicing, international money transfer and 
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automobile fmap.9irm:, but not investment advisers_~ like .EACM.q,..[PFOF~'J 41;43.~;4~8 .. ) .Lathen 
never contacted the SEC, his regulator, to complaint about Goldman Sachs. (PFOF~440.) 

229. When Dennisse Alamo, the daughter of a now-deceased a participant, 
reached out to Mr. Lathen about being contacted by the SEC, Mr. Lathen 
encouraged her to speak openly with them, stating: "I do not know what the 
SEC may be looking into but my guess is that they are looking at my 
business model because it is unusual. You should speak with him and be 
fully open and truthful about our arrangement. I have nothing to hide nor 
should you." (Lathen Ex. 869.) 

Division Response: Admitted that Lathen told Alamo to speak openly with the SEC, 
understanding that she did not know what Lathen told issuers. (PFOF~308.) In addition, 
Alamo's mother was a pre.:.Fund Participant. (PFOf1300.) 

230. When contacted by the SEC's examination staff in connection with 
EACM's first cycle exam in the Fall of 2014, Mr. Lathen was forthcoming 
about his investment strategy with exam staff and provided all information 

· · ··requested ·by the exam staff in connection with the exam. · - ··· · · · · 

Division Response: Even though no testimony or exhibit is cited to support this Finding, the 
Division admits that Lathen provided some information requested by the SEC exam staff, 
including, apparently, an account control agreement that he now contends was never operative 
(PFOF~~596-99), but Lathen was hardly transparent or forthcomiJ:ig with the exam staff. He 
tried to hide the fact that he had not put in place a col_llpliance manual on time (PFOFif576), and 
failed to abide by representations he made to exam staff about future conduct. (PFOF~1f 567-
69;574.) 

231. In the Fall of 2010, Mr. Lathen began investing with other· sophisticated 
- . ---- --···· -- . . --- -- --- .. . ... ----investors. · Specifically,he-opened-accounts· with Gary Rosenbach,-a former·-· · · · · · -· ··· --

head fund manager. Robert Millius, one his former colleagues at Lehman 
Brothers and a Managing Direct at Barclays, also invested. (Tr. 3226:8-
3227:17). 

Division Res.ponse: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding to 
the extent the Finding discusses Millius, his employment, or his level of sophistication. In 
addition, Lathen testified that Rosenbach was a former hedge fund manager, not head fund 
manager. See: 

3226:18 Q Who is Gary Rosenbach? 
3226: 19 A He's a former hedge fund manager, now 
3226:20 lives in Vail, Colorado, just managing his own 
3226:21 investments. 
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I 

· -'232. · ··'Mr:· l:."'ather1 'S'O"lieitechi"f~··tiozer1,in\1eSt-ors)'for'ttre1ttnrl;·~timately 
about 15 invested approximately $5.85 million. Investors included 
Accumulus fund (fund of funds), Mr. Faris Nabor of Deutsche Bank, Robert 
Milius of Barclays, and Mr. Vytas Petrulius (a friend of Mr. Lathen's and a 
real estate and transactional attorney). (Tr. 3252:6-3255:4). 

Division Response: Admitted that the cited testimony supports the portion of this proposed 
Finding that approximately 15 investors invested in the fund before it opened, and the initial 
closing was $5.85 million. 

3252:23 Q How many investors ended up investing in 
3252:24 the fund before it opened? 
3252:25 A I think we had on the order of 15. 
3253: 1 Q And how much money did they invest in 
3253:2 total? 
3253:3 A The initial closing was, I think, 5.85 
3253:4 million, so a shade under 6 million. 

233. Mr. Lathen also relied on a variety of business, legal, and financial 
professionals to run his business. He was honest and forthright with these 
professionals. {Tr. 1756:23-1761:24). 

Division Response: Admitted that Robinson testified to business, legal and financial 
professionals with whom Lathen interacted during Robinson's tenure, and that it was his view 
that Lathen was honest and fortluight with these professionals. (But see: PFOF~~S51;579-
585;602;612;613;652;654;690;698-703;712-15;752-53;820-822;824;837;862-63;871-77;904-
10;915;959-71;998-1000;1011;I017; 1020-22.) 

In addition, Robinson's own honesty and forthrightness was called into question by evidence that 
- --· - --- --- --- --- - lie Hea to issuers-fi.iconnectiori witlii·edeinptiOn requests, portiayiiig tlle]oinfl:eiianfi>-as ----------- -------- - -

investment advisory clients of Eden Arc, making him a poor judge of Lathen' s honesty and 
forthrightness. (PFOF~~605-08.) 

234. Mr. Lathen fully disclosed his strategy to his compliance consultants 
Mission Critical Services. Mission Critical Services Corp. prepared all Form 
ADVs for Eden Arc Capital Management, LLC other than its initial Form 
ADV. (Tr. 596:18-24, 3323:5-8). 

Division Response: The cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding, except with 
respect to Lathen's claim that Mission Critical Services Corp. prepared all but the initial, Forms 
ADV. However, Lathen also testified that perhaps Cassandra Joseph had filed some of the 
Forms ADV prior to Lathen's retention of Mission Critical. (PFOF~,52-53.) Respondents 
called neither Cassandra Joseph nor any representative of Mission Critical and there is no 
evidence of his disclosure of his strategy to either Ms. Joseph or Mission Critical. 
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235. Mr. Lathen fully disclosed his strategy to his auditors at Citrin Cooperman 
. ·.·aad~ater·6sfier.Amper1--~LathM·.E~:i~8; ·~1'~ ·3·23.S.~i4'- ·32~:?~ i.Biv· Ex~ ~8·t4; 

Tr. 3606:5-3607:9; 1760:21-1761 :21). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and exhibits do not support this proposed 
Finding with respect to EisnerAmper, except that Lathen testified that drafts of his PPM had 
been sent to Citrin Cooperman. There is no evidence that Lathen provided EisnerAmper with his 
PSA. Lathen called no one from Citrin Cooperman or EisnerAmper to testify. (PFOF~557.) 

236. Mr. Lathen fully disclosed his strategy to his independent administrator, 
Integrated Investment Solutions. (Lathen Ex. 788; Tr. 3235: 14 - 3236:7; 
1756:23 - 1757: 11; 1760:21-1761 :21 ). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony and Exhibits do not support this proposed 
Finding, except that it appears that drafts of the PPM were sent to his independent administr~tor, 
Integrated Investment Solutions. 

237. The Division elicited no testimony from any auditor, accountant, attorney, 
· broker, compliance expert,·investor, potential investor or other securities 

industry professional that Mr. Lathen's investment strategy was unlawful or 
violated any federal securities law or rule. (NI A) 

Division Response: There is no evidence that Lathen sought, or that any professional offered 
him, advice on securities laws, so there could be no testimony from any professional to adduce 
on that topic. In addition, numerous attorney witnesses testified as to concerns they had about 
potential legal issues that they communicated to Lathen regarding the implementation of 
Lathen's investment strategy. (See, e.g., PFOF'if~651 ;652;690;719;824;827-830;835-836;868-
869;871-73;886-88;905-09;911 ;934.) In addition, Lathen did not provide full disclosure to his 
attorneys. (See, e.g., PFOFifir713;715;720;737;850-856;863;904;910;915-916;926;928;96;966-
967;972.) And Mission Critical pointed out Lathen's violations of the Custody Rule, but Lathen 

····-······------- --didnothingtocortecttheviolation.--(PFOF,545.) -·- - -· -- -- --- ------ ............. · · ......... .. 

Benchmark, an investor, asked Lathen whether "[i]s it legal for nominees of a corporation or 
partnership to enter a JTWROS agreement?" (Div. Ex. 107 - p. 5.) See also: 

3616:25 Q And, in fact, there was a potential investor 
3617:1 called Benchmark that did express concerns about the 
3617:2 Iegality of the strategy; is that right? 
3617 :3 A I don't specifically recall what you're 
3617:4 referencing. They did ultimately want to invest in the 
3617:5 fund until the Staples matter hit. 
3617:6 Q Well, they had a conference call with Peggy 
3617:7 Farrell of Hinckley Allen? 
3617:8 A Yes. I believe there was a call. 
3617:9 Q And that was because they had some concerns 
3617: 10 about the legality of the strategy, correct? 
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·-sb Pl~·M: A~r-don.'t'm~it'g a~fair-'inferetree;·just 
3617: 12 because someone is having a conference call with someone, 
3617: 13 that they have concerns about the legality of the 
3617:14 strategy. 
3617:15 Q Well, how often did prospective investors ask 
3617:16 to speak to one of your attorneys? 
3617: 17 A It happened fairly frequently. Any investor 
3617: 18 doing diligence on a situation is going to want to 
3617:19 understand the legal issues involved. 
3617:20 Q And after they spoke to bench -- after they 
3617:21 spoke to Peggy Farrell, they did not invest, correct? 
3617:22 A After speaking to Peggy Farrell, they were 
3617:23 ready to invest and, ultimately, were going to invest 
3617:24 until a few weeks later, the Staples. case came out in 
3617:25 which case, they backed away to see how that played out. 

Numerous lawyers, including Begelman and Robustelli testified that they told Lathen at the time 
that his conduct was fraudulent, and Prospect's lawyers sued him for, among other things, fraud. 
(PFOFif,130;135;200;256;257.) ·Another lawyer, the Division's expert, Martin-Lybecker·· ·· --·- ·-·· 
testified that Respondents were in violation of the Custody Rule. (PFOF,,461-477.) Lathen 
also sought to deflect scrutiny of many of the professionals he consulted or with whom he did 
business by sharing his investor presentation with the assurance that "[p ]rior to launching 
business, Eden Arc received advice from counsel that the strategy is legal." (PFOFifiJ393-94;655-
657;763.) 

238. A commitment to adequate participant disclosure has been a focus of the 
legal counsel Mr. Lathen received from the outset. (Tr. 3180:22-24; 3188:8-
20). 

- -~- · DivisiOnResrionse:··--AdiD.iffea Thai Latlieri sou@it "legal colinserWith.respeCf toaiscfosure10· ··· 
Participants. However, as it was revealed at trial, Lathen lied to prospective Participants in his 
brochures about his program's altruistic purposes, telling them that EndCare pledged to make 
charitable contributions that EndCare never made. (PFOFiJ883.) In addition, Respondents 
severed Lathen's joint tenancy with Davis, but there is no evidence that he told her what Katten 
had told him: that she had a present 1/3 interest to the securities in the account. 
(PFOFifil322;323;327;704.) 

239. Dennisse Alamo, the daughter of a deceased Participant who was acting as 
her mother's Power of Attorney, testified regarding her very positive 
experience with Mr. Lathen. (Tr. 2439: 15-2350:3)8 

Division Response: Admitted, except that the cited transcript portion supports only that Alamo 
deemed her interactions with Lathen as "positive," not "very positive." 

8 The Division assumes Respondents' citation is to 2349:15, not 2439:15. 
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., ·~340~· .. ~e"'9illt.si@R·~asrnet"'6lat~'@r,asserte~l-ihatvMr·;·ttthen=,s·'\liselosures .. :ro 
Participants were insufficient or inadequate. (NIA) 

Division Response: Admitted that the OIP does not claim that Lathen's disclosures to 
Participants were insufficient or inadequate. (But see PFOF'tf'tf322-23;327;582;704;881-884.) 

241. The Division has not claimed or asserted that the Limited Powers of 
Attorney executed by Participants (or their lawful representatives) were 
improper or unlawful. (NIA) 

Division Response: Admitted that the OIP does not claim that the "Limited" Powers of 
Attorney executed by Participants (or their representatives) were improper or unlawful. But the 
Division notes that several issuer witnesses testified that the Powers of Attorney giving Lathen 
complete control over the accounts contributed to their conclusions that the Participants had no 
beneficial ownership interest in them and that no valid joint tenancy had been created. 
(PFOF'tf'tf97;125;130;132;162;165;178-180.) In addition, Farrell testified that Lathen had told 
her that the brokers required joint signatures on any account instructions, so by having the 

· Participants·execute·the Powers of Attomey;tathen, -burnotthey,--c·ouidllllilateraHycontroltlre- -· 
accounts. (PFOF'tf902.) 

242. The Division has not claimed or asserted that the Participant Agreements 
into which Mr. Lathen and Participants (or their lawful representatives) 
entered were independently improper or unlawful. (NI A) 

Division Response: Admitted that the OIP does not claim that the Participant Agreements 
executed by Participants (or their representatives) were improper or unlawful. But the Division 
notes that several issuer witnesses testified that the Participant Agreements were important to 
their eligibility decisions and some refused to redeem upon receipt of the Participant 
Agreements; Prospect claimed the failure to disclose the side agreements was fraudulent. 

· ·(PFOF'tJ'tfl16~t38;150;160~63;l64~t72~178.:;81;200;228!230;24Lflrfadditfon,"afterFarreff · -· ·· · - · ·· ---- ---
reviewed Lathen's IMA and sample Participant Agreement, among other documents, she told 
Lathen of her concerns about the validity ofhisjoint tenancies under those agreements. 
(PFOF'tf871.) 

243. Michael Robinson served as Vice President of Marketing and 
Administration at Eden Arc, and worked closely with Mr. Lathen (in a one
room office), for several years. (Tr. 1748:16-20; 1752:22-1753:19'). 

Division Response: Admitted that Robinson served as Vice President of Marketing and 
Administration at Eden Arc, and worked closely with Mr. Lathen (in a one-room office). The 
cited testimony does not support the rest of this proposed Finding, namely the length of time for 
which this arrangement took place. 
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··"244. ·'Heis~~rgradtmte·ofMwrvm-d'C~irege;mtd-hotdn.~'"ter~~ir1 
economics from Princeton and a master's degree in finance from MIT. (Tr. 
1743:13-16). He worked in finance for many years, including at Citibank, 
Bank of Montreal, and Societe General. (Tr. 1743:1-1744:11) 

Division Response: Admitted. 

245. Mr. Robinson testified to his belief in the truth of the language in the 
redemption request letters and the validity of Mr. Lathen' s strategy. He 
testified that he believed Mr. Lathen held the same beliefs. (1803:17-
1805:20). 

Division Response: Admitted that Robinson testified that he believed that the language used in 
the redemption letters was true. As to his understanding ofLathen's belief in the truth of the 
letter's representations, Robinson testified only that, since the language in the redemption letters 
attesting to the Participant's joint and beneficial ownership was written by Lathen and the letters 
were signed by him, "it could be said that he believed that what he was saying was correct." 
See: 

1804:13 Q What did Mr. Lathen believe about the 
1804:14 truth or falsity of this language? 
1804:15 A The only thing I can say is, basically 
1804:16 it's his words. So I think he --you know, this is 
1804: 17 his words and his signature. So I think it could be 
1804:18 said that he believed that what he was saying was 
1804: 19 correct. 

The cited testimony does not support the portion of this proposed Finding that either Robinson or 
Lathen believed the strategy to be valid. 

246. After working closely with Mr. Lathen for several years, and knowing him 
as a person, Mr. Robinson formed a positive opinion of Mr. Lathen's 
character that is inconsistent with the Division's allegations of fraud. (Tr. 
1827:6-8; 14, 17-1829:13). 

Q. JUDGE PATIL: Mr. Robinson, what frauds do you know of that Mr. 
Lathen committed? (1827) 
A. THE WITNESS: None. 

Q. MS. CORCORAN: Can you put some color behind that, in your own 
words, why? .. . 
A. Yeah ... my close working relationship with Jay over almost four years, 
sitting in this little room together. You know, we didn't just talk about business. 
But we talked about our kids, our families. You know, he dealt with contractors 
and, you know, buying and selling cars and all this sorts of things that you do in 
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-. . .. ,..dai!~r.J.tfe. ·A~~'-W28•just-ae-oo~.-loha~ .. t.liat·.ho-\vas .. e\{@r.--eR§a~-48.-,_whatyoo 
might call sharp practices, you know, was trying to cheat somebody, trying to 
hide something, trying to get a little more insurance money for a fender-bender 
than he was entitled to. He just didn't do that stuff. I just came to feel like he was 
playing straight. 

Division Response: Admitted that Robinson testified to having such a view. (But see 
DRRPFOF'iJ233.) 

247. Throughout his. career, Mr. Lathen has no history of disciplinary action 
being taken against him nor has he ever been the subject of an investigation 
into possible misconduct. (Tr. 2156:8-10). 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. 

248. Mr. Grundstein, who has known Mr. Lathen for thirty years and is a 
member of the financial industry, testified to Mr. Lathen's ''very high 
standing character," and his view of Mr. Lathen's honesty and 
·trustwarthiness:-(Tr~·2426~20~427:2~)···--· - -· ··-· -·-----·--- -·--·-·---- ·---- · --

Division Response: Admitted to the extent that Grundstein was testifying to his view of 
Lathen's character as a friend (PFOF1fif688-89), not industry participant. There is no evidence 
that Grundstein had any interactions with Lathen in business, apart from Lathen's seven-month 
engagement of Grundstein's firm in 2009. 

249. Mr. Dean has known Mr. Lathen for more than 30 years since their time in 
college together at Rice University. SFOFir69. They worked together for 
years at two different companies, Key Energy and Penn Virginia. See infra . 

. -- ... u-Divisloli -Response: -~Aclmittecttlfan:atheinind Dean· have lrnoWfi each other 'since ·college-and· --Ou • • • --- - • .. • • • - .... 

that they both worked for Key Energy and Penn Virginia at various times in their careers and in 
various capacities. But at Key Energy, both Lathen and Dean were relatively junior in their 
respective positions, and overlapped for only four years. (PFOFififl8;19.) When Lathen left 
Lehman, Key Energy's business did not follow him to Citibank. (PFOFif20.) At Penn Virginia, 
Dean and Lathen only overlapped for a year, 2006, during which time, Dean was not involved in 
any of the M&A activity that Lathen was working. on as an investment banker for the company. 
(PFOF,if21;23;24.) When Lathen left Lehman, Penn Virginia's business did not follow him to 
Citibank. (PFOFif25.) See also: 

2795:15 Q Uh-huh. 
2795:16 A I worked at First Albany until 2004, at 
2795: 17 which time I left. 
2795: 18 And at that point, I was working in 
2795: 19 Denver. I left to go to work for a company called 
2795 :20 Infinity Oil & Gas. I worked there until 2006. 
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-·2195:'.ll · · '""'*mii jmned~·JiTI-gima <30r}IC'mtimN1Hd 
2795 :22 its subsidiaries in October of 2006. And worked 
2795:23 there until February oflast year. 
2795 :24 And the company has declared bankruptcy, I 
2795:25 think it was April or May, 2016, I was laid off. And 
2796: 1 I am currently between jobs. 

2828:9 Q And when you went to Penn Virginia, you 
2828: 10 said you were the head of investor relations, and 
2828: 11 you moved into corporate development. While you 
2828:12 were the head of investor relations, what role did 
2828: 13 you take in any of the M&A activity engaged in by 
2828:14 Penn Virginia? 
2828:15 A We had-- it was not my area-- as 
2828: 16 investor relations early on, that wasn't my area of 
2828: 17 responsibility. 
2828: 18 You know, the COO -- and he had financial 
2828:19 folks that would be involved in modeling and, you 

·· · ··· ··· ··· ... 2828:20-·know;·hammerin-g out1lretransactinndetails. ····· - ··-·-··-- ··--- ···-···- · · ········ ···-

2828:21 When I was promoted to head of corporate 
2828:22 development, I continued to do investor relations, 
2828:23 but I also added the M&A part of the job to that 
2828:24 And primarily what I was involved in was 
2828 :25 looking at various acquisition opportunities. But 
2829:1 probably more --more successful was divesting. We 
2829:2 sold a lot of assets to pay down our debt and, you 
2829:3 know, continue to keep our liquidity and leverage 
2829:4 under control. 
2829:5 Obviously not enough at the end of day. 

·· ----·-··----·-2829:·6-But~ yoiikilow,we ~-out~ ·agairi~ tliat's.what Tdid____ .. ·- - ··--· · · ----------- ..... ··· ·· · ··- -

2829:7 toward the end of my career there was to --you 
2829:8 know, to be involved in the a lot of divestitures. 
2829:9 Q And how long were you in corporate 
2829: 10 development, the EVP of corporate development? 
2829: 11 A I think it was 2011. So it would have 
2829:12 been like five years. 

250. Mr. Dean was vice president of strategic planning and analysis at Key 
Energy, and worked there from 1996-2000. SFOF~70. Owing that time, Mr. 
Lathen was an investment banker at Lehman Brothers and part of the team 
working for Key Energy. (Tr. 2798:7-2799:1) 

Division Response: Admitted, noting that during that period, Lathen was a "mid-level, 
relatively young guy" on the Lehman Brothers/Key Energy team. (PFOF~l9.) 
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... 251 .... Mr .. '¥nean,w.as.head..af.in:vestor.xeJ.atinus . .and.co'Poxate..de.vclD.pmem.at 
Penn Virginia. (Tr. 2802:6-9). Mr. Lathen worked closely with the CEO and 
CFO of Penn Virginia, as well as the General Counsel, advising them on 
investment banking matters. (Tr. 2803:21-24). · 

Division Response: Admitted, but Dean had little interaction with Lathen while they 
overlapped for one year at Penn Virginia, since, as head of investor relations, Dean's area was 
not M&A activity-the area on which Mr. Lathen was consulting Penn Virginia. (PFOFiJ21.) 

252. Mr. Dean testified that Mr. Lathen was a person of very high character 
(Tr. 2816:18-2819:10) 

Division Response: Admitted that Dean so testified. But Dean had limited interactions on a 
professional level with Lathen, and very few interactions with him on any level since, 
apparently, 2006. (See DRRPFOF~251, supra.) 

2815: 17 Q So how often do you see each other these 
2815:18 days? 

-·- -·-2&15:19--· .. · A-·T·haven't seen Jay-in-..;:.J believe .. it~s--·· .. ··· · - · ··-·· ··· ··--.. 
2815 :20 five years. Our children were pretty young. Might 
2815 :21 have been more. Might have been six. 
2815:9 But, you know, primarily we will talk--
2815: 10 talk via email. And I think I had a conversation 
2815:11 with him a year ago. His daughter, I think, was 
2815:12 considering going to Penn and, you know, we live in 
2815:13 Philly. 

253. He stated that Mr. Lathen was very trustworthy on both a personal and 
professional level. (Tr. 2819:7-9). 

Division Response: Admitted that Dean testified that he trusted Lathen personally and 
professionally. 

254. Mr. Dean testified that Mr. Lathen's reputation amongst his peers at 
Lehman Brothers was excellent (Tr. 2809:17-2810:8). 

Division Response: Admitted that Dean testified that he thought Lathen's reputation among 
his peers at Lehman Brothers was excellent. 

255. Mr. Dean stated that Mr. Lathen's reputation amongst his colleagues at 
Penn Virginia was excellent. {Tr. 2803 :25-2804:2) 

Division Response: Admitted that Dean so testified. He went on to testify that Penn Virginia 
continued to use Lehman Brothers after Lathen left, so "it wasn't like Jay ... was the only 
reason we were involved there." See: 
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. · ''2!03.::25 ~~ ···nrOkay; "--what wa·siVlr:-·Lalhe·n•s reputa'tion 
2804: 1 among your colleagues at Penn Virginia? 
2804 :2 A It was excellent. I think the work that 
2804:3 he and Lehman had provided led to them getting 
2804:4 rewarded with, you know, repeat business down the 
2804 :5 road, all the way until -- even after Lehman went 
2804:6 belly-up, they, you know, continued to be, you know, 
2804:7 our bankers at Penn Virginia through Barclays, where 
2804:8 a lot of them landed. 
2804:9 When Jay left Lehman in 2007 and went to 
2804:10 Citigroup, you know, I think that there was a 
2804: 11 continuation without him at Lehman. 
2804:12 So it wasn't like Jay, you know-- he was 
2804:13 the only reason we were involved there. But he did 
2804:14 a -- you know, he did a fine job. 

256. Mr. Dean also testified that Mr. Lathen was part of team of"consummate 
· ·· · professionals"·-at Lehman; and that he had a perfect rec-ord-ilrupholding· hi~-----·--

fiduciary duties to his clients, including the responsibility of protecting 
confidential client information. (Tr. 2800:4-8). 

Q. Okay. How did Mr. Lathen handle the responsibility of protecting confidential 
client information? 
A. I would say Jay, along with any of the bankers that we dealt with at Lehman 
were - you know, there's nothing short of a perfect record that's acceptable. So 
there was never any doubt in our minds. 
Q. In terms of his business dealings, would you describe him as having a 
propensity for having honesty or dishonesty on the spectrum? 

___________________ A· Co)llp!e~~-P..9_1':1esty .. _ ..... ·--·- .. __ ........ ______ ....... ·-······ ______ ---· ______ . _ ... ______ .. __ _ 

Division Response: Admitted that Dean testified that that was his opinion given his limited 
interactions with Lathen on a professional level. (See DRRPFOFiJiJ250-51, supra.) 

257. Mr. Lathen conceived of this investment strategy when members of his 
own family were struggling with exorbitant healthcare and end-of-life costs. 
(Tr. 3177: 1-3178: 12) 

Division Response: Admitted that Lathen so testified. 

258. Though profit was an obvious motivating factor, in the end, the reality is 
that Endcare provided a-real service to real people in need. 

Dennisse Alamo, Participant's Daughter I Power of Attorney, Tr. 2355: 10-16 
Q. And why did you recommend EndCare to your friends? 
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. '. --A. ~Well,: .. J. had-i&g03<i~K-peAeftee ... {~ght-.it-1Nas·nelt-tful;-·8.fld I ·tlltnk·&at; ''100 
know, the people that I had recommended it to were people that I knew might not 
have had the financial resources to appropriately handle end-of-life matters. 

Joy Davis, Participant, Terminal Cancer, 6-month diagnosis, Tr. 1526:21-1527:4 
Q. I understand that. Did you have a specific financial need for the money? Or 
was it going to go towards medical expenses or something specific? Or --
A. No. I used the money to -- to straighten out my kids. I wanted to make sure 
that, you know, my kids were, you know, were straight, you know, before I died. 
So I used the money to help them out. 

Division Response: Admitted that Alamo testified that "she had a good experience," and 
thought EndCare was "helpful," and that she recommended it to people she knew who "might 
not have had the financial resources to appropriately handle end-of-life matters." The cited 
testimony from Davis does not support this proposed finding. Additionally, neither End Care, nor 
Lathen, paid Davis the 1/3 of the joint account to which she was entitled as a joint tenant when 
he closed the account after learning that she was cured. (PFOF,~325;327;704.) 

-- 259. -Mr~ Lathen went to great lengths to·-ensure-that"his-Partictpantswere- · -
comfortable with the program and, ultimately, treated them with kindness, 
care, and concern for their well-being. 

Dennisse Alamo, Tr. 2349:15-2350:3 
Q. Generally, Ms. Alamo, how would you describe your interactions with Mr. 
Lathen? 
A. Positive. Helpful. Supportive. 
Q. Did you ever feel pressured by Mr. Lathen to participate in the program? 
A.No. 
Q. How did you feel about the adequacy of Mr. Lathen's disclosures to you about 
theprogram?- - - -- -- ----- ----- ··· ·- -·-· ·· -- ···· -- -- ---- · ---·- - --· ·· 
A. I think they were - that he was honest, that he was transparent. He answered, 
you know, any questions that I had to my satisfaction. 

Dennisse Alamo, Tr. 2346:16-347:11 
Q. Would you mind reading it? 
A. Sure. "Jay it was a wonderful surprise to receive your note. Your generous 
contribution on Mom's behalf means so much and was very touching. We are 
thrilled that she will be acknowledged on the Calvary tree of life among so many 
strong and courageous individuals. 11Thank you from the bottom of my heart. I 
hope that you and your family will enjoy the assortment of treats" -- oh, yes, I do 
remember this -- "I prepared with you in mind. "Each item was made with much 
love and care as a sign of my deep appreciation .. Warmest regards." 
Q. Do you recall why you felt compelled to send this note? 
A. Yeah. I think that at a time when - you know, going through something like 
this is hard enough. I felt very appreciative and wanted to acknowledge, you 
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·.· .. kfiow,-netjt:tsN:he-bb~me~"'ftSl'ect;·Ja.ttt··yoo-~ki16w;·1he·amtri~m¥.fuat-itetiaa 
made on my mother's behalf at the hospital. 

Division Response: Denied, as the cited testimony does not support this proposed Finding. 
Admitted that Alamo testified that her interactions with Lathen were "helpful" and "supportive." 
No other similar testimony from any of Lathen's EndCare clients or their representatives was 
offered, and Respondents did not ask Davis whether she held similar views. 

260. The Fund underwent an annual audit in compliance with the Custody Rule for the 
entire time period during which EACM was a registered investment adviser (e.g. 
for fiscal years ended December 31, 2012, 2013 and 2014). With respect to each 
such fiscal year, the audited financial statements for the Fund were issued within 
120 days of the end of the fiscal year. Eden Arc withdrew its registration as an 
investment adviser with the SEC in February 2016, prior to the deadline to issue 
audited financial statements for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2015. Once it 
withdrew its registration, it was no longer subject to the SEC's Custody Rule or 
the annual audit requirement with respect to the fiscal year ended December 31, 
2015. See Tr. 539:5-16; 648:12-18. 

Division Response: This proposed Finding is argument and therefore should be stricken 
pursuant tQ the Court's order. Further, it is denied because it is wrong for at least three reasons. 

First, whether the Fund underwent an annual audit is of no moment to Respondents' compliance 
with the Custody Rule. The Division's Custody Rule claims here - brought under Advisers Act 
Section 206(4)-2 and Rule 206(4)-2(a)(l)-concem whether EACM maintained client assets in 
the name of the client, here, the Fund. The provision of the Custody Rule that deals with annual 
audits-Rule 206(4)-2(b)(4) (the "Audit Exception")--does not excuse an Adviser's failure to 
maintain client assets in the clients' names. See 17 C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-2(b)(4) (providing that · 
an Adviser does not have to comply with certain other provisions of the Custody Rule if in 
compliance Willi the-Auait Exempnoii ~out stitrrequiriiig compliance-With paragraph.(a)(l))~- · · 

Second, even if the Audit Exemption provision of the Custody Rule was somehow relevant, 
Respondents have failed to state that they met their obligations under that provision. The Audit 
Exemption provides, in relevant part, that an Adviser "shall be deemed to have complied with 
Paragraph (a)( 4) of this section with respect to the account of a limited partnership ... that is 
subject to audit ... at least annually and distributes its audited fmancial statements prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles to all limited partners within 120 days 
of the end of its fiscal year." Rule 206(4)-2(b)(4). There is no evidence in the record as to 
whether or not EACM distributed its audited financial statements to limited partners-nor does 
this proposed Finding allege as much. Thus, that audited financial statements "issued" fails to 
even allege facts that would prove EACM's compliance with the Audit Exception provision of 
the Custody Rule. 

Third, Respondents incorrectly imply that once the Adviser withdrew its registration, it did not 
violate the Custody Rule for the fiscal year 2015. Respondents are wrong. EACM, aided and 
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abetted by Lathen, violated the Custody Rule for the fiscal year 2015 in two ways: (a) it failed to 
· keep client assetSln 'the natmfoTfhe·client;fo vi01afion'ofRiile'20o(4)-1(a)(l); arid {b)it failed to 

either obtain a surprise examination or circulate audited financial statements to investors for the 
fiscal year 2015. As noted above, the Audit Exception provides that an Adviser "shall be 
deemed to have complied with Paragraph (a)(4)" if it circulates audited financial statements to 
investors within 120 days of the end of their fiscal year. Paragraph (a)(4) requires that an 
Adviser have client funds and securities verified annually on a surprise basis by an independent 
public accountant. Taken together, in short, the Custody Rule requires that advisers either 
circulate their audited financial statements to investors annually, or be subject to a surprise 
examination. EACM did neither for the fiscal year 2015. That Respondents withdrew EACM's 
registration in 2016 does not absolve them of their Custody Rule obligations for 2015. Therefore 
they violated both Rule 206(4)-2(a)(l) and Rule 206(4)-2(a)(4) for that year. 

261. For joint accounts opened under Participant Agreements executed prior to January 
2013, the Fund's economic benefits derived from its rights under the Investment 
Management Agreement ("IMA"). For joint accounts opened under Participant 
Agreements executed after January 2013, the Fund's economic benefits derived 
from its rights under the original Discretionary Line Agreement ("ODLA"), 

· · ·· subsequent-Discretionary-Line Agreement-CSDtl-\fand· ProfitSharing Agreement
("PSA"). See Div. Ex. 191 I Div. Ex. 190 and Div. Ex. 72 I Div. Exs. 183, 184 
and 185. 

Division Response: Denied, as this proposed Finding mischaracterizes the evidence .. Under 
the IMA, Lathen and Jungbauer were nominees for EACM and were acting on behalf of EACM 
and EACP. (PFOF~355.) The nominees agreed that they would hold the survivor's option 
instruments "as nominee for and on behalf of the partnership only," and that they had "no legal 
or beneficial interest in the SO Investments." (PFOF~357.) In addition, Lathen acknowledged 
acting as a nominee owner for the Fund. (PFOf1358.) 

The Discretionary Line Agreements stated that the lender ''would provide a discretionary line of 
-- ·--- -· ~ - ----credff ill-orderfo-fmatice-lliepuichaseof ceriiiiiisecUrities-fo oe owned oy-Boirower as a joinf . 

tenant with rights of survivorship pursuant to agreements between Borrower(s) and certain 
identified Participants." (PFOF~~369;376.) The Promissory Note provided that Lathen 
promised to pay EACP "for all amounts outstanding." (Div. Ex. 193.) The Profit Sharing 
Agreement, in place at the same time as the Discretionary Line Agreements and the Promissory 
Note, provided that Lathen would transfer all profits and losses he derived from the joint 
accounts to the Fund. (PFOF~374.) 

In any event, despite the various non-arms' length agreements that purported to create certain 
arrangements, the evidence at the hearing showed that the securities in the JTWROS accounts 
belonged to the Fund and had to be held in the Fund's name. (See Division of Enforcement's 
Post-Hearing Brief, dated April 7, 2017 at pp. 20-23.) 

262. The Fund's Investments consisted of the following components: (a) "Advances" 
made to joint accounts under the IMA for Participants Agreements preceding 
January 2013; (b) "Loans" to Lathen or Lathen/Participants jointly under the 
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· · ~LA~,s~LAtl"irespeotivdy1fer-Participam·~moots1ift«l~~ .. ~&B; 
( c) "Profit sharing rights" under the PSA (for Participant Agreements after 
January 2013). See Div. Ex. 191 I Div. Ex. 190 and Div. Ex. 72 I Div. Exs. 183, 
184 and 185. 

Division Response: Denied. None of the quoted terms are defined terms in any of the 
agreements cited by Respondents. The IMA makes no reference to "Advances." It says that the 
Nominees "shall be authorized to act in behalf of the Investment Manager [EACMJ and/or the 
Partnership [EACP] and shall be further authorized to purchase SO Investments," that they. have 
"no legal or beneficial interest in the SO Investments", and that "[a ]ll other attributes of the 
beneficial ownership of the SO Investments shall be and remain in Partnership." (Div. Ex. 191 
p. - 2.) Similarly, "Loans" is not a defined term in the Discretionary Line Agreements. N<>r is 
there any mention of "Profit sharing rights" or any "sharing" of profits in the PSA. To the 
contrary: the PSA provides that Lathen will "assign all profits and losses he derives from the 
Accounts and the Participant Agreements to EACP." (Div. Ex. 72 p. -2.) (See also, supra 
DRRPFOFi}261.) 

263. The joint accounts were always maintained with a qualified custodian and were 
-····titled 'in'the ·names of Mr Lathen, the :Participant; and ·Mr~- Jungbauer (only with·· 

respect for Participant Agreements executed prior to January 2013). 

Division Response: Admitted that the accounts were titled in the names of Lathen, the 
Participant, and/or Jungbauer, but there is no evidence the custodians were qualified. 

264. The Instrument evidei:icing the Fund's ownership of the Advances is the IMA 
itself. See Div. Ex. 191. 

Division Response: Denied. The Fund did not own "Advances." The IMA makes no 
reference to "Advances." It says that the Nominees "shall be authorized to act in behalf of the 

--- · -1nvesttnenfManager (E.ACM] ancIJor the Partnersrup·ana-shall be further authorized'to plfrcliase-- ---· · · - -- --
so Investments," that they have "no legal or beneficial interest in the SO Investments," and that 
"[a]ll other attributes of the beneficial ownership of the SO Investments shall be and remain in 
Partnership." (Div. Ex. 191-p. 2.) Consequently, the Fund beneficially owned the securities in 
the JTWROS accounts through its nominees, Lathen and Jungbauer. (See also Division of 
Enforcement's Post-Hearing Brief, April 7, 2017 at pp. 20-23.) 

265. The Instrument evidencing the profit sharing rights is the PSA. See Div. Ex. 72. 

Division Response: Denied. The PSA, instead of sharing profits between parties, assigns all 
profits to one party, specifically providing that Lathen will "assign all profits and losses he 
derives from the Accounts and the Participant Agreements to EACP." (Div. Ex. 72-p. 2.) The 
provisions of the PSA and the DLA, in place at the same time, among other evidence, show that 
the Fund owned the securities in the JTWROS accounts. See also Division of Enforcement's 
Post-Hearing Brief ("DPHB"), dated April 7, 2017 at pp. 20-23. 
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itself and the Promissory Note ("PN"). See Div. Ex. 190, 193). 

Division Response: Admitted that Respondents executed a Discretionary Line Agreement 
dated January 4, 2013 and a Promissory Note. 

267. The Instruments evidencing the SDLAs are the SDLAs themselves. See Div. Ex. 
183-185. 

Division Response: Denied. While Respondents executed additional Discretionary Line 
Agreements beginning in February 2015, (PFOF~376), they, too, were evidenced by the 
Promissory Note. 

268. Under the initial contractual regime enacted at Fund inception, the Fund owned 
Advances to Messrs. Lathen and Jungbauer under the IMA which were to be 
expressly used to fund the joint accounts. See Div. Ex. 191 -p.2 at,~ 4, 41, 8. 

Division Response: Denied, as this proposed Finding mischaracterizes the IMA. The IMA 
-- --· · · ·· · ··-"' makes no·· reference to· "Advances;" nor does it say anywhere that the purputted Advances-or · ·- ·--·· ·· 

anything else were to be expressly used to fund the joint accounts. (Div. Ex. 191.) The IMA 
says that the Nominees "shall be authorized to act in behalf of the Investment Manager [EACM] 
and/or the Partnership [EACP] and shall be further authorized to purchase SO Investments," that 
they have "no legal or beneficial interest in the SO Investments", and that "[a]ll other attributes 
of the beneficial ownership of the SO Investments shall be and remain in Partnership." (Div. Ex. 
191 p. -2.) The nominees agreed that they would hold the survivor's option instruments "as 
nominee for and on behalf of the partnership only." Thus, Lathen and Jungbauer were nominees 
for EACM and EACP and were acting on behalf ofEACM and EACP. (PFOFif355.) In 
addition, Lathen acknowledged acting as a nominee owner for the Fund. (PFOF~358.) 
Consequently, the Fund beneficially owned the securities in the JTWROS accounts through its 

-------------··-- -n:oniiftees-;Lathenand"Jung15auet:-(SeealscfDPHB an:>p~· 20~23:) -· -- ··--·-·---···---·- --- ·---- -- -- ---- -----

269. Under the modified contractual regime adopted in January 2013, From January 
2013 to January 2015, the Fund owned Loans made to Mr. Lathen under the 
Original DLA. After January 2015, the Fund owned Loans made to Mr. Lathen 
and Participant as joint borrowers. In addition to these Loans, the Fund owned 
profit sharing rights related to Mr. Lathen's share of the joint accounts under the 
PSA. See Div. Ex. 183-185. 

Division Response: Denied, as this proposed Finding mischaracterizes the evidence. The 
Profit Sharing _Agreement, in place at the same time as the Discretionary Line Agreements, 
provided that Lathen would transfer all profits and losses he derived from the joint accounts to 
the Fund. (PFOFif374.) The Discretionary Line Agreements stated that the lender "would 
provide a discretionary line of credit in order to finance the purchase of certain securities to be 
owned by Borrower( s) as a joint tenant with rights of survivorship pursuant to agreements 
between Borrower and certain identified Participants." (PFOF,iJ369;376.) In addition, the 
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introduction of the PSA and the DLAs did notltjng to ch~ge the realjtv that the Fund owned the 
securities in the JTWROS accounts. The economics of the transactions, the flow of the funds, 
the representations to investors in the Forms ADV, the treatment of assets in the Adviser's 
financials, and Lathen and the Fund's tax treatment, all did not change. (See DPHB at pp. 20-
23.) In addition, the IMA continued to govern accounts of Participants signed up prior to 
January 24, 2013. (PFOF~~350-5 l ;381.) 

Dated: May 19, 2017 
New York, New York 

DIVISION OF ENFORCEMENT 

N cyA. Brown 
Ju Weinstock 
Janna I. Berke 
Lindsay S. Moilanen 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
New York Regional Office 
Brookfield Place, 200 Vesey Street, Suite 400 
New York, New York 10281 
Tel. (212) 336-1023(Brown) 
Email: brownn@sec.gov 
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